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liNorth National Dank

AUTO EXCISE TAX

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

North

Here Are Answers To Ques-

H

Our Officers and Staff keep in close

*•*

touch with the best interests of our cus

*

tomers and consider it a pleasure to be

this ydar, it is necessary to pay the
excise tax provided for by that law.
This is a tax put on in place of
the property tax which has heretofore
been imposed by the city. The auto
owner will be taxed upon the list
price of his automobile, commonly i.
known as the F.O.B. value, with a
sliding scale of tax, according to the ,
year of manufacture of the car. Be- |
fore applying to the State for the
1930 licenses, you will be obliged to j
go to the tax collector’s office and
pay this excise tax. It will
nec- I
essary .for you to state the year of
the make of your car, motor num- 1
bcr, serial number and model number. 1
The tax collector will issue you ,
duplicate receipts, one of Avhich is to
he sent with your application for (
licenses. You may apply at jiny time
now for the 1930 plate. There is no
reduction t n account of the time
of year at which you apply, except I
on applications after Sept. 1, 1930, at
which time there will be one-third reduttion of the regular rate.
ln case of ^exchange of cars you ,
will be allowed on the new car the '
amount which you have paid on the
old one, to apply on your new licenses.

>•>
••*
Timely service, like timely gifts, is —
doubled ln value.—George MacDonald. —

*••

A QUEER FISH

of assistance to them.
Checking Accounts are invited.

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM
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Fishermen at Beach Haven, N. J.
have pulled a whole zoo out of the
Atlantic. The creature which they
towed in after a 24 hour battle seems
to have been the result of a merger
of a pig, a whale and a hat, ttnd ap
parently it has been having denial
trouble. Mere are the statistics: It
is 12 feet long. Has wings like a hat.
Has a tail like a wnale. Has an eye
in each ear, with the ears resembling
thos£ of a pig. Has a mouth 12
Inches long on the top of its head, hut
no teeth. Beyond conjecture that the
creature is a member of the ray fam
ily. fishermen are at a loss to name
their prisoner.
•

Are You Going Away On
Your Salary or On Part

Foot Ball

of Your Savings?

But So Were the St. Louis Nationals

In the World Seriies Last Year
A New’ York dispatch says that the
first big bet placed on the impending
World Series was recorded there
Thursday.
J S. Fried and Company, a Wall
Street firm, reported a bet of $15,000
against $17,500 that Chicago w’ould
win the series from the Philadelphia
Athletics was placed by them for a
Middle Western man.
They also reported a bet of $5,500
to $5,000 that Chicago will win the
first game of the series.

ROCKLAND HIGH
vs.

SKOWHEGAN HIGH
Community Park

But that is not all that systematic saving does—it
encourages thrift, creates ambition and increases
self-respect. If you depend on your salary for your
daily expense the daily expense will probably eat it
all up. If you save you’ll deny yourself unconscious
ly. Start that first dollar working today.

Get the Peoples laundry, IJmerock street. Tel. 170. Io help you with
U1IVO,
housecleaning.
They wash quilts.
41-tf i
blankets, curtains, etc.

2.30 o'clock

Adm. 50c. Students 25c

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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To the Citizens of Rockland and Vicinity: —
During the last several years in which I have served as a member
of the local advisory board for the Salvation Army, I have learned
fully its needs, and have learned to appreciate not only its selfsacriiicing service but the true efficiency with which its available
funds have been expended.
Its field of operation covers Rockland, Rockport. Camden, Thom
aston, as well as Warren, Waldoboro. Stonington, St. George, Union
and North Haven—a large territory which offers abundant oppor
tunity fur the special kind of work which the Army accomplishes as
does no other organization with which I am familiar.
The Home .Service and the Helpful Heart Service which the
Army does is peculiar to itself. Nobody else does It and it has be
come universally recognized as the particular burden of the Salva
tion Army.
It comes now asking for only $3,500 for the ensuing year. Truly
a very small amount for these communities to raise. *The Army is
not asking our citizens to become solicitors. They are, in character
istic manner, assuming to themselves all the work of solicitation,
carried on with their own small grout) of willing workers.
This should not be regaded as a solicitation. It is really an oppor
tunity. It is going to take this small group of Army workers a long
time to personally cover the broad territory of their activities. 1 w ish
every person who takes time to read this appeal would do something
to help raise the required budget. Even the smallest cdntributk n is
well worthwhile and will be gratefully received. Mail your contribu
tions to Hon»r E. Robinson, treasurer, Rockland, Maine.
G. B. Wood.
Rockland, Sept. 20.

FATAL TO BOTH

WHITE RIBBONERS

The tragedy at the Pleasant street
railroad crossing Wednesday evening
was made complete yesterday with
the death of Mrs. Grace A. Hall, who
had laid unconscious at Knox Hos
pital, whither she was taken after
the accident. The body was taken to
her late home in Greenville, where
the body of her husband, who was
instantly killed in the same accident
awaits burial. Mrs. Hall was 44, and
is survived by two sons.

Plans For the State Conven
tion — Mrs. Quimby In
Indianapolis

The Maine W.C.T.U. is to hold its
annual convention in Bangor Oct. 9,
10, 11, and the program is practically
completed. Mrs. Althe.l G. Quimby,
the state president, will preside, and
the other general officers will be in
attendance, with the exception of
Miss Alice A. Clough, the correspond
ing secretary, who has accepted a po
We are receiving bids on new cruis sition as matron in the Friends’ Home
ers so as to get them done in time to in Amesbury, Mass.
There will be an unusual number of
throw
on the
conUiruw them
II1VI11 Dll
mo next naval -----national officers and speakers. Mrs.
ference scrap-heap.—Dallas News.
Ida B. Wise Smith, of Iowa, National
vice president at large, Mrs. Jeannette
H. Mann of Massachusetts and Mrs.
Fannie Drummond of Ohio national
lecturers and organizers are to be
among them. A program of unusual
interest is being arranged.
eMrs. Donald D. Hurlburt. president
of Bangor local union, will be chair
man of the hostess committee, and
she will be supported by an efficient
group of officers.

Twenty-five Salesmen and Salesgirls Wanted for EASTERN S GO
ING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE, which starts Wednesday Morning.

Purchasing Shares in the

Apply Monday morning 9 to 10 only.

Rockland Loan and Building Association
ton the Monthly Payment Plan

Makes the

Ideal Savings Account
ROCKLAND, MAINE

. f83 MAIN STREET

CAN YOU SAVE $10.00 PER MONTH?
Hava you ever figured what it would amount to with intereat at
5'/2% per annum, compounded semi-annually?

In 5 years it will gain $98.00 and
you will have $698.00.
y

In 10 years it will gain $406.60 and
you will have $1606.60.

QheNtW

In 15 years it will gain $983.40 and
you will have $2,783.40.

RADIO

In 20 years it will gain $2,111.70 and
you will have $4,511.70.

ower Detection

THIS ASSOCIATION
Hat paid its depoaitora 5’/a% dividanda aince 1907. 8harea may be
had at any time, and monthly depoaita may be made In any amount
from $1.00 to $50.00. Start an account now and ate It grow.

\

<//»</ the New-45 Tubes

y

Rocklani Loan & Building Association

plus the exclusive
Majestic Automatic

Rockland, Me.

18 School Street

OPPOSITE THE POSTOFFICE

Sensitivity Control
a.’

gives you QUIET,
Smooth Reception,

with no oscillation

1929

on the low wave

111

Bills Paid by Check
Are Paid Permanently
Bills paid in cash often have a way of
bobbing up unexpectedly and asking to be
paid again.
When you pay by check the bill is set
tled for all time and1 you can prove it any
time by producing the cancelled check.
Paying by check has many other ad
vantages and we suggest that you arrange
today to open an account with the Thom
aston National Bank.

THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK
Thomaston, Maine

104 Years Without a Loss to a Depositor

a

lengths as well as
the high ones
>

Model 91
♦ 13752 dess tubes)
Improved Majeetlc Super-Dynamto
Speaker. Extra heavy, sturdy Majestic
Power-Pack, with positive voltaae-ballaat.
Insures long life and safety. Early English
design cabinet of American Walnut. In
strument panel overlaid with genuine Im
ported Australian Lacewood. Escutcheon
plate and knobs finished in genuine silver.

POUR TUNED
♦ STAGES ’
(tAggsea

ENTER

Senatorial Race Will Undoubtedly Be Between Congress

Wanted!

*

NOT

EVERYBODY

CUBS ARE FAVORITES

TODAY

If you had begun to deposit even as little as a dol
lar a week in this Bank twelve months ago and
skipped no intervening weeks you would have today
a snug sum, part of which might be used for vaca
tion, that’s what saving on a system means.

AN APPEAL TO

Issue

Volume 84.................. Number I 14

NELSON WILL

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
f
, tions Now Vexing Owners
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
of Motor Cars
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established ln
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
Before applying for the 1930 auto
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Free Press was established ln 1855 and In mobile plates, and licenses under the
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
law which went into effect July 31 of
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

In
Close Touch

THREE CENTS A COPY

Saturday]

Model 92
$16722 (/ess tubes)
Improved Majeatic Super-Dynamio
Speaker. Extra heavy, aturdy Majestio
Power-Pack, with positive voltage-ballast,
insurea long life and safety. Jacobean period
cabinet or American walnut. Doors of
matched butt walnut with overlays on
doors and interior panel of genuine im
ported Australian Lacewood. Escutcheon
plate, knobs and door pulls finished in gen*
(line silver.

No A C Hum
FREE Home Demonstration

• » • •

Mrs. Althea G. Quimby, president
Maine W.C.T.U. is in Indianapolis
attending the convention of the Na
tional W.C.T.U.. Mrs. Quimby has
accepted an Invitation to speak in
one of the churches of Tndianapolis
tomorrow.
More than 3,000 delegates, officials
and members will gather to attend
this 55th convention. The principal
business of the convention will he to
strengthen the educational policies of
the W.C.T.U. to plan to aid the gov
ernment and the administration In
law observance and law enforce
ment; and to prepare for the Senato
rial and Congressional election of No
vember, 1930, when the W.C.T.U.
officials expect to see a desperate
effort by the Wets to unseat Dry leg
islators.

man White and Former Governor Ralph O. Brewster
Recent statements in the dally
newspapers have made it appear that
Representative
John
E.
Nelson
would enter the Senatorial race, but
according to yesterday’s Press Herald
this is not the case.
It has been Mr. Nelson’s attitude
all along that he would not run
against Representative Wallace H.
White. He sees no reason for chang
ing his attitude and those who have
talked with him understand his de
cision to be final.
Except in the extremely remote
possibilityftbat a third candidate will
come forward from eastern Maine, the
race is now permanently narrowed
down to two candidates, Representa
tive White, who has already an
nounced that he will seek the nomina
tion and former Governor Ralph O.
Brewster who has made no announce
ment, but is actively campaigning for
it
Gov. Gardiner has had considerable
pressure brought to bear upon him
to enter the race, but the Governor’s
attitude has been that when he was
nominated and elected a year ago
and haa enlisted for the customary
two terms, which the citizens of
Maine give their governors and that
he would serve out his period of en
listment.
Whatever hope, the Governor’s sup
porters had that he might be induced
to. reconsider this decision and be
come a candidate for Senator have
been ended within a fortnight, since
which time the Governor has told all
those who approached* him on the
subject that his decision to remain in
the gubernatorial office is final.
When Senator Arthur It Gould left
Maine for Europe last summer he
stated that he was undecided whether
to seek renomination. When in Paris
he informed a correspondent th^t he

HITTING THE UNION TRAIL
Three Big Days Ahead When North Knox Fair Convenes

At Union Tuesday—A Live Show
The 60th annual North Knox Fair
at Union, is scheduled for Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday of next
week. A great variety of events has
been carded, and arrangements have
been completed for what is hoped will
be the most successful fair ever held
there.
The exhibits of cattle this year
will be much larger than before. At
9 o’clock on the second day there will
be an examination by committees of
all cattle, horses, colts, sheep, swine
and poultry. At 10 o’clock the draft
horses and oxen, two nnd three year
old steers, will take place, and an
exhibition of trained steers will be
given.
The exhibition hall will have an
unusually attractive line of exhibits
such as butter, fruit, vegetables,
flowers, home cooked food, products
of the farm and garden canned by the
family, preserves, jelly, pickles, honey

from the hlvog, fancy needle work, art
specimens and displays. Boys and
girls canning clubs will have exhibits,
and there will be four large Grange
exhibits.
The Pine Tree Amusement Com
pany will furnish shows and rides for
the Midway. It has several new ones,
as well as the old favoittcs. Snappy
free vaudeville acts (five feature
events), will be furnished by Wlrtli
& Hamid of New York. Music will
be furnished by the Rockland City
Band.
Wednesday evening a big night
show will be held, featuring free
vaudeville acts, hand concerts and a
grand display of fireworks.
The racing program Wednesday
and Thursday has six events, three
each day, consisting of 2.20 trot nnd
pace, purse $300; 2.22 class, purse
$300; 2.17 class, purse $300 ; 2.27 class,
purse $250; 2.29 class, purse $200; and
2.24 class, pulse $300.

FOUR SMART SONS

moted from the Waterville store, it
leaves this store without a Larsen
employee for the first time in five
years. Many predict a brilliant fu
ture for this group of industrious
young men and they have at least
made a successful start.

All Assistant Managers of
Five and Ten Stores—
COURT’S CLOSING DAY
Rockland Mother
Clyde Butler Gets Two To
An Interesting Waterville fnmily is
Three Years In Prison— that om Mr. and Mrs. Otto N. Larsen,
and it Is of interest to Rockland folks
Other Sentences

It took the jury five hours to make
up its mind to acquit John Bushea,
who was tried for illegal possession
of essences at his Main street market.
This was the last trial of the term.
• • • •
Clyde C. Butler of Union, whose
altercation with Hadley U. I’routy,
last June, resulted in the latter's
death, from wounds on the head, was
sentenced yesterday to State Prison,
two to three years, the sentence to
become effective when he completes
his present sentence in Knox Coun
ty Jail, for intoxication.
Edward Benner of Thomaston, who
had pleaded guilty to larceny, was
sentenced to the Men’s Reformatory
In South Windham.
Edward Marcello of Rockport plead
ed guilty to the charge of larceny
after the Court had nol prossed tho
breaking and entering charge. Ho
was fined $50.
These cases were continued for sen
tence: Grace lldrt, Rockland, illegal
manufacture; George Hart, Rockland,illegal possession; Albert Torrey,
Rockland, Illegal manufacture; George
Heath, Camden, drunken driving; Mrs.
Charles Richardson, Rockland, Illegal
possession The case against Roland
Burns of .Friendship, charged with
reckless driving, was nol pros’d, am
ple restitution having been made for
damage caused.
Charles Robinson, charged w’ith
illegal possession, was sentenced to
two months in jail, with six months
additional if he fails to pay a line of
$100.
Two your.g thugs were sent to jail
the other day for taking $7 out of a
newspaper man's pockets. That’s the
sort of thing that put Houdini on the
stage.—San Diego Union.

Taxi to UNION FAIR

House=Sherman, Inc.

Wednesday, Thursday

Authorized Dealers
585 7 Main Street
Rockland, Maine
Telephone 721

Gardner

From Port Clyde or Thomaston

Telephone:
Tenant’s Harbor 50
114*115

would not run again unless he could
help to defeat former Gov. Brewster
by so doing.
After his return he indicated that
he would not be a candidate and a
more fortnal statement to this effect
may be made when the time for it
comes.
Representative White already has
traveled considerably over the State
in the interests of his candidacy, hav
ing been in Aroostook County twice,
but with the way cleared for him, as
it now has been by the definite re
moval of other possible candidates,
except of course Mr. Brewster, he will
continue his work with renewed
earnestness.
Mr. White will return to Washing
ton next month when the Congress
reopens, but he will return to Maine
from time to time afi the need appears
for the purpose of meeting the voters
and presenting his case and the
issues that he represents to them.
This will probably keep him in the
State a greater part of the time.
Mr. Brewster for sometime has
been devoting practically all of his
time to his canvass and will naturally
continue to do so.
The battle will be more than a con
tent between two citizens of the State,
but will be fought on much broader
lines than that, as the viators recog
nize. It will be between the conser
vatives of the State, those who be
lieve in principles of the Republican
party and the present order and the
side led by the former Governor who
take the side of which the most nota
ble. representatives in the Senate are
Senators Norris, Brookhart and La
Follette.
This fact will give a national aspect
to the contest and make if the most
important political battle that has
taken place in Maine in-a generation.

for the reason that Mrs. Larsen was
formerly Helen Burpee, (laughter of
the late Charles E. and Belle Bird
Burpee of The Highlands. Here is
what the Waterville correspondent of
the Portland Telegram had to say
about their boys:

Wilbut. Bernard, Albert and A.
Brayton Larsen, the four sons of Mr.
and Mrs. Otto N. Larsen of this city,
all occupy duplicate positions in four
stores of the Woolworth Five and Ten
Cent Store Corporation. Each one of
the Larsen hoys is assistant mana
ger in a store of the Woolworth chain
and, neculiar as it may seem, all
secured their start In the Waterville
store when it was managed by Bern
ard McLean.
Wilbut is at Presque Isle. Bernard
Is at Rumford. Albert is in Worcester
and Brayton is in Boston.
Albert was the first to enter the
Woolworth employ here and after be
coming assistant manager of the Wa
terville store was promoted to a store
at Upham’s Corner, Dorchester. Last
January he went to the store at Mil
ford, Mass.,’and in June was promot
ed to the Worcester, Mass., store. Al
though he remains as assistant man
ager, each change has been a promo
tion.
Brayton, the next in line, was
transferred from the Waterville store
to one of the Woolworth stores on
Blue Hill Avenue in Roxbury. Now
he is at the Woolworth store on the
corner of Columbus Avenue and Tre
mont street in Boston.
Wilbut, the youngest of the boys,
received his first transfer only a few
months ago when he left the Water
ville store for one at f’resque Isle.
Two weeks ago Bernard was pro
moted from the local store to one at
Rumford. Brayton. Bernard and Wil
but attended Waterville High and
were prominent members of the Wa
terville Boys’ Club. Albert, upon
graduating from grammar school, at
tended and graduated from Coburn
Classical Institute.
Before entering Woolworth’s em
ploy. Albert worked for the former E.
| C. Wardwell Co. Bernard gained
f^ome experience in this line of work
tat his duties in the Waterville store
of Green Brothers.
| The four brothers are talented mu
sicians and with their mother once
! formed a popular local orchestra.
| Wilbut plays the ’cello; Brayton the
I flute and piccolo, Bernard the saxo
phone. and Albert the violin.
Now that Bernard has been pro

WYMAN IS PRESIDENT

Walter S. Wyman, president of the
New England Public Service Com
pany, has been elected president of
the Union Water Power Company,
which owns tho canal system in Lew
iston and Auburn and controls the
headwaters of the Androscoggin
river.
The New England Public
Service Company recently purchased
tho Hill, Bates and Androscoggin
mills in Lewiston, which with a num
ber of other mills own the water com
pany.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my lire again I would ham

made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The losa
of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
OLD NOVELS ANO NEW

In all the novels of the past.
This or that classic friend.
Heroes and heroines find at last
Their Eden at the end ;
Their luck may fall at first, yet no.
You never feel dejected.
But certain that the sorriest throw
By Art will be corrected.

You felt a confidence assured.

Despite her mild alarms.
That Orville soon would be allured
By Evelina’s charms ;
You knew Miss Austen’s fertile brain
A method would discover
By which Anne Elliott might regain
Her banished sailor lover.

But now, egad! the hero wins
The heroine half-way through.
And on the following page begins
His triumph to undo;
By quick degrees their fortunes fall
To some malign conclusion.
And so eventuate after all
In positive confusion.
For either Angelina, tired
•Of Edwin’s faithful heart
And by some newer passion fired .
Upsets the apple-cart;
Or Edwin, who had seemed a saint.
To swell the general sadness
Develop an ancestral taint
Of drunkenness or madness.
Or worse, in the outspoken age
My modern novel comes.
Exhaling from each grewsome pago
The savor of the slums;
Where Bills and ’Arriets nag and shout.
Or deal in matters fistic.
And furious oaths are strewn about
To make It realistic.

Then, since I know that life Itself
Has grimness and to spare,
I take “Pendennls” from the shelf
And find my solace there:
Or in the lists with "Ivanhoe”
I feel my blood a-tingle.
Or else from stage to stage I go
With “Pickwick’’ and with “Jingle.”

Oh. ye who sell such dismal wares.
Let be, good sirs, let be.
Are there not sunlit sweet parterres
Whereof you hold the key,
Where one may for a space perchance
Forget this world's disorder.
And pluck bright blossoms of romance
From each enchanted border?

--The Spectator.
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who

on oath declared that he Is Pressman in The
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of Sept. 19. 1929, there was
printed a total of £209 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,

WHITE'S INTERVIEW

WHAT THE ARCTIC

REVEALED

"MAN FROM MAINE”

Cyrus H. K. Curtis Always
Maine Congressman Seeking
As
Told
By
Commander
MacMillan
and
Associates
On
Preaches Maine’s Virtues
Promotion Tells Why Hr
Their Arrival At Newagen
Wherever He Goes
Is Running

‘Tve preached the virtues of Maine
Under no circumstances will Rep
Discovery of the ice cap "meta in- | ized people cans,
uised them to eat canned
resentative Wallace H. White, Jr.,
, wherever I’ve been throughout the
cognita."
which
now
covers
an
area
meats,
bread
ar
nd
other
foods
prevlwithdraw from the contest for the
And I will give them one heart, and Republican nomination for United of 700 square miles with a maximum usly unknown to their race, was world. Maine makes men. big men,
and she makes them tor export. You
one way, that they may fear me for states Senator
He has begun pre- depth of 3,000 feet, between Fro found not so good.
Speaking of his share in the expe (men. who lament the fact that
ever, for the good of them, and of Hminary work looking to an intensive bisher's Kay and Hudson Strait, long
their children after them.- -Jeremiah campaign in every county in the sought by scientists, was recounted dition's work. l)r. Kendall said: "My Maine's brilliant sons leave for other
Thursday by Lieut. Commander Don chief interest was in trout—their fields. Should place an embargo on
32:39.
State.
His campaign will be based upon ald B. MacMillan, on his arrival at geographical distribution and wheth them as you have on your water
Newagen from his summer's Arctic er they are all one species or of dis i power.’’
That was a choice bit of epigrama- his record in the National House of trip in the schooner Bowdoin. It was tinct varieties. I wanted to detev- i This statement was made by Cyrus
Representatives for the past 12 years.
tic language used by Mrs? Lawton,
Giving as his reason for early entry estimated to have one time extended Imine also how far North our brook II. K. Curtis. "The man from Maine"
land sea trout may he found.’’
at a special meeting given in his
chairman of the national committee into the senatorial fight that he found over 4.000.000 square miles.
MacMillan said that this was be- I Sea-run forms of the brook trout hon r by the Thirteen Class in Port-1
for restriction of outdoor advertising, himself facing the alternatives of lie veil to he the last of the ice caps j familiar to Maine are found as far land Wednesday. "I feel honored by
probable retirement from public life
when she told the Maine Federation through dismemberment of his dis of the pleistocene period, which cov- , North as Labrador. Dr Kendall said, J ymir •tributes gentlemen, but I'd like
of Women’s Clubs that "the beauty trict or possibility of continuing ered all of New England except the although the most common species in to be eulogized for my interest, rather
than for the financial aid I have given
of United States was like Venus with through election to the Senate. Rep tip of what is now Mount Washing- I these waters is another form, resem- various civic organizations,” Mr. Cur
resentative White in an interview ton. to a depth of 5.000 feet, over a 1 bling more the white trout caught in
the rash." The extent to which that given exclusively to The Portland 1 eriou of 35.000 years. He said the 1 Maine lakes. "They haven't the red tis said.
"I like to do what is in my power
beauty is impaired in our own corner Evening News outlined the progress’ ice cap actually consisted of two j spots <f our square tails hut rather
to help. 1 like to give to retard sick
daps, i ne of approximately 400 square large salmon-pink spats,’ Dr. Ken
of the country is seen in her further of his campaign.
This is the first statement made by .miles, and the other of 300 square dall explained, "and for fight they ness. and have been interested in
statement that "there isn't a highway
beat our trout all hollow. They're the many hospitals. I like to help edu
Representative White to any newspa miles.
In the United States that is more per^ dealing with his primary cam
Four glaciers were discharged from gamiest fish I ever have seen, equal, cation. The young man who works
if not superior to our land-locked all day and spends his play-time in
it into the bay. all flowing north.
commercialized with bill-boards and paign activities.
Study deserves to be given every op
The ice cap is "receding" according salmon."
"I always had realized." said Repfood stands than the one from Ports
Professor Palmer marveled at the portunity for self-advancement.
sentative White, "that with the com to MacMillan, thus settling a question
mouth, N. H., to Portland, Me." ing of reapportionment and ^he loss long in the minds of scientists, who number of floral species he found in
"1 am a Rotarian and arm-proud of
it.
1 l/ave attended Rotary Club
Some day the people of Maine will of a representative to Maine the Sec- have been anxious* to know whether so desolate a country.
"The garden vegetables they grow meetings from coast to coast. This
awaken to a realization that Nature c nd Congressional District would be it was receding or advancing, l'h tographs wgre- made by the expedition around Nain. where the climate is summer I was unable to get away
is a more valuable asset to Maine the one to be ground up in the process
for comparison with other photo mild a good part of the summer, are from Camden as much as in past
of redistricting Maine.
than hot dogs and crab-meat sand
"The prospect was that the First graphs to be made on next summer’s not unlike ours." he said. "They grow years, so 1 attended the Camden Ro
wiches.
•
District could be enlarged under the expedition to definitely establish that rhubarb, turnips, cabbage, lettuce, tary meetings every Tuesday and the
and potatoes. As far north as Nain Rockland Rotary luncheons on Fri
new terms of reapportionment only the ice caps are growing smaller.
Next year, the party will "stake" we found spruce trees, tamaracks, day. I’m practically a member of
by the addition of a part of the pres
Commander MacMillan is back
ent Second District, since the First out with rock cairns the outmost larch, alders and birches, but beyond I both clubs.- You can be certain that
from another voyage to the Arctic District is entirely surrounded by the edge of the ice cap. so that scientists that the landscape could he described , I am gladto bewith you today, mv
laden with no cargo that would have territory of the present Second Dis in future years can determine with only by one single word. ‘Desolation.’ final day inMaine thissummer, and
accuracy the rate of recession or ad The only trees were willows and they j I appreciate the spirit (f good fela commercial value, perhaps, but trict.
in many cases are not more than an lewship extended."
*T could not tell where my own vancement.
bringing
new
contributions
to county of Androscoggin would g». If
Representatives of various organMacMillan reported that there was inch high, consisting ^nly of a stem
izations to which Mr. Curtis has
science that will greatly enhance the Androscoggin was added to the First no serious accident on the trip, which ind two leaves."
In his account of the expedition given many thousands of dollars paid
world’s knowledge of the frozen District it meant that if I was to con started from Wiscasset in June, and
tinue in the House I faced necessity of that the 10 members of the expedition Commander MacMillan asserted that the highest tribute to Portland’s
country to the northward, with an
fighting Mr. Reedy with his district remained in good health. The only the health of all on board had been noted philanthropist.
errand of humanity among the intact and I with but a part of mine. accident occurred off Cape At. excellent although the climate condi
A PLEE-ZING^TIME
Eskimo as rwr incidental feature of If. < n the other hand. Androscoggin George, Newfoundland. i n the return tions encountered were unusually se
trip,
when
Kenneth
Rawson,
son
of
vere.
In
spite
of
his
insistence,
it
was
was
put
in
the
same
district
with
the journey. His contributions to
Kennebed and I was to seek renom Frederick Rawson. Chicago banker, quite apparent that the leader of the
literature and from the lecture plat ination to the House it meant that and Frank Henderson, were thrown expedition himself was not in the best Rockland Produce Co. Enter
into the surf. A small dory capsized of health.
His apparent loss of
form this winter ought to be ex I would face a contest with Congr
tains Its Retailers At Hotel
from < as they were going ashore for sup- weight and the cancellation of Thurs
ceedingly interesting assuming that man Nelson or his
day night’s reception plans because
the present Thiizl District with a solid plies.
Rockland
the explorer's health will permit it.
The party ereccted a portable he felt unequal to it. confirmed the
district hack of him and I with but
Reports concerning his physical con a part of the present Second District schoolhouse at Nain, in Northern report from Nova Scotia that Com
Retail growers served by the R< ckLabrador, for the use of the Moravian mander MacMillan was suffering
dition alone mar the satisfaction back of me.
land Produce Co., together with the
"It therefore early became evident missionary, the Rev. Paul Hettasch, from a stomach disorder with which employers and employes of that con
which is afforded by the Bowdoin’s
to me that if I were to continue in on the agreement that his daughter, he had become afflicted while on the cern sat down to a nice chicken sup
succcessful. tf hazardous, cruise.
public life I must become a candidate who is to be thetteacher, will instruct trip.
per at Hotel Rockland last night and
Fully 103 people were at the little then listened with rapt attention for
for the United States Senate where the Eskimo children in English. Next
year
an
American
girl
will
be
taken
landing stage at Newagen to extend more than two hours to an address by
Somehow it gives us a very home I had a desire to serve."
greetings, among them Representa Horace E. Frink of the George W.
"Since the announcement of my north to assist her.
sick feeling to think that there will
Dr. Reginald Fernald, of the Har tive Henry U Wright of Bath, repre Simmons Corporation of St. Louis
candidacy,’’ Representative White
be no more Supreme Court sessions in continued, "I have been moving about vard dental scchool, installed sets of senting Gov. Gardiner who is outside
and New York, who described the
Knox County. The Superior Court the State making an analysis of the teeth for a number of the Esquimos tiie state. Dr. Adalbert Fernald of the merits of the I’lee-zing brand of food
to
replace
some
of
the
1.800
removed
Harvard
dental
school
was
thefirst
situation,
meeting
old
friends
and
may fill all the functions with equal
products, for which the Rockland
making mafny new ones ar 1 laying last year by dentists. He also made persi n ashore. On the return trip
satisfaction, and it will be the meahs my plans for an intensive campaign. a comparison of the teeth of primi the Bowdoin’s dory carried MacMil Produce Co. has been appointed ex
clusive distributors for the territory
of lessening the strain on Law Court,
‘‘Always I have doubted if a cam tive Eskimos and those who have lan’s two sisters. Mrs. Letitia Fogg between Bath and Bar Harbor. Sales
been
affected
by
contact
with
civili

paign
could
be
maintained
at
the
and
Miss
Eva
MacMillan,
both
of
but where among those new judges
of these national products have made
zation.
Freeport, and his nephew, Dr. Neil remarkable strides throughout the
will be found such versatile story proper pitch of intensity if timed to
Dr. Fernald found the primitive A. Fo&g of Rockland out to greet the country in the past two years, being
extend over too long a period of time.
tellers as the late Chief Justice It seems to me that a candidate to be Eskimos' teeth showed no decay and commander. At a special table break
used by independent retail stores and
Whitehouse used to be and as Asso effective should be going at his best -had thick enamel, though they took fast .was served to him. his sisters, qiot for sale at any chain stores.
no
care
of
them.
They
ate
practi

stride
as
he
nears
Primary
day
and
his
nephew.
Ge
rge
Britt
of
Boston.
ciate Justice Pattangall is today? It
A large display of the Plee-zing
that a campaign to be effective should cally all frozen meat. The condition < ho is managing his lecture tour. Ar
is a pleasure to have had association be brought up to its climax at that of the teeth of the Eskimos further thur K. I’urinton of The Bath Times products had been most attractively
arranged in the banquet hall by Mr.
with men of such brilliant attain time."
south, whose association with civil- and Representative Wright.
Frink and Mr. Estes, and it was
"The two reasons which had the
ments, and a source of lasting regret
viewed with eager interest by the re
most
influence
in
my
becoming
a
can

that we shall 4cnow them here no
tailers.
•
WON MOST OF 'EM
didate were a desire to serve in the OUR COLLEGE GAMES
The banquet and meeting were in
more.
'
United States Senate and {he cer
elm rge of President G. W. Bachelder
tainty of the dismemberment of the
Sept. 28
‘of • ie Rockland Produce Co., and R.
old Second District," Representative
Bates
vs.
Mass.
Aggies
at
LewState
Prison
’
s
Baseball
Team
E Estes, the sales manager. About
Now enmes Boston, ouv cultured
White asserted.
islon.
New England metropolis, with the
"It seemed to me that my real alter
Proved Its Prowess This 25 were present.
Colby vs. New Hampshire at
statement that the police crime squad native was retirement from public life
Waterville.
Season
PARK 3 HEATRE
Maine vs. Rhode Island at Orono
has been doubled, and armed with or a candidacy fur the Senate. I felt
Masquerade" an all talking picture
that my length of service in the
Oct. 5
the newest type of riot guns, in an House and such record as I have
of suave detectives and cTever crooks
Bates vs. Harvard at Cambridge
The Maine State Prison baseball
effort to stamp out lawlessness and made warranted me in asking for
is playing today for the last time.
Colbj- vs. Tufts at Waterville
team played 27 games this season,
When "Bulldog Drummond,” the
make it a place which will be promotion to the Senate.
Bowdoin vs. Mass. Aggies at
| winning 17 of them. The contests
"Difrlng the remaining weeks be
United" Artists all-dialogue screen
Amherst
shunned by gangsters and rack fore .my return to Washington I shall
furnished much good sports for hun version of the highly successful play,
Maine vs. Boston College at
dreds of visitors and proved healthy comes to The Park theatre on Mon
eteers. Ate such conditions the out continue to go about the State and
Boston
diversion for the inmates. The Cou day audiences will have the pleas
growth of the World War, as some shall meet as many of the voters as I
Oct. 12
rier-Gazette has been provided with ure of hearing Ronald Colman speak
would have us believe, or is it the in can.
Bates vs. Tufts at Medford
the following complete summary of fron\ the screen for the first time in
"I shall make as active and aggres
Colby vs. Norwich at Northfield
creasing boldness of lawbreakers, fos sive campaign as I know how for the
the season's results "down in the his career.
Maine vs. Conn. Aggies at Storrs
quarry:**
tered by the encouragement which so Senatorship.” — Portland
Advance notices from New York
Evening
Bowdoin vs. Williams at Wil
May 7—Thomaston, 6: Prison, 10.
where this picture is now playing at
many citizens are giving to the boot News.
May 14—Friendship, 14, Prison 8.
liamstown
a $2 top, acclaim this first audible
legger. Are we petting a cub which
May 26—Hazzards, 8. Prison 10.
Oct. 19
Colman attraction as one of the hap
BUSY
WEEK
OUTLINED
will some day become a vicious bear,
May 30—Rockland, 1. Prison. 4.
Bates vs. Rhode Island at Lew
piest and gayest pictures seen and
June 2—Gardiner, A.A., 13, Prison. heard since the screen was given a
iston
clawing at our vitals?
11.
mportant Work Will Be
voice. It has verve and dash, with
Bowdoin vs. Wesleyan at Bruns
June 9—Rockland (forenoon). 8. an unusually interesting story ad
wick
Fire Prevention Week begins Oct.
Done By the Farm Bu Colby
Prison, 9.
mirably handled. As the wealthy, exvs. Newport at Waterville
6, set for that date partly bcause cold
June 9—Hazzards (p. m.,) 3. nrmy officer, bored with the hum
reau Leaders
Maine vs. New Hampshire at
weather is coming and many persons
Prison, 6.
drum life of stuffy, conservative
Orono
June 16—Rockland. 5; Prison 9.
London clubrooms, Colman gives the
The annual Farm Bureau member
Oct. 26
are starting their fuiyiace fires with
most ingratiating and amusing por
June 23—Thomaston, 17. Prison 4.
Bates vs. Maine al Lewiston
out due attention to their heating ship drive starts Monday afternoon at '
June 30—Thomaston, 10: Prison. 9. trayal of his career. Of course, he
2.30 with a district meeting at Dam- i
Bowdoin vs. Colby at Brunswick
plants, and to flues that may be de riscotta of the community chairmen':
finds relief from his tedium in the
July 4—U.S.S. Texas, 9: Prison, 8.
Nov. 2
form of a mysterious and beautiful
fective. It is well to call attention of Damariscotta, Bunker Hill. Dam- ,
July 7—Camden. 14; Prison, 15.
Rates vs Bowdoin at Brunswick
July 21—Union (a. m.,) 6; Prison. 5. young lady who leads him through a
to these things, and much good is ariscotta Mills, Nobleboro and Bris- I
Colby vs. Maine at Waterville
July 21— Camden (p. m„) 13; series of' thrilling and often highly
Nov. 9
probably accomplished thereby, but tol. County Agent Wentworth and'
amusing adventures. But the deb
Prison. 12.
Home Demonstration Agent Miss
Maine vs. Bowdoin at Orono
fire prevention observance ought not Lawrence will be present to assist in
onair Colman in the guise of Drum
July
27
—
U.S.S.
Concord
(a.
m.,)
2,
Nov. 11
mond. is equal to the occasion, which,
to be limited to a week. The careless making the final arrangements. Mrs.
Prison. 16.
Bates vs. Colby at Waterville
of course, is what makes "Bulldog
July
27
—
Dragons
(p.
m..)
5;
Prison.
cigarette thrower operates the year Norris Waltz of the executive board
Nov. 16
Drummond." an engaging and fas
19.
is
in
charge
of
the
district.
Bowdoin vs. Tufts at Medford.
around, and so do the other causes
cinating picture. The leading fem
July 28—'Hazzards, 10; Prison. 7.
Tuesday and Wednesday County
inine role is played by Joan Bennett,
of preventable conflagrations.
Aug. 4—Thomaston, 3: Prison 6.
Agent Wentworth will attend Union
the daughter of the famous actor of
Aug.
4
—
Camden,
7;
Prison.
11.
Fair and assist County Club Agent
BOY SCOUT FRIENDSHIPS
the legitimate stage.—adv.
New York has five candidates for Miss Spearin with the boys’ and girls’
Aug. 11—Chisox 1; Prison. 6.
Aug.
18
—
Rockland
(a.
m..)
7;
Wednesday night he
Mayor, seeking a four-year job that club exhibit.
It would be difficult to weigh ac
GASOLINE TAX RECEIPTS
carries an annual salary of $25,000, will attend a local contest of the curately the possibilities for deeper Prison, 9.
18
—
Thomaston
m.,)
(IL
IS;
Gasoline tax receipts for the first
and the privilege of greeting Lind Damariscotta 4-H Clubs.
9.
On Thursday committee meetings international friendships contained in
seven months amounted to $1,879 39ft,
berghs, Graf Zeppelin commanders, will be held in Edgecomb, North the gathering at the great camp in
23—-Richmond (a. m..) 3; an increase of $250,000 over the cor
16.
et cetera. Viewed from this distance, Edgecomb and Dresden. Assistance England of Boy Scouts from all parts
responding period in 1928. The total
Aug. 25--Augusta (p. m..) 13; for July was $500,583, an increase of
and knowing the predilection of the will be given these communities in of the world. None but a confirmed
Prison,
11.
$35,135 over the previous July.
national metropolis for voting the starting their membership campaign. misanthrope, however, could doubt
Sept. 2—Rockport, 5; Prison, 21.
On Friday County Agent will go to
Democratic ticket, we cannot help Bangor where a district meeting of that the contact with lads of other
Sept. 15—Thomaston (a. m..)
The difference between a dry anf
feeling that the big campaign will all 'county agents in Eastern dnd nations on the level of tiie Scout or Prison. 11.
I a wet is that one wants to put uj
ganization will sow seeds of better
Sept.
15
—
Hazzards
(p.
m..)
the legal bars and the other to restore
end only one way—the election of a Northern Maine will be held. Satur understanding, which are the most
Prison, 6.
them.—American Lumberman
pedestrian, by name, at least. And day a district meeting of the com compelling force for future interna
munity chairman in Aina. West Aina
this despite the vigor and resource and Whitefield will be held in Aina. tional accord. The mingling of thes<
fulness of the colorful La Guardia.
Monday Miss Lawrence, home dem boys ffirges a minor link in a chain
Young
Jeer Boy
onstration agent, will attend the dis strengthened by university study in
foreign
lands
and
all
other
contacts
The Great Painter, which comes trict meeting at Damariscotta: Tues
day in Bdgeeomb, meeting on chair "hich enable the people of one nawith the approach of fall, is busily at leating; Wednesday in Damariscotta, lion to know the heart of another,
JO’N TJfri
^*1
work in the Maine woods, wielding
meeting on reupholstering furniture; I One of the impressive features of
brush that has been dipped into a pot Thursday and Friday Miss Lawrencb the Scout celebration was the pres
filled with tints of almost unbeliev will attend the district conference of ence of German lads standing beside
extension workers in Bangor; Satur- their comrades of tiie allied nations
able beauty A few more days of
day a committee meeting will be held *n an international thanksgiving serv
chilly weather and its work will be in' Montsweag; and Miss Lawrence
held almost on the anniversary of
come apparent to all who ride along will also attend the district meeting the great wars outbreak. Thirty
I thousand Scouts attended as the repthe countryside. And all of us are in Aina.
Miss Spearin. County club agent, resentatives of almost 2.000,000 boys
unselfish enough to wish that our
has this schedule tor the week: Mon- i" •»> countries. The gathering repsummer visitors could have delated day. meeting with the Damariscotta resented the realization of a dream of
their departure, which is hastened by Bovs' Club; Tuesday, set up 4-H universal brotherhood which had its
eluli exhibits at Union Fair; VVednes- birth 21 years ago.
the untimely advent of Labor Day.
day. Damariscotta Boys' and Girls'| Only rarely does the author of a
When a Brunswick deputy sheriff Local Contest: Saturday. Oiub tour Keeat movement live to witness the
with the North Edgecomb Boys' fruition of his dream. Sir Robert
seized liquors valued at $40,000 in
, Baden-Powell, founder of the Boy
Poultry Club.
Harpswell the other day, he severed
I Scout movement, was present at this
I international celebration.
It must
one of the tentacles of the largest
PRISON FOR TWO
I have been an impressive occasion for
liquor octupus in the country, accord
Two men were sentenced to the him as he noted the phenomenal
ing to Seth May, federal prohibition
state prison nt Thomaston Wednes growth of the organization which be
officer for Maine
day by Associate Justice Deasy. Wal gan on a small scale little more than
ter C. Main ney of Northport, aged two decades ago.—Chicago Post.
Blondes blush more than brunettes, 72 years, an ex-convict, got from two
As the American Boy Scouts were sailing from New York to take
There will be no room for stowa
according to a scientific investigator. to lour years for forgery, and Percy
part in the international scout Jamboree in England they were jeered
ways
on
that
$200
mail-order
autoBut that doesn’t necessarily mean j Larrabee of Jackson two years for
and almost mobbed by members of tiie “Young Pioneers,” a pacifist
were taken to Thom - mobile to he on the market soon.—
that blondes blush such an awful lot. incest. Both
~
organization. The police suppressed the demonstration.
Russellville
(Ark.)
Courier-Democrat.
r-Florence (Ala.) Herald.
.
aston.
Notary Public.

Pacifists

Scouts
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North Knox Fair
September

UNION,

24-25-26

MAINE

AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL DISPLAY, FANCY
WORK AND ART EXHIBITS, HORSE AND OXEN PULLING
DAILY

-RACING PROGRAM
September 25-26 Three Events Daily
SOME OF THE BEST HORSES IN MAINE

Vaudeville—Five Free Acts
Furnished by Wirth & Hamid
NIGHT SHOW WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
FREE ACTS

BAND CONCERTS

GRAND DISPLAY OF FIREWORKS

Day Admission 50c; Automobiles 25c.
*
Evening Admission 25c

Probate Court
The Sept, term dispores of
Routine Matters—Inventories
Filed.

Children Under 12, Free

VISITORS FROM BATH
Exrs.; Cora E. Studley. |rst and final.
Wendell A. Studley Admr.; William
H. Perkins, first and final. Emerson ( Sons of Union Veterans Auxiliary
W. Perkins Admr.: Alvin E. Studley, j Visits the Recently Organized
Branch in Camden.
first and final, Wendell A. Studley
Admr.; Erastus P. Rollins, first and 1
final, Lindley C. Rollins Admr.; | Members of the Sons of Union Vet
William T. Copeland, first and final, erans Auxiliary of Bath journeyed
to Camden Wednesday evening for
Nathaniel B. Eastman Admr.
Petition for distribution granted: I the purpose of aiding in the organiza
Estate Hannah R. Locke, Wilder W.1 tion of an auxiliary in that commun
ity where a Son.^ of Union Veterans
Perry Exr.
Inventories filed: Estates George T. camp was organized two weeks ago.
Department President Mrs. Ila Day
Allan. $18.00; Ward M. Stetson.
of Bath directed the work, assisted by
$4,839.14.
1’ast Department President Florence
Robipson, Mrs. Eva Lemont and Mrs.
ODD FELLOW MEMBERSHIP
Lena Crcoker of Bath and Miss Marie
Patterson if Hallowell, department
Indianapolis was chosen for the vice president.
Representing the Bath camp were:
1930 World Convention of the Odd
Fellows and associate organizations. Department Commander Joseph M.
The proposal to permit life member- Day. assisted by Eugene Metcalf. Mr.
hips in all branches t f the order was j Rollins, VeVne Miller. Harry Warner
approved with 159 votes, several more William Wakefield, Roland Crocker
than the necessary two thirds ma and Gardiner Crocker.
jority. Adoption of^the life member
ship plan is left optional with each
The census bill has been signed.
state. Heretofore no person had been Get your ages ready, girls.—Indian
permitted to become a life member. apolis Star.

Wills probated: Alfonso Hyler
late of Cushing, Herbert E. ,Smith
Exr.; Harrison F. Lucas late of
Union, Maynard A. Lucas Exr.
Wills filed for notice: Maud Jose
phine Wasgatt late of Rockland,
naming Rowland J. Wasgatt Exr.;
Annie R. Moore late of Rockport, nam
ing William E. Perry Exr.
Petition for probate of will and for
administration with the will an
nexed granted: Estate Wlnnifred L.
Caryer late of Camden, Mary E. Quinn
Admx. c. t. a.
Petition for probate of foreign will
granted: Estate Nellie G. Hill late of
Brookline, Mass., Elizabeth H. Spald
ing Exx.
Petition for probate of foreign will
filed for notice: Estate 'Elizabeth A.
Nichols late of Woburn, Mass., nam
ing Arthur F. Ray Exr.
Petitions for administration grant
ed: Estates Richard L. Shuman late
of Cushing. Mvrna B. Shuman
Admx.: Mahala Sidelinger late of
Washington. Claude L. Sidelinger
Admr.; Wilbert R. Norton late of
North Haven, Fremont Beverage
Admr.: Cyrus Jones late of Washing
ton. Elizabeth Simmons Admx.
Petition for administration filed and
granted: Estate James F. McManu*
fate of Rockland, Theodora R.
Hawker Admx.
Petitions for administra^on filed
for notice: Estates Lawrence A.
Hopkins late of North Haven, naming
Eva Hopkins Admx.: Fred P. Koster
late of Owl’s Head, naming Ethel L.
Koster Admx.
Petition for commissioners on dis
puted claims granted: Estate Norris
Hager. Edward K. Gould and Charles
T. Smalley Admrs.
Petition for distribution filed and
graTnted: Estate Burnham Hyler.
Nina H. Davis and Alida M. Hyler
Admx.
Petitions to determine inherit
ance tax granted: Estates Augusta
M. Wright, William D. Hall Admr.
d. b. n. e. t. a.; Hannah R. Ixicke.
Wilder W. Perry Exr.; Maria M
Barrett, Charlotte C. Dillingham
Exx.; E. B. Decrow, Z. M. Dwinal
Admr,; William S. Barrett. Charlotte
C. Dillingham Exx.;
Emily P.
Hosmer, Charles C. Wood Admr.:
George Mixer, T. Jenness French
Admr. c. t. a.
Petitions to determine inheritance
tax filed for notice: Estates Minnie
W. Babb, C. W. Babb and George A.
Babb Exrs.; Elkanah E. Boynton.
Jennie L. Boynton Exx.; Alvin E.
Studley, Wendell A. Studley Admr.
Petition for perpetual care of
burial lot granted: Estate Mary J.
Burton. Edward K. Gould Admr.
Petitions for perpetual care of
burial lot filed and granted: Estates
Maurice C. Keating. N. B. Eastman
Admr.; Sophia M. Mathews, N. B.
Eastman Admr.
Petitions to determine inheritance
Estate Charles P. Lane, John W.
Line Guardian.
Petitions for allowance granted:
Estates Musie E. Stone, G. B. Butler
Admr.;
Bartholomew
Donohue,
Sarah Donohue Admx.
Petition for license to lease real
estate granted: Estate Martha F.
Titus. Ruth L. Baker Guardian.
Petitions for license to sell real
estate granted: Estates Lois P.kge
Wodell. Helen Page Wodell Guardi
an; Charles L. Libby, Edward S.
Spear Guardian.
,
Accounts allowed: Estates Charles
F .Hofer, first and final, Philip, and
Myron Arms Hofer Exrs.; Albert G.
Collamore. fourth and final, Romney
R. Collamore Guardian: Augusta M.
Wright, first and final. William D.
Hall Admr. d. b. n. c. t. a.; Hannah
R. Locke, first and'final. Wilder W.
Perry Exr.: Emily P. Hosmer, first
and final, Charles C. Wood Admr.
Accounts filed and allowed: Estates
Augusta M. 'Wright, first and final.
Hudson D. Ames Exr.; Chauncey N.
Childs, first and final. Eva M. Star- '
rett Admx.: Ella Hewes, first and,
final, Charles S. Gardner Admr.:
Rowland W. Ames, first and final, •
Virginia D. Joyce Guardian: Carrie
W. Stackpole, first, J. Walter Strout
Guardian.
I
Accounts filed for notice: Estates
Melissa Young, first and final, Rod-j
n y A. Haskell Admr.: Julia H. Titus,
first and final. Nina E. Titus Admx.: i
Minnie W. Babb, first and final, C. ’
Wiikea Babb and George A. Babb

BIRD’S ROOFS

MB

a

PAROID
Roofing,

When I put Bird’s Parold Roofing on — It’s
there to stayl

I’ve seen warehouses, garages, farm buildings,
and factories that werf covered with Bird’s
Parold over twenty years ago that are still in
perfect condition. You simply can’t wear it out,
that’s why I’m putting it on these new build
ings.
Bird’s Parold Roofing is waterproof and sparkproof with a heavy, pliable, bright-gray surface
which will not crack in cold or dry out in hot
weather. It has been used and endorsed for over
a quarter of a century. Paroid is an exclusive
Bird Product.
,
*
Paroid Roofing is made by Bird & Son, Inc. (Bat. 1795),
manufacturers of Neponset Twin Shingles, Bird's Shingle
Design Roofing, Art-Craft Roll Roofing, Neponset Black
Building Paper, Bird's Insulating Blanket end Neponset
Board. There's a Bird product for every sort of building.

Ve are headquarten for Bird’* roofingi,
buUding papere and wall board.

W. H. GLOVER
&* CO.
.•
453 Main Street

Tel. 14

Rockland

1^0 AN 8S
On Your Own Signature

Up To $300.00
No Endorsers—No Red Tape
Interest at 3% per month (which include, all charge, and
fees of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION
10 Limerock Street
,
Telephone

Rockland, Me.
62-tf

J

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Sept. 21 —Thomaston—Al the vestry of the
CongreKational Church, Airs. IV. L. Lawton
speaks ou "Outdoor Advertising.”
Sept. 84-26—North Knox Fair at Union.

Kent. 25—Quarterly meeting of Uneoln Bap
tist Association at Cushing Baptist Church.
Sept. 30—-Knox County Teachers' Conven-1,
tlon at Rockland High School building.
Oct. 1-3—Lincoln County Fair at Damarls- ’
cotta.
Oct. 6-12—Fire Prevention Week.
Oct. 7—City Council meeting.
Oct. 13—Bishop Brewster will visit St. .
Peter’s Church.
Oct. 16—Opening meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
Oct. 27—Navy Day

Oct. 31—Halloween dance, auspices of
Itooevlk Club.
Nov. 22-23—Rockport town hall—Carnival,
benefit senior class of high school.

Other Talk of the Town on Page 8

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Joseph of
Fitchburg, Mass., are at the Thorn
dike.
Fair today and tomorrow, said this
morning's radio bulletin. A little
warmer, please.

The Sunshine Society will meet
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Georgia
Aylward, 15 Clarendon street.
(

Mrs. A. B. Allen entertained Thurs
day afternoon in honor of Mrs. Ethel
Babbitt of Augusta. Tea was served.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cooper have re
turned from their vacation trip which
included a visit to Portland and
North Haven.

The Daughters of Union Veterans
are to hold an auction party al G.A.R.
hall Monday evening. Mrs. if Helen
Paladlno will be hostess.
Riley Burgess, a native of Searsmont and former resident of Belfast,
died this week in Boston, where he
resided the past eight years. One of
the surviving relatives is a brother,
John Burgess, of Rockland.

H. F. Kayes, who recently succeed
ed Joseph Dondis as the active man
ager of Strand Theatre, has been
transferred to a Massachusetts thea
tre. The position Is being occupied
temporarily, at least, by William
Powell, a former metropolitan news
paper man, who has for some time
past been manager of Bath Opera
House “Bill” takes to the motion pic
ture game as a duck takes to water,
and if it were not infringing on Bath's
preserves it would be a good stunt to
keep him here. f

I Maine
Knox and Lincoln patrons of the
Central are going to have
faster transportation between Rock
land Portland and Boston when the
new schedule becomes effective Sept.
30. Leaving Rockland at 2.15 the
train will make the run to Portland in
2 hours and 45 minutes, and Boston
in 5 hours and \ 15 minutes, with
through parlor car. A through parlor
ear will also be operated on the train
leaving Boston at 9.30 a. m. and ar
riving in Rockland at 2.35. Direct
connection will be made with the Fly
ing -Yankee, clipping 22 minutes off
the previous schedule.

SERMONETTE
How Sweet On a Clear Sabbath
Morning

It was like the breath of a re
freshing breeze bringing 'health
and sanity in its train to hear the
great speaker from Massachusetts
"SSiy to the United Baptist Con
vention that the state conven
tion of his commonwealth was no
longer condemning to death small
rural churches. Too much atten
tion has been paid to Will Durant,
great philosopie writer that he is,
ahou' abandoning small churches.
We cannot agree with all the con
clusions of Harold Bell Wright
in “God and the Groeeryman."
Might}' men and women are
raised in small churches and often
times their Influence is world
wide. Great events spring from
small beginnings. Harriet Beech
er Stowe could
never have
dreamed of the moral wave that
was to sweep the North or the
effect “Uncle Town’s Cabin" was
to have on the world. Neal Dow
stood almost alone in ills Relief
that the State had a right to pro
hibit the manufacture and Side of
Intoxicating liquor.
Maine for
years stood alone in believing that
it had the right to protect its citi
zenship by 9tirh prohibition.
When the little band called by
the pastor of Williston Church
started that Christian Endeavor
Society they could not dream of
the mighty movement that was to
sweep the world. So long as a
small church is producing human
timber let it not be abandoned.
Whenever two or three are gath
ered together in his name tre
mendous events may shake the
globe, t
W. A. H.
At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning. Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject "I Know How.’
Because of the improvements in the
vestry being incomplete the Sunday
School will not open until Sept. 29th.
o • . •
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 10.30 o’ clock.
Subject of lesson sermon, ‘ Matter.”
Sunday school at 11.45. The reading
room is located at 400 Main street,
over Daniels' jewelry store, and is
open each week day from 2 to 5
o’clock.

Rev. Henry R. Rose, D. D. who has
been pastor for 30 years of the
Church of the Redeemer in Newark,
N. J., is to occupy the Universalist
pulpit tomorrow morning.
During
the summer Dr. Rose has been
preaching in King's Chapel. Boston
and for union services of Universalists, Unitarians and Congregationalists in New England. He is author of
“Good Sense in Religion," and “The
Outside of the Cup," as well as nu
merous pamphlets. He lectures in’
many States of the Union for Rotary.
Kiwanis, advertising clubs and Chau.tauquas, and is staff lecturer of the
Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sci
ences and the City History Club of
New York One of his specialties is
speaking to young men and women.
Last winter he addressed 50,000 of
them in the High Schools of New
York City alone. His subject Sun
day morning will lie “Who Are You
Dust or Divinity?"

EASTERN FURNITURE COMPANY
By Its Board of Directors:
JAMES A. CAHNERS, President
NOTICE! —Anyone interested in renting the store
should communicate with V. F. Studley, 69 Park Street,
Rockland, as he is the owner of the building.

nil n
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KATHERINE L. CAHNERS, Secretary

• » • •

Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of Little
field Memorial church, speaks at 10.30
from subject "Ambassadors of God"
and again at 7.15 from topic "How
Jesus Christ Saves." The choir will
,sjng at the morning service and Mrs.
Beulah Ames will repeat by request
tr.e selection "The Prodigal Son" in
the evening. Bible School meets at
close of morning service and B.Y.P.U.
convenes at 6 o’clock.
*

The first Sunday in October marks
the beginning of the 17th year of. Rev.
W. J. Day’s pastorate in the Win
throp (Mass.) Baptist Church. He
lias made very satisfactory recov
ery from his recent ordeal, and
though still compelled to exercise
caution, has entered with accustomed
zest upon another season's work. Mr.
Day looks philosophically upon his
recent sickness, which he says was
the second real one that lie has had
in 70 years', and he finds further con
solation in tiie fact that he has been
out of his pulpit less than 10 times in
44 years of active ministry. Nobody
follows his fortunes with greater in
terest than his former Rockland flock.

At a Board of Directors meeting of the Eastern Furniture Company
held at the Rockland Hotel Sept. 19, 1929, it was voted to discon
tinue its Rockland, Maine branch store, this action being taken in
view of the continued illness of President Cahners.
The entire stock and fixtures to go on sale beginning WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 25, 1929 at prices that will insure quickest possible disposal of
everything.

• • ♦ ♦

The pulpit of the Church of Im
manuel (Unlversalist) will be occu
pied tomorrow niorning by Rev.
Henry R. Rose, D. f).. pastor of the
Church of the Redeemer of Newark.
N. J. Dr. Rose who is a brilliant
scholar and a speaker of note will
kpve for his subject "Who Are You?
Dust or Divinity?" The quartet will
sing the anthem "My Faith Looks Up
To Thee," Schnecker and a duet will
be given by Mr. Wyllie, tenor, and Mr.
Robinsort, bass. Church school at
IW0n'

‘The Greatness of Little Things"
Kill be Rev. Mr. MacDonald's sub
ject at the First Baptist Church Sun
day morning 10.30. The anthem will
he "O Pray for the Peace of Jerusa
lem,'' Knox and Mrs. Marston will sing
a solo, "In Thee. O Lord Do I Put My
Trust," Frey. The Church. School
will meet at the close of the morn
ing service, and the Christian En
deavor at 6.00 The subject of the
evening sermon will be "Doors and
The Door."
"Sing Unto God.’’
chnecker, will be sung by the choir,
and there will be a duet by Mr. Con
stantine and Dr. L. W. Hart of Cam
den, "He Knows It All."
• * • ♦

EASTERN TO CLOSE

LARGEST IN MAINE

Big Furniture Concern Is Woman’s Educational Club
Abandoning Its Rockland
Gets Hit By State Feder
ation Dues
Store At Once
The directors of the Eastern Fur
niture Co. a few days ago voted to
discontinue its Rockland store and
ciose out its stock of goods by public
sale, starting Wednesday morning at
9 o’clock. This course was deemed
advisable because of the prolonged
illness of its president and general
manager, James A. Cahners.
Mr. Cahners became dangerously
ill last May with typhoid fever and
was confined to his bed for three
months. His health has been under
mined to such extent that he must
unload responsibilities and take a trip
abroad for a number of months to
recuperate.
By the closing of Eastern’s doors
Rockland loses one of its live pro
gressive big concerns. While the
Eastern Furniture Co. has been in
Rockland only two years it has suc
ceeded in building a big business and
reputation for honorable dealings
It is not yet definitely known who
will occupy the store after the East
ern Furniture Co. vacates the build
ing. It is. however, known that Mont
gomery & Ward, and another chain
store operator have been negotiating
for it. V. F. Studely of 69 Park street
Rockland, is the owner of the build
ing and should have little difficulty
in securing a tenant for this large and
well established store.
The Eastern is making preparations
on a grand scale with a large sales
force to secure disposal of the entire
stock and fixtures in the quickest pos
sible time. An official of the Eastern
Furniture Co., when interviewed yes
terday said. “I have given orders to
those in charge of our ‘Going Out of
Business' Sale, to reduce all prices
regardless of cost to insure immedi
ate clearance of our stock. Our loss
will be many thousands of dollars,
but necessity knows no law."—adv.

The Womans Educational Club of
Rockland has for two years held the
proud distinction of having the larg
est membership of any cdub belonging
to the Maine Federation of Women's
Clubs, comprising 88 organizations,
all devoted to literary culture, mutual
helpfulness,sand community better
ment. This is the first annual con
vention of that body when it has been
so largely represented in interest and
personal attendance.
Besides its
president Mary Perry Rich, who at
tended it was entitled, on account of
its size—now 732 and growing—to 14
delegates, two more than any other
club, and to Portland this week went
12 of these, Mrs. E. L. Risteen of
Thomaston. Mesdames E. M. Law
rence. Maude Blodgett, Orissa Mer
ritt Minnie Rogers. Florae Ulmer. Ida
Simmons. Elizabeth Morton. Harriet
Norton. Sarah Reynolds, Susie Brown
while another member, Mrs. Mary
Fales. lives there. Others richly en
titled by special service to represent
the club, were unavoidably detained
at home.
The brilliance of the evening re
ception at Frye hall, the coffee at the
Chamber of Commerce, the banquet
at the Lafayette Hotel, with Gov. and
Mrs. Wm. Tudor Gardiner as guests
Mrs. Gardiner being an Educational
Club member) the special organ re-'
cital in City ball, the interesting ad
dresses, animated discussion im
portant business, election of officers,
the Cape Shore automobile ride, with
tea at the luxurious home of Mrs.
Guy Gannett, all conspired to create
an unforgettable occasion.
But as this club is assessed dues on
100. more members than is any other'
club, it viewed with dismay the vote
to increase the annual state tax by
SO*' percent, which step was there
taken.. But you cannot daunt for
long an earnest body of women and
they already are discussing just bow
much they will increase their own
dues to follow suit, so members al
ready paid far in advance are in
financial luck. Dollar memberships
from Mrs. C. B. Porter of Oldtown.
Mrs. Edna Hutchins of Corinna.
newly elected state president and
Mrs. Skolfield. of Portland, were
eagerly offered Mrs. Rich thus en
hancing its already distinguished roll.
At a forthcoming drive committee
meeting with box luncheon, the
president will present a report.

land; Maurice Simmons, Glenmere;
Calvin
Smith, Tenant's Harbor;
Parker Stone, North Haven; Frank
Many Rockland Boys and Thomas, Cantden; George Wood,
Rockland.
Girls Attending Institu
• • • •
Students and faculty members re
tions of Higher Learning turning to Colby College this week,
were greeted with many changes in
Rockland, this fall, is again sending the different buildings about the
away a formidable delegation of boys campus. The usual touching up with
and gills to the higher education. paint and varnish is to be found in
University of Maine again carries the
all the buildings but the greatest
preference, this city having entered
change will lx* found in Memorial
11 students in the Orono institution.
The Courier-Gazette publishes an hall where the Library is situated.
alphabetical list, and it is hoped that The first chapel services for men will
if any corrections or additions are to , be held on Friday, at 9.55 o'clock and
lie made they will be called to out- forewomen, at the same time on the
next day. Friday will find the stu
attention at once.
dents entering their first classes.
Bates College—Alice Hellier.
Friday evening will be freshman re
Bay Path Institute—Ruth Scarlott. ception the men at the gymnasium
Boston Billie School—Olive Bragg. and the women at Alumnae building.
Boston College of Optometry—'
Bradford Burgess.
SHORTER SKIRTS
Boston University—Helen Learli.
Saul Polisner (Medical).
Bowdoin College—Frederick Bird. , Is the Word In Paris For Eve
Herbert Prescott. Norman Waldron.
ning Wear—But In the
Arthur L. Orne, Jr., Donald Merriam.
Brown University—Wilbur FroDaytime, Ho, Hum
liock.
,
Bucksport Seminary—Lawrence I,.
Winter skirts as shown in Paris
Rowe.
ar© longer, but how much longer is a
Bryant-Stratton Business School— question every woman will have to
Francis Orne.
decide for herself, taking time and
Castine Normal School—Vora Nye. place into consideration.
Colby College—Mary Wasgatt, Ma
Thus writes Diana Merwin, fashion
lian
Richardson, Marguerite de editor of the Associated Press fea
Rochemont. Wendell Thornton.
ture service.
Dartmouth College—Wesley Was- ' Evening styles at the majority of
gatt.
the big houses of design feature skirts
Eastman School of Music—Ruth that touch the floor in back, or even
Lawrence.
trail from six to eighteen inches.
Eastern
Maine Seminary—Cecil Some designers have lengthened
Witham.
skirts in front as well as back and
Eye & Ear Infirmary, Portlantk— show indoor frocks that just clear the
Carol Flanagan.
toes.
Farmington Normal School—Mar
Daytime clothes are another thing.
garet Johnsojj. Virginia Snow.
Skirts remain about the same length
Faelten Pianoforte School—Edna for sports wear, with an inch or so
Gregory.
added by some houses. Street cos
Gordon
College—Ruth
Conant, tumes are from one to six inches
Chauncey Stuart.
longer but the average costume will
Gorham
Normal
School—Mary probably not be longer than the top
Bird, Helen Moulalson.
of the calf of the leg. .
General Electric School—Edward
Afternoon dresses follow their
Barnard.
own sweet lines and may be medium
Harvard College—James Agee.
length, with even hemlines, or elaboHebron Academy—George*B. Wood, rately* irregular and almost as long
Jr., Howe Glover.
as evening dresses.
Skirt lengths
Higgins Classical Institute—Zito must he considered in relation to the
Manone, Maurice Hall.
new silhouettes or general outline of
Lesley School, Cambridge—Rose dresses.
O'Neil.
These are of two general types—
Maine Central Institute—Barbara princess frocks with the waistline
Karl, Philip Dondis.
problem solved by an indeterminate
Massachusetts Institute of Tech joining of skirt^ind’ bodice, and th©
nology-—William Wood, ^Sidney Snow, tube or sheath rrock with a belt at
Richard Snow.
the normal waistline.
Miss Wheelock’s School—Eleanor
In both types dresses are tightly
Bird.
fitted to a point close to the knee
New England Conservatory of Mu and then flare and develop into longer
sic—Adelaide Cross. Nellie Snow, panels or points.
Sometimes the
I’aul Jameson.
flares are as long in front as they are
North Eastern University—Ray in hack but the general rule for eve
mond Pendleton.
ning is frocks that are heel length
Phillips Andover—Alfred Greenlaw. in hack and clear the floor from two
Posse (Nissen School of Physical to 18 inches in front.
Education—Evelyn Green.
Belted frocks nearly all show nor
Providence College—Judson Flana mal waistlines but one or two im
gan.
portant designers retain the modified
School of Practical Arts—Elmer waistline, which is raised only an
Rising, Edgar Crockett.
inch or so above the top of the hips,
University of Pennsylvania—Albert where it was last season.
Emery.
University of Maine—Mary Syl
vester, Ethel Thomas. Katharine Tea
zle, Atwood Levensaler, Carl Herrick.
Tony Gatti, Charles Coughlan. Robert
McCarty, Richard Bird. Jerfime Cum
mings, Charles Tweedie.
Vesper George School, Boston—
Jessie Rubenstein.
Wheaton College—Barbara Wiggin,
Margaret Hellier.
Wheaton
(III.) College—Wesley
Stuart.
Wentworth Institute—Earle
H.

AWAY TO SCHOOL

At
Pratt
Memorial Methodist
Church Rev. Jesse Kenderdine will
preach on "Does Religion Make Any
Difference?” at the morning service
at 10.30. The choir will sing "The
King of Love My Shepherd Is," Shel
ley, and “Jerusalem." Parker. Sun
day Schoqjp*eturns this Sunday to the
winter time schedffTe, and will con
vene at 12 noon.
The Epworth
League will hold a “Poetry Apprecia
Football prospects at Rockland tion Service" at 6, the usual hour of
High School are'conslderably dimmed meeting, and Raymond Hoch will he
beekuse of the ineligibility of some the leader. At the evening service
players who were expected to star at 7.15 the pastor will preach on "A
this season, and because some others Night Visit and What Came Of It."
did not re-enter school this fall. Tiie The choir will sing "Stand Up and
THE CHIMES OF AUDENARDE
only letter men who will lie seen in Bless the Lord." Lerman. The Tues
action aguipst Skowhegan
High day evening prayer and Bible study
Fourteen miles from Ghent in
School at Community Park this aft service will continue the study of
ernoon are Acardi, who will appear . John’s gospel illustrated with lantern Belgium, an easy motor run. when 1
do it. lies the old town of Audenarde.
in the backfield; Crane and Mazzeo outlines next Tuesday at 7.30.
In m.v school days it seemed ehieflvon the ends: Rounds and Hall
Kihg Hiram Council will be in remarkable for the fact that here in
tackles; and Larrabee (a guard last
year) at center. Coach Heal realizes spected Nov. 1st. Work and banquet. 1708, the Duke of Marlborough and
Prince Eugene gained a victory over
that he lias his work cut out for him
but will undertake to give the best . Funeral services for the late Oscar the French, but in these days, now
results that the material warrants Flint will be held at 2 o'clock tomor that I know and love Audenarde, the
This will lie the third meeting of row from his late residence. 9 Fulton victory of 1708 seems forgotten. If 1
Rockland
and
Skowhegan
High street. Eagles will attend in a body. remember wars at all, It is the last,
for on September 1. 1917, the occupy
Schools, last year's game in Skow
Mrs. Wlllebrandt says that there i
When Mrs. .Mildred Richardson ar ing forces declined to harm its won a terrible lot of drinking in the Na
hegan finding Rockland on the short
end of a 7 to 0 score. Rockland High rived at Camp Teempeaich. Georges derful chimes, and they were respect tional Capitol. This makes the flood
will be idle a week from today. Cam River, Wednesday night, she found 1G ed as they have been in all wars here, of oratory wetter.—Wichita Eagle.
den High having decided to omit foot jolly friends already in possession even by the "Sans Cullotes” of 1794.
with a delicious fish chowder supper After you have enjoyed the fine
ball this year.
all ready for the eating. The evening though small Gothic town hall, and
Other Talk of the Town on Page 8 was devoted to cards, honors falling obtained all the little souvenirs you
to Mrs. Richardson. Miss Elizabeth want from its stores, tiling yourself
Miriam Rebekah Lodge holds an I’ust and Miss Hazel Marshall. The and your thoughts back'to those
autumn fair Tuesday at Odd Fellows affairs proved to he a shower with chimes. The slight damage of the
ball, with a sale in the afternoon fol the newly acquired camp as benefi war was repaired In 1927 They were
lowed by a public supper'from 5.30 to ciary.
in the town hall tower in 1760 and the
7 o'clock. Mrs. Belle Lewis as gen
37 bells weighed 10.000 pounds, hut
Business
affairs
keep
Esten
W.
Beef
Haddock
eral chairman is being assisted by
in 1894 they seemed too heavy for the
these" ladies: Mrs. Maud Cables, Jforter well tied to New York, but tower and were removed to St. W#l
Pork
Halibut
apron table; Mrs. Alta Dimick, he didn’t have the heart to let the hurge's Tower, and from here you
fancy work; Mrs. Mabel Brewster, summer go by without a brief visit, now hear the wonderful carillon con
Lamb
Swordfish
candy; Mrs. Nettie Stewart, utility for it would he hreaking his annual certs which make this place such a
custom.
So
lie
’
s
here
until
Sunday
Veal
Mackerel
table. Mrs. Lewis is taking charge
afternoon, visiting his daughter in charming resort for tourists from
of the supper.—adv.
spring to autumn. A year or two ago.
Camden and looking up Axe} Brun
Chickens
Clams
berg and some of the other old 1 met M. Alphonse Schynkel, the
chime
master,
and
every
note
after
Oysters
Y.M.C.A. boys whom he used to wax
EAGLES—NOTE!
on the tennis court. Mr. I’orter is that on the evening air, seemed more
Home
Made Sausage
tiie
work
of
human
art
than
of
sound

president and sole proprietor of tiie
Funeral services for our late Brother j.remiunl service Co. at 9 West 18th ing metal.
Kickmore.
Fresh Vegetables
♦ « ♦ •
OSCAR FLINT will be held SUN- street, New York, and advertising
If
it
were
not
for
man
’
s
faith
in
Enrollments at Hebron Academy
_ , , .
...'manager of the Bronx Home News, a
FREE DELIVERY
DAY at 2 o clock.
9
daily paper which fills an unusual hut bis fellow man, it would be compara
this fail include these students from
TEL. 600
asked to meet at the hall, Elm street vprv important field in Greater New tively easy for a fellow to live within
Knox County: Sumner Archer. Ten
111-113
liis income.—Louisville Times.
ant's Harbor; Howe Glover, Rock
Ht 1 o’clock.
York.

Wooster’s Market

SPECIALS

f

The Accumulative
Effect of Good
Advertising
Cannot
Be Overestimated

EDWARD L. SARGENT

The funeral services of Edward L.
Sargent^ who died suddenly in Berlin.
N. H., while on a business trip from
his home in this city, were held 4n
Milo, where he formerly resided.
Rev. S. B. Frohock offlclatedi and !
was assisted by Piscatnqua Lodge ’
F.A.M., under whose auspices the
services were held. A great pro
fusion of flowers indicated deep love
and esteem for the deceased. The
interment was in Milo.
Edward L. Sargent was horn on
Feb. 15, 1875, at Like City, Minn,
and the family moved to Milo later
on and at which place he resided for
many years. He was the son of Her
bert W. and Eva F. Sargent and was
a direct descendant of the original
Sargent family who were the first
settlers of Milo and with his passing
the last of the local direct line "By
The Name of Sargent" is lost.
lie married Lillie Cunningham of
Milo who passed away in 1917 and
their only child, a son Norman, died
two years later at the age of 17 and
both were interred in the family lot
at Evergreen cemetery. Later lie
was married to I^ena K. Perry, for
merly of Sherman and who was for
some lime commercial teacher in
Milo and Rockland High Schools and
who survives. They made their home
In Rockland where they have resided
for some time and where Mrs. Sar
gent conducts a very successful Com
mercial College.
Ed. Sargent was very well known.
He traveled widely throughout this
State and New England and for
many years was associated with the
dry goods business.
His cheery
greetings and ever present smile
made him very popular with all who
knew him.
He was active in fraternal circles,
being a member of Anali Temple,
A.A.O.N.M.S., and other Masonic
bodies and his associations therewith
were exceedingly dear to him. For
many years he had been a valued
member of the U.C.T. and he will he
greatly missed from that particular
association of the traveling men.
Surviving are the widow. Lena K.
Sargent, and Mrs. Sargent's daugh
ter, Mrs. Virginia Strickland, both of
Rockland. An only sister, Mrs. Lil
lie S. Monroe of Orlando, Fla., rived
from that place for the funeral.

When Raymond Rackllffe and
Ralph Rackliffe visited their herring
weir at Spruce Head Thursday the
water was being lashed into fury by
two of the largest sharks which have
ever been wen in local .waters. It
required seven r^en to extract th©
fierce looking critters from the weir,
and it was no cinch at that. The
sharks may now he seen at Perry’s
market, one eight feet long, weighing
560 pounds and one seven feet long
weighing 400 pounds. Sharks come
in pairs, fishermen say.
BORN
COTTON At Rockland, Sept. 9, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fremont J. Cotton, u da null ter,
Pauline Elizabeth.
BUNKER At Southwest Harbor, Sept. 18, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lyndon II. Bunker of Cran
berry Isle, a son.

MARRIED
THOM,WON-BEALE At White Head C. G.
Station. Sept. 18. by Rev. H. R. Wlnehenbacli. Ralph I Thompson of Northfield and
Miss Millian V. Beale of Jonesport.
«
HARVEY-HLCOTTE—At South
Weymouth,
Mass.. Sept. 11, Charles H. Harvey of Bos
ton and Miss Willa L. Sleotte, formerly of
Rockland.

DIED
HALL At Rockland, Sept. 20, Grace A., wife
of Pliny W. Hall of Greenville, aged 44
years.
FLINT At Rockland. Sept. 20, Oscar E. Flint,
aged 59 years, 9 months, 19 days. Funeral
Sunday at 2 p. m.. from 9 Fulton street.
LARRABEE At Rockland, Sept. 18. Frederick
Larrabee, aged 71 years, 4 months. Il days.
Funeral today at 2 o’clock from Burpee's
parlors.
CARD OF THANKS

We take this opportunity to express mir
appreciation and thanks for the beautiful
flowers sent for the funeral services of our
father, the late .lames F. MacWlllIams ; par
ticularly to the neighbors for the many kind
nesses shown and help given.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred AlacWllllams
CARD OF THANKS

We slncely thank our neighbors and friends
for thelr deeds of kindness and words of
sympathy during our recena bereavement; for
beautiful floral tributes: Minnie Small for
singing and Mr. Stevens for use of car.
•
Kula B. (ierrish, Annie C. Poland

1929
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E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro

Rockland Highland.

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS In
8TONE
«Stf

YOUR WINTER
GARMENTS
Have them Cleaned and Renovated Now
Expert Workmanship that adds a decided freshness
to your garment

JUST PHONE 69-J

And we will be pleased to call for your work

ARTHUR F. LAMB
CLEANSING, DYEING, PRESSING
Main Street

Rockland, Me.

Have Your Hat Renovated and Reblocked
fir/kViij

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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In Everybody’s Column

DENIES DISTURBANCE

For Sale
FDR SALE—Eight room h?use, large lot,
fine cellar. Will be sold reasonably with
rent as payments. Located In South Warren.
V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
114-119
FOR SALE—Winter overcoat. Tiu *2-R.
114-119
Rockland.
FOR SALE- Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
$10; junks, $12; soft wood fitted, $9; junks,
$8, delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
113-tf

Fall Excursions

Advertisements in this column not to exceed
Writer Expresses Disap
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
Prof. A. W. Richardson, formerly ' Rockport
proval of That Feature of Concert
for
50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
head of the poultry deparement of
Article
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
N. H. State College, will speak at the
words make a line.
Megunticook Grange hall Wednesday
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
evening on "Poultry Management and
An article in your paper with head
Lost and Found
Poultry Diseases.”
REDUCED FARES
At the meeting of Mt. Battle Lodge lines reading “A Rare Occasion. Fea
LOST Hand has between Cement Plant
of Odd Fellows to be held Monday tured by Stars, and Marred by Dis
and Creek Hill, containing bank hooks, sum
SPECIAL
of money, automobile license. Liberal re
evening, there will be work in the turbance” has been the cause of much
FOR SALE- Trained bird dog.
L .G.
ROUND TRIPS FROM
ward offered by the owner, whose name is ATIIEARN. Hope, Me. Tel. Lincolnville 12-42,
third degree. Refreshments will be indignation in Rockport. It was cer
on articles in bag.
113*115
Bangor
$8.20 Camden....
$7.05
served after the worle.
tainly a rare occasion, featured by
7.85 Brooklin
9.50
FOR SALE -Grace H. Thomas bungalow on Bucksport
The bi-monthly meeting of Maiden stars of the first magnitude. But
Camden St. Terrace, 5 rooms, garage, lights, Belfast
7.50 Bar Harbor 10.65
Wanted
Cliff Rebekah Lodge will be held on the statement about disturbance was
water, large lot land. L. W. BENNER, 2 Laf
Wednesday evening at 7.30.
Rockland $6.85
WASTED- At once, small licatetl furnished ayette Sq., Rockland._________________ 112-117
misleading, to say the least. There
Mrs. Charles Burgess will entertain was a lady who partially fainted, and
apartment or 2 rooms, kitchen privilege; cen
FOR SALE- Atwater Kent 5 tut>e radio
Correspondingly low fares from
tral location. Write A. E. B., this nlBi-c.
with tubes, batteries, loud speaker and battery
the ladies of the Methodist Society a window was raised for her benefit.
114-lt charger, very cheap, or will exchange for an
other landings
5
next Wednesday at her home on Me Also a little girl left the hall. Other
WASTED Light flag pole. Xot partteulai electric At the PARK ST BARBER SHOP, Going Dates: Leaving any date from
chanic street.
______________ 112-114
than that, there was hardly a move
for style. .1. M. lilt'HAKDSOX. City.
IU»lt opp. Park Theatre.
September 23rd to October 12th, in
Ralph Conners and Wiliam Bowden during the whole concert. The still
FOR SALK- Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord de
WASTED t;irl. hy young widow, refined
clusive.
have arrived home, having been em ness would have been almost painful
American girl to share cozy apartment. Will livered. Leave orders at 500 Main St., Rock
ployed during the summer on the had the audience not been so en
help get position. For Information write land. Tel. 682-W or K. SALMLNEN. West Return Limit:
15 days, including
_________________ 112*123
HILDA KEIM,ITOS. MID Huron Ave., t arn Rock port.
yacht Ulna.
date of sailing.
tranced with the jnusic. And those
bridge.
Mass.
_____
lU-lld
FOR
SALECorn
and
milk
fed
chickens,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Churchill are two insignificant things passed un
WASTED—'Marine
IMcsel Engineer as dresed to order Price 40c lb. Delivered in Comfortable staterooms, suitable for
visiing relatives in Boston and vi noticed by the majority of those pres
general man to go South on 38-ft cruiser for Thomaston and Rockland. CARL CHAPLBK, two persons, each way, $2.50 and up.
cinity.
autumn,
winter
and
spring.
Moderate wages. Rockland R. F. I>. Tel. Thom. 163. 112*114
ent.
References. Apply '• HIGH STREET, Cam
FOR SALE—Seven room cottage house. 3 For information and reservations ap
Arthur Oxton has gone to Boston
The audience was made up of the
den. Tel. Camden*131-2.
114-118 acres of land on (ieorges River, four miles
ply Wharf Office
where he will study for an optome music lovers of Rockport, with a
from
Thomaston on St. George .State road.
WASTED Young Finnish girl for general
trist.
large delegation from Rockland and
housework. Apply to MRS. A. A. HISS, 11 Family obliged to vacate on account of sick
A meeting of the Seaside Chapter, Camden, together with the remaining
Price offered for house and lot $1050.
Beech St. Tel. 343.
.414-116 ness.
House can be bought with or without furnish
O. E.S., will be held Monday evening. members of the Rockport and Cam
WASTED To buy old horses. Will give ings. Must be sold at once. Inquire ERNEST
The Pythian Sisters’ Convention of den summer colony. As they were,
humane death at once. Write or phone.
A. C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb Davis.
112-114
District No. 10 will be held at Cam in a way, guests of Rockport, we do
OLIVER, Waldoboro. Me.__________ I14»I16
FDR SALE -^Second-hand Chevrolet coupe,
den Monday. Sessions at 3 and 7.30. not approve of having them criticised
WASTED Ri lining, repairing and remod In good condition. MRS. FRED A. CLARK.
eling coats, for men. women and chilaren. All 74 Camden St. Tel. 877-J.
113-tf
There will be a meeting of the in such a way. The criticism was un
tailoring expertly, reasonahh and promptly
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
American Legion Auxiliary Tuesday fair, unjust and wholly untrue.
FDR SALE—Cabbage, cauliflower, tomatoes,
executed.
MRS. MARIE IXCRABAiM, 11*
and ripe, also sweet corn. JOHN KEINSTEAMBOAT CO.
evenng. A report from the delegates
Timothy Flaherty—ty pical Beacon master craftsman ... in the business
Orient St. Tel. 45-.1.
1I3-113 green
We cannot adequately express our
ANEN. R. F. D. 1, Box 102, Warren, Me.
Boats between Rockland, Vinalhaven, North
who attended the State Convention at thanks to the artists. Prof. Hofmann.
WASTED—Orders for chocolate, sugar and
110*121
over 29 years . . . knows gasoline backwards and forwards. Says he;
Haven, Stonington. Swan’s Island
Orono will be given. Officers will be Mrs. Bok, Mrs. Chatfield and others
molasses doughnuts. TEL. 411-J.
112*114
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
FDR SALE Cooper house In best of repair
Subject To Change Without Notice
elected for the coming year and re who made this concert possible in
WANTED—Girl for general housework at 69 on Limerock St.. Rockport ; large garage, hen
DAILY
SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
BEECH
ST.
T
el.
fcl-W.
___________
112-tf
house, garden spot, apple trees: two minutes
freshments will be served.
Rockport.
Excepting the part to
VINALHAVEN LINE
from postoffice. Must be sold at once. In
WANTEeT-To buy or rent a wheel chair.
Miss Louise Dyer has resumed her which we have referred, the concert
Steamer
leaves
Vinalhaven dally except
TEL 24-M.
112*114 quire L. E. UPHAM. Central St.. Bockport. Sunday at 1(10 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arrlvstudies at Colby College.
Tel. 218-4.
108-tf
was written in a most charming way,
lng
at
RoekBnd
at
8.20
A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
WANTED—Experienced girl for general
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Johnson are showing up the writer’s knowledge
FDR SALE Three cars left in storage at Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
housework.
MRS. HARR\ BEICMAN, 25
Blake
Garage
—
-Hupmoblle
8,
E16021,
Chevro

Fred Andrews and family who are visiting relatives in Holyoke and of music, as well as extolling the
3.30
P.
M.
direct
for
Vinalhaven, arriving
Maple St. Tel. 388 or 426 .M._________ 111-tf
let. 327772, Bulck 546478. Inquire C. M. at 10.50 A M. and 4.50 P. M.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Shaw Springfield. Mass. In the latter city artists of whom too much in the
WANTED -Competent maid for general BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE.
105-tf
STONINGTON ANO SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
will leave Monday for their home in they will attend the Eastern States way of praise could not have been
housework. Apply MRS. E. C. MORAN. Jr.,
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
FOR SALE Twelve room hous< and forty
Exposition.
Denver, Col.
25 Chestnut St. Tel. 161.
110-tf
said.
G. B. A.
acres of land situated In Warren on State Sundays at 6.30 A. M.. Stonington 7.25, North
The sardine factory started canning
• • • •
George Bragdon will motor from
WANTED Position by single man on the road between Warren and Thomaston. Also Haven 8.20: due at Rockland about 9.30 A. M.
truck, or the farm, or In the timber. By the farm wagons and farming Implements for Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 I*. M.
Mattawamkeag today to spend the Thursday. There are quite a number
Artists Were Pleased
month or year. Best reference. No tobacco: sale. For further Information write to MRS. North Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.30; due to
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. William employed there at present and more
Rockland or vicinity. Address BOX 83, Atlan W. E. BDILNEMAN. Warren.
105-tf arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.30 P. M.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Gillchrist. He will return Sunday ac girls are wanted.
B. H STINSON
tic, Me.
109-114
BOB SALK A 26 ft. power boat. 18 h. p. ,4‘"
Your reporter's statement with ref
companied by Mrs. Bragdon who has
General Agent
Gilbert Treneer has returned from
Palmer engine, with all equipment, cheap for
"Tf.}
spent a week visiting in her former Knox Hospital, Rockland, where he erence to the disturbances at the con
quick sale. Address GEO. H. BUNKER. Box
Miscellaneous
home.
Colonial
underwent an operation for appendi cert at Rockport, has not met with
104, Malinlcus.
104-tf
the general approval of the residents
Mrs. Stonie Jameson who has been citis.
FDR SALK—< edar boat boards, all thick
Soldier
FOR
SALE
—
Clarion
range.
TEL.
129in town a few days returned to Cam
Mrs. Lillian Elliott entertained the here—in fact quite the reverse. Tibor
111-lt nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
den Friday and will go to her home Friday Auction Club yesterday after de Machula remarked that the audi
is your
NEW
CATALOG.
1000
bargains.
$300
down:
buovs. oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
in Boston nexxt week.
noon at her home on Washington ence was wonderful and that he was
150 acres, riverside hunters’ paradise, a JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 106-tf
protection*
The church at South Cushing street.
much pleased with their attention,
few min. drive depot, town and markets; est.
FDR SALE Hard wood, fitted. $14; Ionic.
Charge Account If Deaired
should be a mecca for many Thom
500 cords wood, 100.000 ft. timber, water
Miss Alma Brewer of Holbrook, and his opinion was also voiced by
junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lunibei
power available: substantial 6-room home, $10;
aston Baptists next Wednesday where
Mr.
Levine.
It
should
be
remembered
dellvereil
T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
September Clearance of Depend
Mass., is visiting Mrs. J. A. Stearns.
large
barn,
150
apple
trees,
other
fruit.
For
the Quarterly meeting of Lincoln
104>-tf
quick action. $1600, only $300 needed. See 1*. O. Thomaston.
The conference of the Knox County that so large a gathering in so small
able Furniture and Stoves at
Association will be held. As there
a hall with hard bottomed chairs, and
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, $6.50;
pg. 25 free catalog, 1000 others, get copy to
Tremendous Reductions
Sunday
School
Association
known
as
is no organized church there the din
day. STROIT AGENCY, 813-DG Did South srove length. $8 per cord; also hnlldlng lum
no
aisle
carpets
are
doing
well
to
Bldg., Boston. Mass.
114-lt ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
ner will be a picnic one. each person the Knox County Council of Religious meet with the approval of these art
The cool night air is a reminder
106-tf
furnishing his own. Coffee will be Education, was held at the First Con ists, for it seents they should know.
NOTICE— Spears Cider Mill, West Warren,
that it is time for that Kitchen
FOR SALE—Second hand Reo parts and one
will be in operation Sept. 21, and every Tues
furnished by the ladles residing there. gregational Church Thursday and
Stove or Parlor Heater you need.
Rockport Citizen
stake
body,
also
15
ft.
double
ender,
copper
day
and
Saturday
following.
109*114
these
officers
were
elected:
President,
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Watts enter
We have a splendid selection. A
fastened. E. W. FARMER 41 Lime St.,
(The Courier-Gazette’s regrets are
MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION,
loads
wanted
Rev.
F.
W.
Barton.
Tenant
’
s
Harbor;
tained 27 members of Grace Chapter
106-tf
complete line of Furniture, Stoves
promptly extended, with the full
to Portland, daily trips : trucking of all kinds, Bockland.
secretary.
Miss
Margaret
Crandon,
at a wienie and corn roast in their
and Heaters,
Baby Carriages,
local and long distance furniture moving.
barn. Music and dancing made a fine Thomaston; director of children's di apology that the occasion would seem
Price right. R. W. JEWELL, Rockland. Tel.
Sewing Machines, Piano, Office
to
require.
—
Ed.)
To
Let
vision.
Mrs.
E.
M.
Holman.
Camden;
256-4.
109*114
time.
Furniture, Desks and numerous
Many have noticed the handsome director of young people’s division,
MY CIDER MILL Is now running ^ery
TO LET —Furnished heated room, with bath
miscellaneous articles.
Tuesday and Friday to make cider for the References required.
water fountain in front of Hollis B. Rev. P. C. Hughey. Rockport; director
Inquire 21 TALBOT
public at the Simonton farm, West Rockport. AVHNUB. Tel. 8-R.
A Visit Here Will Repay You
For carbon-caked
114-116
Gillchrest’s monumental shop. It is of adult division, Mrs. Elizabeth Dun house that greeted the artist-stu
Bring in your apples. .1. H. SIMONTON.
motors—or as a
a recent purchase made at Vinalha can. Camden; director of administra dents of the Curtis Institute of Music.
TD LET—‘Furnished house, 7 rooms, bath,
108
-if
ROCKLAND
garage or 5 room apartment at 85 'Masonic St.
special de luxe
ven. The fountain was one of many tion, Miss Minnie Fernald, Thomas Philadelphia, who gave a recital of
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM, readings by appoint MRS BATES.
114-tf
manufactured in the days when the ton: director of education. Rev. Jesse unusual merit at the new Town hall
fuel
for
highment. Phone 305-W, or call at 24 CRESCENT
FURNITURE
CO.
TD LETT Light housekeeping rooms . MRS.
Bodwell Granite Co. carried on a large Kenderdine. Rockland. There were under the auspices of the Johnson
ST.
114*119
compression cars
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
MINNIE MILES, 31 Ocean St. Tel. 618-W
business. The correspondent is in 150 in attendance and dinner and Society of the Rockport Methodist
— use
Colonial
FISHING AND SAILIN(. PARTIES taken
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf
114-116
out hv dav or hour. S. T. AMES, Lockland
formed that orders for forty of the supper were served in the chapel. Church. The artists who rendered
Ethyl.
TO LET Store, corner of Main and Rock
Tel. 1070-W.
161*225
fountains would be on hand at one The’ following program was carried the program were William Harms,
land Sts. J H MELVIN, 21 Gay St.. R<»ckDENTAL NOTICE—During the summer 1 land, Me. Tel. 624-M.
time. This fountain is highly pol out during the day; 10 a. m., Devo pianist, Tibor de Machula. cellist and
114-tf
THURSTON OIL CO.
will be at my Rockland office Fridays and
Josef Levine, pianist. Each number
ished and is of a pretty design. It
TD LET—Four room apartment with bath
tions, Rev. W. <S. Rounds, Rockland; given held the closest attention of the
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DIt. J. H.
was manufactured in 1911 at a cost
(new).
V.
F
STUDLEY,
69
Park
St.
Tel.
04
Park
Street
Rockland,
Me.
DAMON, dentist. Rockland.
lft«-tf
1080.
114-119
of between $1700 and $1800. The 10.15, reports and appointments of entire audience and brought forth
LADIES—Reliable stock of Lair goods at the
bowl is four feet in diameter and committees; ’10.45, address, "Learning insistent applause. At the close of
TD LKT Tenement of four rooms, mostly
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders
eighteen inches high. It sets upon a To Teach," Rev. Charles Peters, Ph. the program Mrs. Elizabeth Libby,
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
106-tf furnished, $3.50 per week. Inquire CLARA
FISKE.
Tel. 1109-M.
113-115
D..
Portland:
11.
IQ,
discussion
groups;
setts
and
a
motor
trip
to
Niagara
president of the Johnson Society, in
VINALHAVEN
column 18 inches high and 20 inches
Will pay highest price
(JENERAL TRUCKING E W FARMER. 41
Falls, Washington, D. C. and Virginia. Lime .St.. Rockland. Tel. 1060-M.
TD LET-Three room apartment newly fin
in diameter. The base is 3 ft. 8 In. by Aims and Methods, children's depart behalf of that organization and the
106-tf
No lot too large; none too small.
ished
and
furnished.
Apply
rear
11
Masonic
Mrs.
Etta
Hall
of
Camden
is
the
12 in. in height. The rim is four ment, Miss Harriet Louise Perry, townspeople in general thanked Mrs.
A meeting of Union Church Society
JL.ET E. A. KNOWLTON tile your sawa suu St. MRS. KENNETH MILLS.
113*115
inches wide. On either side is a lion’s Waterville; young people’s depart Mary Curtis Bok. who founded and will be held in the vestry Sept. 26 guest of sisters Mrs. Llewellyn Smith repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St.
Call Warren, Me. 3-22
TO LET Three rooms for light housekeep
Tel.
1010.
106-tf
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Headley.
head through which the water flows, ment, Capt. James F. Laughton, No- endowed the Curtis Institute: Mrs. A. 7.00 p. m. to consider repairing the
ing or roomers. All modern Improvements.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carriie re
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
cups for the use of dogs have been bleboro; for administration. Dr. Pet H .Chatfield, who manifested her in Church. Members of the church and
7 WILI/DW BTUIT.___________ 113-tf
or write, care of
turned Saturday from a motor trip built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
formed above the base. A sugges ers: 1135 reports on group confer terest in many ways ;Josef Hofmann society are urged to attend.
TO LET—Three furnished rooms for light
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
through
Maine.
tion has been made that it be bought ences; 12 m. adjournment; 1.30 p. m.t and the three artists, for making pos
The class of ’30, Vinalhaven High
TON, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
106-tf housekeeping, heated, and private bath. Rent
Al Rines, Warren, Me.
reasonable. 69 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 1152
and placed on the mall.
Carnie- Robinson
Devotions. Mr. Rounds; 1.50, roll call sible such a charming musical eve Schoo 1 held a meeting Wednesday
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
112-114
and election of officers; 2.15, address, ning.
evening end elected these officers.
The marriage of Miss Marcia M. and estates • up-to-date property. In the gar
Reference: Any Poultry Raiser
TO LET Two room apartment at THE FOSS
Rev. J. W. Strout will occupy the "Building up the Church through Re
Eben York and family have been President, Celeste Carver; vice presi Robinson and R. Hector Carnie took den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
112*114
pulpit of the Congregational Church ligious Education.” Capt. Laughton; the guests of his mother, Mrs. flthel dent. Ruby McHenan; treasurer. Lena place Sept. 11 at Southwest Harbor, us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel HOUSE, 77 Park St.
112-tf
fast. Me.
106-tf
TD LET Furnished 5 room flat, piano, gas,
Sunday.
Gilchrist and secretary. Madine Arev. Rev. George W. M. Keyes performing
3, discussion groups; A Standard York for a few days.
electrics,
toilet.
$6
per
week.
732
MALN
ST.,
FOR
SALE
—
Very
attractive
modern
cottage
The lecture on “Roadside Beauty’’ Church School, Dr. Peters; New Les
The citizens of Rockport are deep
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rackliffe of the double ring ceremony. The bride at Ingraham Hill. Bath lights, city water, rock 1ft a. m. to 2.3ft p. m. Tel. 448-M. 112*114
to be given in the Congregational ves son Materials, Miss Perry; Church ly indebted to Mrs. Edward Bok of South Thomaston were guests the is a graduate of Castine Normal fireplace. Inquire at CROCKETT’S BABY
TO LET—An apartment of five rooms with
try today at 3 o’clock is open to all. School Equipment, Capt. Laughton; Beauchamp Point for the very gen past week of Mr. and Mrs. Vernard School and for the past six years has SHOP.
106-tf garage. ALICE FULLER, 25 Linden SL Tel.
men women and children. It Is a Religion in the Home, Mrs. Charles erous offer to finance the painting of Warren.
106-M.
112-tf
taught in Houlton. Mr. Carnie is a
subject in which every one should be
TD LET-House of six rooms and toilet,
Peters; 3.45. reports on group con the new Town hall and also the
Mrs. Jeanne Gilchrist is enjoying a graduate of Wentworth Institute,
interested, and Mrs. W. L. Lawton,
17 Lisle St.
Inquire at BOSTON SHOE
Boston, and for the past six years
town building occupied at present
Farms, City Homes,
.STORE. Tel. 107-W.
112-114
the lecturer, is an entertaining speak ferences; 4.10, special music and of by the selectmen and fire department. visit with relatives in Worcester, has been an inspector in the wire and
Mass.
er. It will be her only visit in Knox fering: 4.20, forum, "The Twentieth They also appreciate the gift of the
TO LET--Furnished heated apartment. 14
Trucking
of
Crushed
Rock
in
City
cable
department
of
the
Electrical
Viola
Haskell
of
Jamaica
Plain.
MASONIC ST.
'
112-tf
County and it is expected that the Century Church School,” Dr. Peters; beautiful portieres received from her
Cottages, House
50 Cents; Thomaston 75 Cents a
Mass., aud Grace Terry of Everett, Testing Laboratories of New York
nearby towns will be well well rep 4.50, closing devotions; 5, adjourn
TD LET H<»use f(»r small family: electric
City.
After
the
ceremony
Mr.
and
Ton.
Coal
Delivered
Anywhere
in
for
use
in
Town
hall.
Mass.,
who
have
been
guests
the
past
ment; 5.30, Young People’s Fellow
lights, hath, good condition, central location.
resented.
Two Ton Lots at Reduced Prices.
and Cottage Lots
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Buzzell recent three weeks of Capt. and Mrs. W. P. I Mrs. Carnie left on a motor trip
TEL. 812-M.
111-tf
An important meeting of the Con ship supper in charge of the young
i through Maine and Canada, returning
I have a few cords of Soft Wood,
TD LET—Furnished apartment on Oak St.;
gregational Ladies Circle will be held people's division, theme, “Young Peo ly enjoyed a motor trip taking them Greenlaw, left Saturday for their I to Worcester, Mass., where Mr.
4 ft. $7.00 a cord; Hardwood, 4 ft.
furnished apartment on Grove St. ; large
in the church parlors on Tuesday at pie as Crusaders Today; 7.15, devo to various points throughout the New homes.
house with garage on Camden St., near Mav
EARLE LUDWICK
$11.00 a cord.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Libby returned Carnie has been employed the past
3 o’clock. This will be the annual tions. Mr. Rounds; anthem, Congre England States.
erick square: 7-room house and garage,
Oliver Ingraham left Tuesday for Thursday from Rockland where Mr. summer and where the bridal couple
corner Lindsey and Union Sts. ERNEST (’.
38
CHESTNUT
ST. ROCKLAND
business meeting with election of gational Young People’s vested choir,
Get
My
Prices
on
Moving
will make their home. Mr. Carnie
DAVIS. Filler Cobb-Davis. ____________ 118-tf
officers and the year’s work outlined. Camden; offering; 7.30. address, East Vassalboro for a short visit with Libby has been receiving treatment at is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Telephone
723-M
Knok
Hospital.
his
sister,
Mrs.
B.
H.
Cates.
TD LET -Four room apartment In fine con
The state advisory board meeting “Youth and the Church,” Capt.
Call Thomaston 84-2
S48K
Mrs. Angus Hennigar returned Carnie of this town.
dition : large storage for fuel, etc. Garage.
Miss Marion Upham is in Boston
of the Maine Society, D.A.R., will be Laughton; 7.50, consecration service;
J. B. PAULSEN
Adults only. C. A. EMERY, 28 Pacific «t.
Wednesday from a visit witli relatives
visiting friends.
held in Bingham Sept. 25 in the Con 8, adjournment..
Tel. 518-M.
HO If
Mrs. Annie Gardiner is in East in Machias.
WARREN
gregational Church from 10 o’clock
114*lt
Bath Times: Zelma W. Dwinal and
TO LKT—Small tenement at 135 Union St.
ILeiph Doughty of Boothbay has
a. m. to 1 o'clock p. m. Luncheon will son Charles of Camden were in Bath Wilton. Mass., the guest of her daugh
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Cingmars
and
Inquire
21
TAJJ1OT
AVE
_____________
IftS-tf
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
be served at 1 o’clock in the parish Thursday for a short time.
three children left Friday by motor for
Mr. ter, Mrs. Frances Gardiner.
TO LET—’Furnished apartment on Oak St.
A committee meeting was held at Charles E. Young the past week.
house connected with the church.
NELSON B. COBB.
lftft-tf
Lowell, Mass., accompanied by Mrs.
Dwinal, who is candidate for the
Lillian
Ross
will
leave
Monday
for
The Ladies Aid of the M. E. Church nomination of Congressman in the the High School building Tuesday
TO LET- Four room heated apa^nent, unCingmars
’
mother,
Mrs.
Joseph
Des

Boston
for
her
vacation
from
J.
II.
will meet with Mrs. Frank Hawthorne second Maine district on the Repub evening for the purpose of discuss
furnished. Bath room, gas, electricity. Call
rosiers, who has spent the past three
MRS. FROST. Tel. 318-R.
103-tf
Dunn street Wednesday. Picnic din lican ticket reports everything is ing plans for the Carnival which is Carver’s store. Dorothy Cassie will weeks with them. Mr. Cingmars and
substitute
for
her.
103-tf
to he given by the senior class in
ner will be served at noon.
family will spend the weekend in
looking very favorable. He has re
Muriel
Chilles
is
substituting
at
the
TO
LET
—
House
on
Camden
St.,
hard
wood
Mr. and Mrs. Flowers and Mr. and cently visited Androscoggin and Town hall Nov. 22 and 23. Those
Lowell.
Experienced Stitchers- on floors, bath, electricity. MRS. FROST. Tel.
Can use almost any grade
present besides the members of the telephone office for Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Bloomjngdale of Georgia, with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
L.
Teague
as
guests
318-R.
103-tf
Franklin counties and received lots
a lady musician from the West and of encouragement. His son was on senior class were Walter Carroll, Webster.
now. If you have hay to dis
Wool
and
Leather
Coats
TO LET—Tenement of five rooms and hath,
Mrs. Arthur Mills and Mrs. E. G. of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bines, motored
workers and singers from Portland
Roland Crockett, Paul Snow, Everett
modern improvements. Inquire VEBPER A.
his way to Bates College where he is
Carver were guests- Tuesday at the to Bingham Thursday.
pose of, write u>.
Libby. Harold Davis, Miss Harris and
are holding services every night at
LEACH. Tel. 133.
103-tf
Apply at once
Mrs. Persis Branson of Santa Anna.
a member of the Junior class.
summer home of Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Vinal hall, Church of God Mission. A
Miss Lundell.
TO
LET
Seven
room
tenement
all
In
nice
Calif., was the guest of Mrs. Fred
Coombs.
Matheson Vail Co.
Harry Gould of Detroit, Mich., is
condition.
C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER
delegation of these workers are plan
A new sup^r-power Atwater-Kent Starrett a day during her visit in
I want to thank all patrons of the guest of his mother, Mrs. Eva T.
STORE.
l«2-tf
ning to visit Appleton Assembly,
GRAIN EXCHANGE
radio is attracting much attention at Warren. Mrs. Branson left Sept. 12
“Teddy’s” Wayside Store for their
TO LET—Tenement at 81 Grace St. CALI.
Sunday, Sept. 22.
Gould.
J. H. Carver’s store.
for her home.
patronage. T.
'
BOSTON, MASS.
lftl-tf
163-M
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Upham of
114-116
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., held
Mrs. Emerson Perkins has returned
TO LET- Store In Bicknell Block, formerly
Quincy, Mass., are registered at Hotel regular meeting Monday night.
from Knox Hospital where she went
occupied by Needle Art Shop. Apply to MRS,
AT UNION FAIR
Rockport.
ROCKPORT
B. B SMITH Tel. 264
1 06-tf
Mrs. Alice Strickland has returned for observation.
Mrs.
Harold
Robbins
is
having
her
from Rangeley Lake where she spent
Mr. and Mrs. L. True Spear motored
TO LET—Five room apartment, modern, on
Miss Margaret Jardine of Boston is
annual
vacation
from
the
office
of
Talbot
Ave.,
first
class.
Apply
81
SUMMER
the
summer.
spending two weeks’ vacation in town
Exhibit of Ayrshire Cattle to Orono this week with their son the Talbot Insurance CA, Camden,
ST. Tel. 551-W.
106 tP*
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
MICKIE SAYS—
Mrs. E. R. Graffam and daughter having a room at the Millsyde Lunch.
Ross who is to resume his studies
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Weidman
re

Chiropractor
Mrs.
J
T.'Dickenson
expect
to
leave
Will Be Good Feature
nt the University of Maine.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
Bird
of
Berlin.
111 Limerock Street
The Trytohelp Club will meet at turned this week to their home in Monday for Boston, where they will N. II.. have been guests of Mr. and
(Corner Llnooln)
( th' BOSS SCZ. HE KWOWS
One of the high lights at Union Fair the Baptist vestry Monday evening Marcellus, N. Y„ having been the spend the winter.
Mrs. II. V. Starrett at Stirling Farm
Lady In attendance
Ralph Brown and family are mov for the week.
SOME
SOM1 WORPS -TO DESCRIBE
will be the remarkably fine display Supper will be served at 7 o'clock guests of Miss Marion Weidman for
REPAIRED AND RELAID
ing into their borne on Chestnut
Phone TiSS
fW' FELLER- WHOTAkESAU.
of Ayrshire cattle with President R. There is important business to be several days.
Will Warren of Boston is staying
Rockport Baptist Church Notes: street which they recently bought of
Inside and out, digging Included,
Palnleee Syetem
1H' MEWSPAPERS BUY 1W'
W. Cripps of the Maine Ayrshire transacted.
at
the
Millsyde
Lunch.
also pipes wired out.
of Adjusting
HOME PAPER., BUY I'M IDO
Oliver Ingraham of Bangor Is When the church bell rings it Mrs. Mary Noyes.
Club actively supporting. Interest in
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis have
The following party enjoyed Thurs
YOUU£,-TO HEAR. THEM,AMP
blooded cattle has increased very spending his vacation with his par means, "Come to church.” You will
Sewers dug on new and old buildclosed
their
overnight
cabins
“
The
-THEYfte TOO HOT TO
rapidly of late and this accounts for ents, Mr. anil Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham find a welcome here Special selection day at Boukler cottage. Shore Acres, Life Saver” and have gone on a trip
ingi and cleared when plugged.
V
Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Bobbins by the choir; duet by Rev. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Coombs, Mr. and to Canada with friends.
PRIWT
the rapid development of local Ayr
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Mrs.
E.
G.
Carver
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cesspools dug and rocked up
P.
C.
Hughey;
sermon,
“
The
Seeming
returned Thursday from a visit to
shire holdings.
Mrs.
Joseph
Shortell
and
Mrs.
James
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeatk)
Way;” Sunday School at noon; Oscar C. Lane.
Prompt Service
President Cripps whose farm is In Boston.
Shortell
and
two
children
left
Sunday
Mrs. Aura Roberts left today for
I
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps B.Y.P.U. meets at 6.00, leader, Carolyn
Rockport has attained a State-wide
Osteopathic Physician
Weymouth. Mass.. «where she will be for their Manchester. N. H.. home after
reputation s»s owner and breeder of will hold their annual fair at the Graffam; evening service at 7.00. the guest of her granddaughter Mrs. spending the greater part of the sum
.■x, / Advertise^
S. E. EATON
By Appointment—Tel. 1SS
The
male
chorus
will
sing
two
selec

fine cattle and Guy Annis of Camden G.A.R. hall on Oct. 11. Fancy articles,
mer in Warren.
35 Limerock St.
Rockland
Edwin
Maddocks.
Tel.
534-J.
505
Old
County
Road
tions
and
special
violin
music
will
vj
recently got into the headlines aprons and cooked food will be on
Thursday evening Miss M. Grace
Graduate of American School o<
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Littlefield have
ROCKLAND, ME.
60Stf
through the production of 71 pounds sale. A baby show is to be one of also be rendered. The sermon by recently returned from an auto trip Walker entertained the Five Hundred
Osteopathy
of milk a day by Willow Pale Bessie, the afternoon features and it is de the pastor will be on "A Woman To of 2.000 miles which included a visit Club at dinner. Those present were
a record she surpassed a few days sired that many babies may be en Remember.”
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Benjamin
E.
Watts,
Mr.
to Virginia. Washington, I). C., At
later by producing 75 pounds of milk. tered in this event.
and Mrs. M. S. Hahn, Mrs. Laura
DR. F. B. ADAMS
I want to thank all patrons of lantic City. Gettysburg. Niagara Falls
Mrs. A. D. Simmons is quite ill at
This famous cow is now the property
and Canada. They also visited Blue Brackett and Mrs. Cecil Cushman.
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Wayside
Store
for
their
•Teddy
’
s
”
of Walter .1. Rich of Camden who has the home of her daughter .Mrs. Mabel
Grotto and Endless Caves in Virginia. Mrs. N. B. Eastman was also present
*
patronage. T.
Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M.
taken a great Interest in cattle cul Withee.
»
They were accompanied by Mrs. Lit- i as a guest of the club. The other
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey and
Telephone 160
ture and has a small but high class
tlcfield’s sister and her husband, Mr. members of the club are the Misses
Australia
complains
that
it
has
a
herd of 21 cows representative of the Mrs. Cacilda Cain motored to Bath
Attention given to Medical end
serious used-car problem. So have and Mrs. John Rackliffe of Hartford Helgar and Ardie Elstad and George
best families of the breed in the and Portland Wednesday.
Conn.
Electrical Treatment
Since 1840 this firm h&s
Bassett of Providence.
most
of
the
rest
of
us
car
owners.
—
Mr .and Mrs. John Garrett who
83-120
United States, Canada and Scotland.
The Needlecraft Club were enter
faithfully served tbe families
Mrs. Clara Lermond, Miss Susan
Dallas
News.
Another famous cow owned in this have been occupying Mrs. Minnie
tained Wednesday hy Mrs. Emil W. Stevens and Rev. D. T. Burgh
of Knox County
section is Pearl Copestone who won Weed's house on Limerock street, are
Coombs at Craventhirst.
LADY ATTENDANT
were dinner guests Wednesday of
EDWARD K. GOULD
the Ayrshire Breeders’ Association vacating the same, Mrs. Garrett
Miss Carrie Pendleton who has Miss M. Grace Walker.'
DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS
Tel. Day 460; Night 781-1
been
at
Rock
Cottage
during
the
sum

French prize for Mr. Cripps by pro leaving for Philadelphia where she
Attorney
at
Law
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
Mrs.
Mary
Shortell,
Mrs.
James
mer months left Wednesday for her Shortell and Mrs. Fred Starrett spent
ducing 12,558 pounds of milk, 563 was called by the illness of her
Osteopathic Physician
(Formerly Judge of Probate)
home in Brookline.
pounds of butter fat as a four year mother.
a
very
enjoyable
day
last
week
in
Special
Attention
to
Probate
Matter*
That the people of Rockport and
8M MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
Mrs. Fred Coombs leaves today for
old, leading all other producers of her
Belfast where they attended the
and Real Estate Titles
a week's visit in Boston.
i au .
. x, « .
,
uge during that year. All these things vicinity fully appreciated the rare
Telephone 1281; Reeldenee HS-I
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Scott
Littlefield
have
I
,hea,
I
P
an,
<
at
tl
>
p
I^ker
Lobtend to increase the interest in Ayr treat in store for them Wednesday Corner Main St. and Tilleon Ave.
returned from n visit in Mnssachu- ster ‘>ounfh
evening was shown by the capacity
>Stf
•
....___________
n-M
shire exhibit at Union Fair.

At the Baptist Church Sunday eve
ning the pastor’s talk will be illus
trated by a review of the book “Mary
Slessor of Calabar.”
Mrs. Helen Barlow Hobb of Yank
ton. S. D.. called on her cousin, Peter
Hilt. Thursday. Mrs. Hobbs is the
only charter member of the National
Relief Corps living in South Dakota.
She came on to Portland to attend
the National Encampment of the G.
A. K. Her sister, Mrs. Taylor of
Bayonne N. J., who visited in Thom
aston the past summer, were former
residents of Thomaston with a home
on Main street. Mrs. Hobbs’ last
visit to Thomaston was 23 years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Thorne (Emma
Young) who have been visiting in the
family of Mrs. Scott Young have re
turned to St. Albans. Me.
Mrs. Jones of Bangor, Mrs. Jellison, Mrs. Mossman and daughter,
Mrs. Pette of Belfast called on Mrs.
William Newbert Thursday.
Mrs. John Creighton, son John and
daughter Katherine, Mr. and Mrs. A.
T. Gould and daughter May will leave
Sunday for Massachusetts.
Miss
Katherine Creighton will enter Lasell
Seminary at Auburndale. Miaa May
Gould will enter Smith College at
Northampton.
William Manning has gone to Cam
bridge where he will enter Harvard.
Mrs. Ozora Turner is entertaining
her cousin Mrs. Edith Hodgkins of
Worcester. Mass.
Mrs. Leila Smalley’s popularity as
a hostess was shown Wednesday eve
ning by the attendance of 37 members
of the Beta Alpha at the pcinic sup
per at her house.
• * • •
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BIG TOURIST YEAR

Coal-'Wood** Electricity

-CLARIONControlled Automatically
Designed to take care of itself
Built to give service, not trouble
■t...........

—--Ai

The Perfected
Cooking Machine

J

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
Established

1839 Bangor, Maine

Sold By
VEAZIE HARDWARE CO., Rockland; A T. NORWOOD, Warren

Qscr

half the
secret
is in the
Jlour '

In Fact Maine’s Biggest, Ac
cording To Reports From
Many Sources
J-alior Day marked the end of
what is generally conceded to be
Maine's most prosperous tourist sea
son ever known. On that day alone
15.000 vacationists ‘passed through
the Union Station, Portland, on Bos
ton and Maine trains and thousands
of motorists passed over Maine high
ways at the rate of 800 an hotir, ac
cording to figures obtained hy the
Maine Publicity Bureau at a point
Just south of Portland. On the Satur
day previous 15,315 cars entered
Maine over the Portsmouth-Kittery
Memorial Bridge.
Comparative figures show: Letters
received May 1-Aug. 31, 1929, 14,025;
letters received May 1-Aug. 31, 1928,
11,374.
Parties (1 to 5 people) served at
the main office, Portland: June 1‘Sept. 3, 1929, 24,290; June 1-Sept. 3.
1928, 27,509; (falling off due to clos
ing of State street, July 1 to 31.
Out-of-State cars passing through
Longfellow Square going east: July
1-Aug. 31, 1929, 44,151; July 1-Aug.
31, 1928, 35,780. Cars over Bath
bridge: 1929, 222,549; 1928, 187.740.
Out-of-State
cars over Kittery
bridge month of August: 1929, 189,370; 1928, 131,103.
A report received from J. Douglas
Black, manager of the Government
Tourist and Information Bureau,
Fredericton, N. B., reads:

How to Raise Poultry
By Dr, L. D, LeGear, V.S,, St. Louis, Mo.

Dr. LeGear is a graduate of the Ontario
Veterinary College, 1892. Thirty-six
years of veterinary practice on diseases
of live stock and poultry. Eminent au
thority on poultry and stock raising.
Nationally known poultry breeder*

I Jotcd author and lecturer.

ARTICLE XII

STRETCHING DAYLIGHT

deep, one 50-watt bulb every ten feet

FOR GREATER EGG YIELD is sufficient, but in deeper houses a
double row is needed.

Artificial Lighting by Increasing
The most favored time to Uuht up
Length of Hens Working Day ( is about 4.30 a. in. and the lights are
Brings Greater Egg Production at allowed to remain on until natural
daylight reaches full strength. There
Times when Prices Are Highest.
Is. however., a growing tendency to
light up from 6 a. m. to full daylight
Editor’s Note This Is another story In a and again in the evening until 6 or 7
series of 52 stories on poultry raising written p. m. This provides a 12 or 13 hour
by the well known national poultry authority,
Dr. L. I). LeGear. V. S., of St. Louis. The day and is undoubtedly more conveni
entire series will appear in this paper. Our ent when automatic control of lights
readers are urzed to read them carefully and is not possible. Whether or not the
clip them out for future reference.
latter time is as. effective as the other
can only be decided by further experlIf the hens (f this country ever me nt.
When the lights are turned on, the
manage to start a union, there is little bens jump down from tbe roosts and
doubt as to what will cause the first begin eating the food that has been
strike. The ever growing practice of . provided, drinking and often laying
using artificial lights in henhouses
I •111" V" ‘»
use lights for a time both morning
cannot fail (<> excite the ire of walk- and evening, hut I prefer to have
ing delegates and a demand’for short them turned on at about 4.30 a. m.
er hours is sure to follow. However and let run until daylight.
Whatever system is used, be sure
that may be, there is no denying the
amazing effectiveness of artificial that the light is directed on the
lighting or turning on bright lights scratching floor, and it should be
in poultry houses to lengthen the bright enough so the hens can see
day during the fall and winter when every particle of food material. It
the days are short, it not infrequent will help considerably if the interiors
ly increases the winter egg yield from of artificially lighted bouses are
25 to 50 per cent with a correspond whitewashed or painted white.
When electric lights arc used, they
« • • •
ing increase in profits.
It is doubtful whether lighting not only require very little atten
"Canadian Customs figures Indicate
tion, but usually cost less to operate
greatest travel througli Maine to New causes a material increase, if any, in than any other system. Furthermore,
Brunswick this year in history, in a fowl’s total egg yield for the year. they may be so arranged that lights
crease being at least 25 per cent in There is no question, however, about are automatically switched on and off
growth of travel from Quebec Into its causing a decided increase just at the proper times—a wonderful
New Brunswick via Riviere du Loup when an increase is most profitable. convenience. Although the value of
There seems to be some misconcep
and Edmundston and from J'lew
artificial lighting may he questioned
Brunswick west through Maine via tion about what artificial lighting when electricity cannot he had, I
really accomplishes as such expres
Houlton or Calais. American ears
sions as “making hens work over think there is no question hut what
going east for 30 days or more tour time” will show.
it is of decided value if electric
ing through Calais and St. Stephen
lighting is used. Certainly, unless
* ♦ * »
to Sept. 1 show 10,189 for 1929 as
A hen cats primarily to keep her the cost of current is* exorbitant, a
compared with 8,251 same period last own body in proper condition. Cer tidy profit is almost sure to result by
year. American cars entering New tain elements called carbohydrates boosting egg production when prices
Brunswick from Maine through Houl go into the fatty portions of her are at their peak.
ton and Woodstock were 5,451 to Sept. body, other elements called proteins
(Copyright. 1929
1 this year as compared with 4.700 make up the lean or muscular tis
by Dr. L. D. LeGear, V S.)
same period last year. An important sues, while mineral elements such as
factor in tourist travel this year has lime and calcium keep the bony
j.
♦;««j«»♦< »j. «j» »♦.
»♦,
been the greatly increased number of framework or skeleton in repair.
❖
Ontario and Quebec cars touring New When enough food has been eaten
Brunswick and returning home via to take care of the hen’s body, any
State of Maine.”
surplus, if of the proper ingredients,
Boothbay Harbor reports the great is converted into eggs. The carbo
est season ever known. Iteports from hydrates then become the egg white,
Squirrel Island are that every cottage the proteins become yolks, and the
j. -j. ♦$.
»j. •*««$.
»;♦
on the island has been rented this minerals make up the shell. Plainly,
Seldom
has
the
Grange
in
any
season,
something
never before therefore, the more a hen eats of the
known and owners of cottages who proper food in excess of wliat is need state carried out a more worthy
were trying to dispose of them four ed to maintain a healthy body, the project than have the members of
or five years ago because they be more eggs she will lay. (if course, Columbia County Pomona district in
lieved the automdbile had killed island this cannot continue indefinitely, as Oregon, terminating in the recent
travel are now congratulating them there is a natural limit to the hen’s consummation of a four-year objec
tive looking toward the establish
selves cn their good fortune in .not ability to consume and digest food.
securing a customer at a sacrifice.
Understanding this theory of egg ment of two beautiful park sites on
Bar Harbor has also enjoyed an production makes it much easier to the Nehalen River, one at Big Eddy,
exceptionally fine season and the comprehend what artificial lighting and one at Natal, about five miles
same report comes from Lueerne-in- really does and how. Naturally, after apart. These two tracts of land beau
Maine, Castine and the Blue Hill dis daylight is over the hen can no longer tifully located in charming landscape
see her scratch grains and mashes panorama contain hundreds of acres,
trict.
Having no incentive for exercising
which are found in their virgi
• • • •
she does the only other thing she eon growth all classes of trees native to
Tourists came from everywhere. do, goes to sleep. What artificial Columbia County, some massive
The registration of cars and people illumination does, therefore, is to pro giants more than five feet in diame
at the Maine Publicity Bureau made vide light so the hen can eat and ex ter and running 150 feet and more
from July 1 to Aug. 31 shows every ercise before natural daylight comes into the air. For years the people
State in the Union represented, also More feeding naturally means more of that locality have been fearful of
the District of Columbia, Saskateha- eggs if the right materials are sup what the ravenous sawmills would do
wan, Quebec, New Brunswick. Mexi plied. Furthermore, there is doubtless to this wonderful timber tract and
co, Ontario, Panama, Alberta, British some truth in the theory that the hen the Grange decided that definite
Columbia, Prince Edward Island, has inherited from her original tropi action alone could save the trees; so
Manitoba, Porto Bico, Cuba, Canal cal ancestors a digestive system that decided to tackle the project in dead
Zone, Tahata.
is tuned to days and nights of equal earnest. .
From letters received by the Maine length. In tho tropics where domes
• • • •
Publicity Bureau, it would appear tic fowls originated, days and nights
A novel plan for a Grange meeting
that the people of the State of Maine are naturally about equal. In tem was recently carried out in New
are beginning to believe what this perate regions, however, days are Jersey, when a ‘‘politicians’ night”
Bureau has preached since its or much shorter during fall and winte- was featured, that proved quite a
ganization in 1922, that the tourist than nights, so that fowls not enjoy success and gave to the big audience
business is an industry and a very ing the advantage of artificial lights present a lot of information relative
substantial one and one of the most are forced to endure unnaturally long to public affairs.
important of the State.of Maine.
waits between feeding times.’ Tho
All the candidates for county and
The last Federal Government fig use of proper lighting, therefore, ac local offices were invited and each
ures available are those of 1924 when complishes a twofold result
It was given a uniform time allowance
a survey was made at nine gateways lenglhens the effective feeding lime to define his own capdidacy and to
into the State of Maine of automobile so fowls can. take more nourishing express any political views he de
travel for the mohths of July, August, and egg-making foods and it also sired. Many of the candidates came
September and October, and the per eliminates the disturbing effects of and all were given a respectful hear
capita expenditure of tourists was over long waits between feedings.
ing, answering all the questions the
• • • •
determined By questionnaires sent out
listeners desired to ask.
To give best results, houses should
by this Bureau. These show that the
The Grange is distinctly a non
tourist business for that year amount l>e lighted as brightly as they are bypartisan organization and steers
ed to $100,000,000 in new money com day. For this purpose, electric lights
clear of political alignments of every
ing into the State, from reports on are so far superior to ail other kinds
sort; yet endeavors to bring before
flic in the Bureau, it is perfectly safe that I hesitate even to suggest that
its members the various aspects of
to estimate an increase of 5 per cent any thing else can he used. In a num
pending public questions.
over these figures for each of the five ber of cases, farmers not close to reg
• ♦ * ♦
years since this report was made. ular electric lines have installed indi
Outstanding in present agricul
Should, however, we use the same vidual light plants and soon paid for
tural tendencies is the very apparent
basis of figuring by which California them out of their Increased profits.
drift toward the cooperative idea,
figured the report she sent out of the In ordinary houses, 16 to 18 feet
especially emphasized in the new
value of the tourist business last year
farm relief measure enacted by the
which shows $365,000,000 that basis
present Congress. More than 12,000
would make the tourist business to
active farm cooperatives are now en
Maine show a yearly value of
gaged in busiriess, with the likeli
$500,000,000.
hood that this number will be doubled
during the next few years. Those
SWAN'S ISLAND
who appear to think that this co
Lawrence Barbour of Bockland lias
When You Buy operative movement among fanners
visited relatives here for a few days.
is wholly new do well to realize that
Miss Betty Snell of Kennebunk who
such united rural action has been the
has been spending the summer with
Grange program for years and its
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs, Orin
present accomplishment seemingly
Milan, returned home Sunday.
so sudden, is largely the result of the
Alfred Sprague came home Wed
prolonged and constant agitation of
nesday from Rockland, where lie has
It Costs No More Than the subject for years in thousands
been for three weeks for medical and
The Ordinary----------------- of Grange meetings. The seed ger
dental work.
minated slowly but has taken root
Mrs. Laura Smith and daughter
at last, until now the full-grown plant
Mildred who have been spending their
appears.
And You are
vacation here, returned to their home
More than 50 years ago the found
in Portland Friday.
Sure of its
ers of the Grange, in proclaiming
Winifred Norwood who has em
their intentions to the world, made
Purity!
ployment in Portland has lieen spend
this significant declaration;—"We
ing her vacation with her aunt, Mrs.
propose meeting together, talking to
Newman.
gether, working together, buying to
The students from Atlantic and
gether, selling • ogether, and in gen
Swan's Island attending school in
eral acting together, for our mutual
other places are: Dorothy Joyce and
protection and advancement, as
Edna Dunham, Higgins Classical In
occasion may require. For our busi
stitute; Jeannette Hart. Camden
ness interests we desire to bring pro
High: Myron Sprague, Bradlee Joyce,
ducers and consumers, farmers and
Bernice Smith and Phyllis Joyce,
manufacturers, into the most direct
Rockland High.
and friendly relations possible.”
Not only in theory but in practice
TENANTS HARBOR
the Grange has been a pioneer in
Rev. F. W. Barton will take for his
spreading the gospel of cooperation
subject Sunday morning "The Per
and the present apparent readiness
sonality of the Holy Spirit. This is
of all interests to acquiesce in the co
the second of a series which is being
operation program now stressed at
delivered Sunday mornings at 10.30.
Washington—in contrast to the bit
In the evening Mr. Barton will talk
ter opposition of a generation ago—
on "Why Should We Repent?" The
is a striking commentary on what a
song service will be conductetd by
/grape
quarter century of Grange educa
John Reed.
tional work has done
Since Congress passed the market
Allen’s taxi to Union Fair Wed
ing act a few weeks ago and the pow
nesday and Thursday, $2.00 round
erful Federal Farm Board was named,
trip. Tel. 6-12 Tenant's Harbor.—adv.
INSIST UPON •
Granges in all the states are discuss
113*115
ing the new legislation eager to make
it accomplish the greatest amount of
King George's Dog Flees Palace.—
' good for the American farmer.
Headline. But there could he on<
! Grange leaders, although keenly dis
thing worse: King George’s Dog Fleas
appointed at the failure to have the
Palace.—Arkansas Gazette.

THE
I BUSY GRANGERS

Friend: Do

you mean to say you
bake yoiir own bread?

Young Mrs. Brown:

Indeed I do.
Home made bread is one of
my husband’s weaknesses.

Friend:

It's the same with my
husband, but 1 always have

sueli poor luck with my bread.

Young Mrs. Brown: Try Norman
R Flour next time. That’s over
half the secret of good baking.

‘Oven

NORMAN

QUALITY FIRST

HoorBouds
ALWAYS
Look for the
Blue and
White Sinn

SOME car owners don’t like to lift the floor boards
to reach their batteries
But batteries should have water, just as tires need

air.
We don’t mind dirt—we dress for it. Drive in
about every ten days and we will do the dirty work
for you. You will be rewarded with better service
from your battery, regardless of make.
Because we are in close touch with batteries every
hour of every working day, we recommend and sell
the dependable Exide, made by The Electric Storage
Battery Company, with 41 years of battery building
experience.
It is the product of the world’s largest manufac
turers of storage batteries for every purpose—makers
of batteries for vehicles since the early days
of the horseless carriage.
• Floor boards or no floor boards, why trou
ble yourself with the care of your battery
when we can relieve you of it.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
AUTHORIZED DEALERS

Debenture Plan included In the new
legislation, as a further aid to the
farmer, have thrown the full force of
their organization behind the new
statute, because it embodies so many
of the principles of actual farm co
operation for which the Grange so
long has contended.

♦ * * •

One of the outstanding instances of
successful co-operative fire insur
ance in the country is furnished by
the Grange organization in the state
of Pennsylvania, which is in line with
similar successful cooperative enter
prises in many states administered
by the Grange. Probably in no other
direction has the latter organization
rendered more practical mohey serv
ice to its members during its 60 years
of life than in the firfancial saying to
them in carrying fire insurance on
farm property.
The latest report of the insurance
commissioner of Pennsylvania shows
that 24 mutual fire insurance com
panies operated by the Grange in that
state are carrying risks totaling
$140,083,085.
All these companies
have been 'running many years and
they cover practically every agricul
tural section of Pennsylvania, the
Grange being strongly organized
throughout the Keystone State, with
subordinate units in every county
and a total membership approach
ing 100,000. The entire cash saving
to the Grange farmers of Pennsyl
vania in the lust 40 or 50 years
through their cooperative Insurance
companies has been very great and
each year has shown a steady in
crease in the volume of risks until
the present remarkable total of more
than $140,000,000 is reached.
• • * •
Tho last week in September Is to
witness the organization of a new
state branch of the Grange fraternity
of the country, as the North Carolina
State Grange will be formally insti
tuted at Raleigh, Sept. 25 and 26. Na
tional Master Louis J. Taber will be
in charge of the institution exercises
and farm leaders from all over the
state of North Carolina will he pres
ent. The movement to organize the
Grange in that state has rapidly been
gaining momentum since Jan. 1 and
subordinate units have Imcii organ
ized rapidly, the farmers responding
very heartily to the Grange move
ment.

y^uROPE bn Excursions

Mt. Zircon

JOHN BIRD COMPANY
Rorkland • Maine

NO-OIL
Salad Dressing
IS DELICIOUSLY CREAMY

Try It! You Will Like “No-Oil”
AU Dealers Sell “No-Oll”

CHICHESTER S PILLS IN FIGHTING AGAINST
VGcI/

THE DIAMOND BRAND.
a
__ idlest Aok your Dr««<!at for
Cht-cheo-tcra Diamond Brum
Villa in Red and Gold wretalL.
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Take no other. Buy of your
Urncalat. Ask for ('111 <IIE*-TF.R A
DIAMOND BRAND HILLS f-r Co
known as Be* t. Safest, Alwtys Reliable

SOtOWWVOWSIStVtfiVWHtRJ

FLU-GRIP

Keep the bowels open and taka

BROWN’S RELIEF
on arising and retiring

Norway Medicine Co.

MT. ZIRCON

By Edwin Rotert Pt-tre
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
45- Slckness of the
1-A moderate, easy
21-To be able
stomach
23- A crazy person
gallop
46- Being In unison
(slang)
6-Courage or ardor
49-A Mohammedan
24- Savage-looklng
11- An eel-llke fish
prince
26- Dishearten8
12- Girl’s name
52- A genus of palms
27-An island of New ;
15- A horse of chestnut 53- Weight (colloq.)
York (abbr.)
color
v
56-The hub of a wheel 29-Toward
if
16- Never, contracted
57- Formerly
J33-A sailor
34- Personal pronoun
'
58- Friend (French)
17- The linden
18- N. central state of 59- A seed-sowing
35- A cape, most south.
U. S.
machine
ern point of Africa
60- Follows
19- Same as
3C-Part of the foot
‘•Haruspice’’
37-Capltal of Greece
VERTICAL
22-One who fishes with
3S-A musical note
rod and'line.
39- Succeeded in
25-To load, as with < 1-To gossip
40- lnborn
2-To imitate
burden
41- Natlonal Automobile
3- No (Scot.)
28-A city In N. W.
Association (abbr.)
4- Slaves
Vermont
42- A city of W. France
5- To come back
30-To feel sick
44—Enticed
6- A curse
31- It Is, contracted
47-A knight’s title.
7Attempted
32- Upon
43- Roman goddess of
8Also
33- Greek letter M
Agriculture
9Legal
science
35-An insect
50- Girl'e name
10-A glossy lacquer
37-Everythlng
51- 1 have, contracted
39-Northwestern state 13-The (French pi.)
54- An Australian bird
43-A President of the , 14- Part of the mouth
55- lnterjeetion—
20-A Portuguese coin
United States
disapproval

Solution to Previous Puzzle.

PARIS HORSE MARKET

Wien 1 have a free day In Paris I
take out a map and look for a quarter
that Is unfamiliar to me, A bos soiyi
takes nte there and 1 start my ex
plorations. The horse market section
Is one that very few people visit. On
market day the place is crowded and
busy witli men looking over the
horses and mules. In the centre is
a line statue to the man, who, in the
lean war years of 1870, introduced
the eating of horse meat as apommon
thing among Parisians. Many of tlie
beasts, alas, arc Jed off to the ad
jacent slaughter-houses. and on every
block are four or five horse butchers.
Bin hcrics Chevalim s. with the con
ventional
red-and-whlte
striped
awnings and gleaming brass horse's
head above the door. Americans and
Britishers are so sentimental about
horses that they consider them rather
friends than animals suitable for eat
ing. But the thrifty French of the
less well-to-do classes .are thankful
to have that source of good clean
meat, and do not waste' it upon the
population of cats, as In merry Eng
land! Do not be afraid that you will
be served this meat at your hotel, the
laws require that it be plainly identi
fied and not obscured with an elabo
rate name.
UDINE AND A VIEW

My de-ire to visit I'dine (flatted
from reading Gabriel Fame's “Wan-

derings in Italy” one year on ship
board. It is a little difficult to make
up your mind to leave Venice for the
capital of Friuli, exchanging the be
loved for the unkmavn, hut now I
have done it and am more than gl.ad.
The great square is magnificent, sur
rounded hy palaces and porticos,
adorneil with statues and columns,
dominated by the lofty mttss of the
castle. Gf all little Italian towns.
Udine offers one of the most fascinat
ing sights. Tite castle contains a
museum, but better than high-ceilinged rooms hung with paintings is
tbe esplanade behind the castle, which
overlooks a truly vast and magnifi
cent panorama.
Like a gigantic
amphitheatre the countryside of
Frulli lies at your feet At the hack
of the stage are snow-capped Alps,
then green pre-Alps, then rolling hills
of woods and vineyards, from them to
the plain, and from the plain to the
lagoons and the blue line of the
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Adriatic, one wants to stay here all
day to see the < al ly morning light, the
brilliance of noon, the ' Titian light”
at sunset, each giving new lustre to
this superb landscape.

IN BIG DEMAND-JUST NOW
An Old Family
Doctor's Favorite
Prescription.

FOR COLDS AND COUGH TIME

Ballard’s Golden Oil
Time-Tried and Tested. Safe and Ef
fective. Specific for All Ills and Ail
ments from Inflammation.
An Indis
pensable
Household
Remedy.
Sold
Everywhere in liberal Bottle.

Every-Other-Day
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Rockland
Rockport
West Rockport
The Islands

Shopping Around the Bay
ANY CAR-YEAR-MODEL

THORNDIKE & HIX LOBSTER CO.
“PLYMOUTH ROPE”

C. AV. Livingston, 148 South1
Alain street has springs for any
car, any year and any model. When-1
ever springs are needed without de
lay he will furnish them. He fea
tures Harvey boltless auto springs
and has them in stock for all popu
lar cars.
,
Automobile springs should be re
conditioned even 7,500 to 10,000
miles—certainly at least once a
year. It they are found to be be
yond repair wH\ not have them
replaced by C. AV. Livingston.
'This company has many satisfied
customers whom they have won by
the excellent spring service done by
them. Prolong the life of your car.
Use Harvey boltless auto springs.
Every Harvey automobile spring
is guaranteed against sagging or
breaking for one year. This guar
antee means more than a replace
ment ; it means that when a car is
equipped with Harvey Springs it is
practically an insurance against
spring troubles. Quality in both
inatarial and workmanship must be
in Harvey Springs before the trade
mark goes on them.
Air. Livingston will he glad to
tell you more about this nationally
known Harvey Spring. He is pre
pared to undertake any repair work
which vou wish to have done also.

• The Best By Test
Not a Poor Coil in a Carload
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Facial Massage
Manicuring
Shampooing
Permanent Waving

“Rug Cleaning Time”

Lady Knox Beauty Shoppe

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
Telephone 170

ROCKLAND

17 LIMEROCK ST.

“ATLAS PAINTS”
Wetherill
Products
W. J. ROBERTSON

Contractor
and Builder
20 GLEASON ST. •
TEL. 124-3

THOMASTON

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Plumbing
Heating Contractor

MARSTON’S GARAGE

Pirrene and Philco Battery
Sales and Service

Telephone 244

106 PLEASANT ST., ROCKLAND

TEL. 511

221 MAIN ST.

ROBERTS & VEAZIE, INC.

LOBSTERS HEALTHFUL

M. F. LOVEJOY, Manager

Doctors Everywhere Recom
mend Delicious Shellfish

GENERAL INSURANCE
Steamer Tickets To All Parts of the World
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 675-W

10 LIMEROCK STREET

C. W. LIVINGSTON
Manufacturer of
AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
Agent For
HADLEY SPRINGS
Guaranteed
TEL. 660-W
148 SO. MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND
MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS
20 Lindsey Street
Rockland

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY CARED FOR

DAVID L. McCARTY
DRUGS

SUNDRIES

Telephone 1071-J

ROCKLAND, ME.

606 MAIN STREET

Penobscot Fish Co.

I WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S

I
I
|
|
'

Racklitf & Witham, located on
the Atlantic Wharf, have been do
ing a large wholesale and retail lob
ster business for the past four
years.
The most excellent grade of alive
lobsters are sold here daily. Due to
the ever increasing demand for lob
sters, the fishermen set about 250
traps in season which means that
the_e are several thousand pounds
of live lobsters daily coming in to
the packing house of Rackliff &
Witham which are shipped to
lar;e caterers, hotels, and restau
rants all over the I nited States.
As a food the lobster is one of the
greatest delicacies that is obtained
from the water.
Investigation
shows that lobsters contain about
two hundred times as much iodine

Marston’s Garage Is Prepared
To Service Your Car At
All Times

One of the most important ele
ments in the modern automobile is
Popular theory calls for water in cornections.
the brake. This fact is more ap
A i•..all quantity of white vaseline
the batteries at least every two
weeks in the summer months. While on the terminals prevents corlosion.
parent in the traffic lines of the
(hue in a while look carefully at
it is true that inspection every two
crowded cities and towns, where
weeks is an excellent idea, it is the box which holds yottr battery.
equally true that the battery in Sometimes it becomes rusty, if of
frequent stopping is the order of
good condition requires distilled metal, or rotten with much wetting,
the day. This must often be done in
water only once a month, even in if of wood. At a had place nt the
r>ad it is liable to tall apart entirely
the summer.
a very short distance and with little
If your battery uses water every and leave i « in a rather uncom
warning. Therefore, the brakes
two weeks, it is more or less cer fortable position.
The finest distilled water in the
tain that your generator is charging
must be kept in the best of condition
too much and should have the at world conics right out of the sky,
tention of some expert. Over charg and can go direct into the battery
in order to meet the requirements of
ing is caused, primarily, by run provided it lias been in contact with
modern traffic.
ning long distances day after day no metal. sCatch your rain water
M. L. Marston's Garage, 221
with no night driving so that the in a crockery, glass or wooden bowl,
Main street, is able to give you
lights may equalize some of the draw it olf in bottles covered by
charge.
The wise driver who a cork, not a metal cap, and pour
speedy and accurate brake re-lining
knows that his heavy touring will off through a battery tester. If
service. They inspect, adjust and
be done in the daylight hours will you have not one of these it can
ieline brakes promptly. And most
burn his lights for an hour or two conic right front the bottle.
W hen you fill your battery don’t
important of all, they use genuine
on his day run.
When the battery is over charged overflow the pocktts. Just enough
Raybestos and Thermoid, the high
water
to
cover
the
plates
is
best.
it heats up and evaporation of the
est
quality brake linings money can
Although
the
aperture
caps
are
of
liquid ensues. The battery is a sim
buy. Raybestos brake lining is
ple affair in any event. It requires hard rubber it does no good to flush
little attention—clean distilled water the battery tbp with water. Pin
guaranteed to give utmost satisfac
only and an occasional cleaning of hole air releases in. the caps should
tion on all types of brake bands and
the" terminals and taping of the be kept free of dirt
brake shoes whether for two or four
wheel brakes.
NEW HATS FOR OLD
CALL NAUM & ADAMS
While brakes are a specialty of
Marston’s Garage they are pre
This Firm Specialize In Very Philip Sulides Performs Mir pared to do all kinds of auto repair
Choice Fresh Fruits
acles With a Hoffman ing. General repairing is done by
experienced and skilled mechanics
Machine
Fresh fruits in season will always
and unfailing service is available to
be found at Naum & Adams, 220
Before you buy a new hat take motorists on all makes of cars.
South Main street. They maintain
Marston's Garage has the well
a fruit and confectionery store and your old one to Philip Sulides. Up- known Kellv-Springfield and Dayhave a delivery service to deliver to-date hat cleaning, blocking equip ton tires in stock and have Pirrene
fresh fruits in Rockland. Cigars, ment which Philip Sulides at 340 and Philco Battery sales and serv
confectionery and tobacco products Alain street, Rockland has enables ice. The prices are reasonable
complete the stock of Naum & him to return your old hat to you consistent with good work.
Adams.
looking like a brand new one and if
People nowadays buy twice the you thought you needed a new one utmost confidence and men and
quantity of fruits which they bought you will change your mind when women alike are assured of satisfac
three or four years ago. The rea you -ee how good your old one looks. tory results from his deft hands. Mr.
son seems to be that they come to
Both felt and straw hats may be Sulides has the Hoffman hat clean
realize that fruits are not inino-’ ill"usted to Mr. Sulides’ care with ing and blocking equipment in his
items in a diet if a person is to be
shop, and with this he is able to give
healthy, but that they are very- im-,
an especially good finish to all hats
portant foods.
brought to him.
Spiro Adams and Vasker L. I
N(5v in and outside bands will be
Naum owners of this store are ven !
put on hats sized to order, and you
Advertising
In
fine gentlemen, who stand ready to I,
1 will agree that there is nothing that
lender courteous service at all
changes the appearance of a hat like
times. During the years they have
THIS
! a new clean hand, and nothing that
been in business they have built up ;1
I makes an old hat feel better than a
a very enviable clientele. Telephone |
PAPER
new inside band.
your order for fruit to Rockland*!
1 The shop of Mr. Sulides is well
627 and they will deliver any
Is a
known and he has served the peoamount of fruit to vour home.
' pie of Rockland for many years. It
Good Investment | is a busy place and is a real place
as milk, eggs or beefsteak. Tele- j I
phone your order for lobster- to I
to get a shoe shine too. There is
a ladies private shoe shining parlor.
Rockland 702.

IRON WORKERS
«

Amco Treated Manila Rope
Whitlock Manila Rope
Carter s Victor Brand Oil Clothes
New Jersey Marine Paints

Telephone 555

DAIRY, pound................................. 47c
TUB, pound .... ...........
-46c
CREAMERY, pound........................ 48c
WILLOW STREET MARKET

THE BATTERY IX SI MMER

I. L. SNOW COMPANY
WE SPECIALIZE AS

Agents:

Butter Week

1 j WATCH YOUR BRAKES

TRAFFIC TALKS

C. W. Livingston Can Sup
ply Auto Springs Prompt
ly and They Are Good

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

CHARLOTTE ALLEY, Prop.
Finger Waving a Specialty
299 Main St.
Rockland
Tel. 780

Camden
Thomaston
Owl’s Head
St. George

Free Delivery
Prompt Telephone Service
Telephones 1230-—1231
574 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

Extra Power-Extra Speed
No Extra Price
THE NEW AND BETTER

TEXACO
GASOLINE

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Distributors

Tel. 51

SUITS PRESSED 75c

Alfred P. Condon

A. P. RICHARDSON

Battery Service
and Sales

TAILOR
Ttlephon* 403
299 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

SAIL AND AWNING
Manufacturer
A. P. LORD
• jNAf'Jgj'

TENTS

FLAGS

BOAT COVERS
SPRAY HOODS
CUSHIONS
TOURIST AND CAMPERS’
•

OUTFITS

YACHT HARDWARE
WIRE ROPE

1

AUTO TOP MANUFACTURER
Tdtphona 333

Rockland, Me.

Telephone 20

NAUM & ADAMS

PHILIP SULIDES

RACKLIFF & WITHAM

CONFECTIONERY
FRUITS
TOBACCO

SHOE SHINING
HAT-CLEANING

Alive Lobsters

Telephone 627

340 Main Street
Rockland
Telephone 8120

220 So. Main Street

Rockland

P. 0. Box 408

Atlantic Wharf

Rockland

TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
Rubber Belt
Leather Belt
Pulleys
Hangers
Pillow Blocks
Couplings
Shaftings
11 LIME ST.
TEL. 360
ROCKLAND, ME.

ECONOMY
FRUIT STORE
FRUITS
»
CANDY
ICE CREAM
POP CORN
Telephone 227-W
9 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND

Collision Work a Specialty

FISSETTE’S
Body and Fender Shop

D. L. BARRON

“MURPHY”
Varnishes and Enamel

Exclusive Line of

W. J. ROBERTSON

LADIES’ HATS

Builders* Supplies
Lumber

AND SCARFS

TEL.

20 GLEASON ST.
124-3
THOMASTON

,r

Telephone 835
578 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

CHIROPODIST
F«0T TROUBLES
Should be the least of your
worries if you see someone who
knows how to care for them
Consult

ROCKLAND, ME.

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

JUAi
SIMON K. HART
Monuments
Telephone 911-M
Rockland

AUTO PAINTING
Telephone 666
108 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND

CAMDEN, ME.

R. E. COLTART
ROCKLAND

“IT PAYS TO BUY THE BEST"

ROCKLAND

TEL. 966

J

Building and Repairing Boilers, Tanka (Water, Gas and
Oil), Structural Iron Work, Stacks, Blacksmiths, Electric
Welding, Plates, Flats, Rounds, Structurals.
79 MECHANIC STREET

Rockland, Me.

Body and Fender Shop
Telephone 466-M
655 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

REG. NURSE
Telephone 593-W
320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 916

Arrow Collars and Shirts
Stetson Hats
S. RUBENSTEIN
Leopold & Morse Clothes
Armstrong Sweaters
63!/a PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

Mr. and Mrs. George True. Mr. and
FISHERMEN S LUCK
AN APPLE A DAY
raise; that you. can’t get in the city
ON COUNTRY ROADS
MOUNT PLEASANT
CUSHING
Mrs. Elmer True and family and Mrs.
now for love or money; that are un
Mrs. Nellie Benner and daughter But Most of Us Would Like Many doubtedly being cultivated in heaven
Boston Schooner Gets 40,000 Pounds
Amy Wadsworth of HoQe: Mr. and
Occurred Most Of the 208 Automobile
Mrs. Allen Farrington died Tues
Schools are progressing Finely with Mrs. Eugene True and son Osmond
of Mackerel Before Out of Sight of Ferne of Winchendon, Mass., were
Mone Than That
as a treat for angels who knew their ,
Accidents in the August Crop
new teachers in both South China of Hyde Park Mass.: A. F. Dunton. day at her home. She had been in
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. L
Land
way about apple cellars while on
Maloney.
,
and the Village. South China is ex C. A. Dunton. Mrs. Fiances Eugley, failing health for some time.
Only a few of the 800 standard va earth.—New’ York Herald Tribune.
Four persons were killed and 16fi
ceptionally fortunate in having Mrs. |
a])(, M rs N. F. Barrett. Miss
Master Dewey Moody of Waldoboro
Reuben Tolman of Boston has been
Boston’s waterfront had one of ih •
rieties of apples grown in the
injured in 208 accidents on Maine
who has been spending a week with
Eileen (Clement) Williams who has Minnie Barrett and Miss Elizabeth visiting his parents.
most remarkable examples of fisher ids grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. D. L. United States are of commercial im
highways in August, according to re-,
ROCKVILLE
served as model teacher at Farming- Barrett. Frank, F. Payson. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Wickham have
ports to Adjutant General Hanson,
portance. the Department of Agricul
ton Normal School for the past three Mrs. A. B. Allen. Mrs. Eleanor Fay- returned to Washington. Mrs. Wick men’s luck to discuss Thursday that Maloney has returned home.
Mr. and Mis. John McCarthy of
ever came to that port as the auxili
A. (’. Campbell of Pelham Manor, ture finds, and if you pick your fruit Chelsea. Mass., are guests of Mr. and Chief of the State Highway Folice.
years.
son. Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hobbs and ham and children Shirley and Paul
One hundred and eighty accidents
schooner Bethulia unloaded
N. Y.. has joined his family at Or for its commercial importance you Mrs. John Kunlett.
Miss Gertrude Esancy is assisting family. Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Weaver, spent the summer with hei parents pary
took place on country highways as
carg0 of 40,000 pounds of mackerel. chard cottage.
Mrs.
Seavey
of
South
Hope
is
the
Mrs. Edna Tabor who is teaching at Miss Grace Weaver. Miss Ellen ThUr- Mr .and Mrs. Mason Tolman.
The fish were caught within a period
Mr. and Mrs. Berg with kinsmen will not be desolated to know that guest of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Carroll. compared to 28 in compact sections of
'Weeks’ Mills.
low. Mr. and Mrs. John Marriner,
cities qnd towns.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Smith and
the modern tendencj- is toward plant
Mrs. Jessie A. Hill of Rockland is
Herbert Esancy ha.A sold his Ford Miss. Evelyn Marriner and Grange daughter Cynthia are in Painesville, of two hours and after an absence of vhb have been occupying the Rock
The July report showed 176 injured
only three and a half hours from port. well cottage. Bird's Point, have re- ing only those smooth, deceitful the guest of Miss Ollie Tolman.
touring car to Howard Hunt of Master Raymond Ludwig of Hope: Ohio, where Mr. Smith has employ
and six killed.
The Bethulia left the fish pier turned to their homes in Hartford. apples that appear in steamer baskets
China.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perry and
Henry H. Payson. Rockland: Harold, ment with the Burnell Construction , Thursday noon for a trawling trip off Conn.
As to causes, reckless driving was
Herbert and Clarence Esancy have Allen, Camden; Miss Ada Ripley, I
W. W. Taylor of South Sudbury, and which you try to give to your young son Robert of North Conway, responsible for tile greater number
COrr T
the
Maine
coast.
She
had
proceeded
been building a reservoir and spring- Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Well
Mass., is at his farm for a few days. surgeon when recovering frem an N. H.. who are occupying the Tarr in both' months, being held as the
house at Camp Abenakis also clear man. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Childs! T. J. Carroll has sold his lot on only as far as Boston Light, scarcely
Loren Penney of New York, has operation. How little they know of cottage at Ingraham Hill are fre-. cause of 36 of the August accidents.
James
street
to
Clifford
Hamilton.
out
of
the
harbor,
when
a
large
school
jquent visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Other causes were reported as
ing land for a larger tent site next and family, South Hope; Mr. and j
been a guest at B. L. Stevens.’
Olivia
Russell
has
returned
from
of
fish
was
seen.
Gear
was
quickly
real apples who call—well. It fs let Perry.
Mrs. Raymond Libby, son Malcolm. |
year.
t
drunken driving, 10: dangerous driv
Homer
Marshall
has
sold
his
Ford
taken overboard and in two hours
ter not to mention names—who call
F. K. Hussey made a Sunday fore- Mrs. Emma Simmons and Roger Knox Hospital.
ing. 14; inadequate brakes, five: glarMr .and Mrs. Frank Blackington 40.000 pounds of mackerel was in her •otBpe to H. D. Flint and has bought
noon visit at Camp Abenakia, having jjbhy. Lincolnville: Lloyd Fitzgercertain apples well known in certain
i ing lights, three; passing on curve,
GROSS NECK
hold. At 3.30 p. m., she tied up again mother from the Ford plant in Rock
and
Mrs.
Hilton
of
Warren
were
at
drlven from Newtonville during the aj^ of jj, Reside and the Esanev famiquarters "the best type!" Misguided
land.
Mason Tolman’s Sunday.
at the fish pier,
Miss Evelyn Waltz left Tuesday I three: passing on crest of hill, two;
night.
]y. Later day callers were Mr. and
J. Perie, who recently bought the experts, many of them no doubt im for Gorham Normal School to resume j violation of stop sign, two; mlscel-.
Maurice
Carroll
is
having
repairs
1
The
fare
was
quickly
sold
for
$1,300.
agine that the slick western apple
Friends of Miss Hortense Starkey ^rs. Frank Morse. Hope, George E.
, laneous, 133. The July ratio was very ,
made on his buildings.
By the system long in vogue in the Pettit farm is having a garage and can be put over as “best” upon na- her studies.
met at her home for a surprise fare- Xash, Camden, and Carroll Hallowell,
brooder house built.
similar.
fishing fleet that gives a vessel's
Harry
Creamer
has
employment
in
well party to her one evening recent- .Jefferson.
Several pictures were
Miss Evelyn Mossman of Thomas | lives who have tasted what New’ Eng
■
crew
a
share
in
her
fortunes,
each
Pemaquid.
SOUTH WARREN
ly. She left Wednesday for Bough- taken, one being the four generation
ton who is teaching school in Dist. 5 land and upper New’ York State can
“LIKE HOT CAKES”
I of the ten members of the Bethulia’s is boarding with Mrs. H. J. Marshall. do when they set out to produce
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
keepsie, N. Y., where she has an group—Mrs. Eleanor Baiyson. Mrs.
crew
received
$70.
office position in Vassar College.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall and Northern Spies, Lemon Pippins, Lady and daughters were Synday guests of
George Lermond and family mo
I Gertrude Wellman, Mrs. Dorothy
It
required
only one short working
The mackerel averaged about a Mrs. Florence Geyer were in Me- Sweets. Rustycoats, Wealthies. Snow Mr. and Mrs. C. A. ^’inchenbach.
Recent visitors at 1 -fancy's were Childs and baby Muriel.
tored to Bingham Sunday.
day for the Philadelphia Athletics to
!
pound
each
and
were
of
fine
quality.
apples.
Dominies
and
—
ambrosia
of
West
Waldoboro.
domak Sunday.
Mr. and* Mrs. C. E. Overlook, son
S. H. Creighton and brother Capt
' The trip was the quickest of the seaMrs. C. L. Eugley and Mrs. Irvine dispose of their tickets for the world
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Boynton who I July and August—those Red AstraBurnell and Harland Ripley, East
James Creighton of Thomaston at ; son.
NORTH
APPLETON
ebans
and
"bough
apples"
or
harvest
Genthner
were in Rockland Monday. series games in Philadelphia with the
have
spent
the
summer
here
plan
to
Washington; Robert Overlock, Her
tended the Eastern State Exhibition I
apples,
which
are
as
evanescent
and
Miss
Aleada
Genthner has returned Chicago Cubs.
go to their home in Middlebo-ro Mass.,
bert Fuller and Stanley Powell of
at Springfield.
"We are sold out for the series. It'
! The Camden-North Appleton mail
home
from
Pleasant
Point.
lightly
delicious
as
small
goblets
of
this
week.
CRIEHAVEN
South Liberty.
Mrs. Emma Bradford of Thomas- j
wifi be impossible to consider any
is at present being delivered by Mrs.
wine.
Flavor?
Juice?
Tang?
Al

McClellan
Eugley
has
employment
D.
L.
Maloney
is
working
at
C.
R.
Mrs. F. K. Hussey spent a few days,
J Mildred Pease, wife of the regular ton was in this place Monday selling | Mrs. Ralph Wilson and daughter Gray’s place.
lure? Individuality? Ask the boy on the State road at North Waldo further applications for seats.” was
last week with her brother Harry driver. Mr. Pease being employed off her household goods.
Caroiee are at Mrs. Leslie Dean's
the word given out by club officials.
who has sat on a limb in an upstate boro.
Earl
Coates,
sealer
of
weights
and
MeKeil and family at Albion, Mrs. with his truck on the State highway
The Grange Circle
Wednes home in Rockport.
After more than 35.000 letters bad
orchard in October. He know’s. Leave
measures.
accompanied
by
Bert
MeKeil and little daughters return- jn Hope
day with Mrs. Frank Page.
A pleasant social occasion last
been received, most o< them request
us the noble, unprofitable apples of
Copeland,
were
in
town,
calling
offi

APPLETONRIDGE
jng with her for a few days’ visit.
M(; an(J Mrs ph||Ip H Ko}fe an(J
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hussey of] week was a surprise party for Miss
ing two tickets, the maximum to be
cially at the different stores last week. the East and you may have your best
Mrs. Hussey is entertaining at pres- S()n 1;<l,nard
of vv»est Bethel are Pinehurst. N. C., were weekend guests ; Irene White, given at her home.
Mrs. Addie Robbins left Friday for allotted to one person, the club lost
commercial types!
Leslie C. Dean of Rockport has
ent Mr. Hussey’s grandmother, Mrs. ' in town ca|iP(, here by the ill health of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page.
I But of course they won’t. Apples Wells where she will be the guest interest as the Capacity of Shibe Park
Mrs. Mollie Johnson visited her i been here buying cattle which he will
Emma Carr.
of Mrs. Rolfe’s mother, Mrs. Ellen A.
I must he standardized—must be the of her son Ralph, going from there to already was far over-subscribed.
husband at Owl’s Head over the' take to Rockland.
Herbert Esancy. Clarence Esanev Conant.
Naw is the time to eliminate your
kind that look all alike, to keep the Massachusetts to visit relatives. She The reserved seat capacity of the
’
II. E. Simpson is Repairing his
JFred Crossman, Will Crotssman and
Recent visitors at Bernard Pitman’s weekend.
fruit'stand uniform. They must all expects to be away several weeks. park is less than 37.000. During the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gross, son boat.
Samuel Grindell attended Farming- . were Mrs. Mao Luce and friends of
Mrs. Hqzle Perry and daughter, day it was estimated that requests
taste alike. They must—and one eag
ton Fair Wednesday.
Thomaston and Mrs. Albert Fuller, Maurice and friend of Portland were ' Miss Helen Hupper of Lynn. Mass., Take Buxton's Rheumatic Specific. Be free erly grants it. for farms still graced Johnson Pitman, Mrs. Ellzbeth Stan were received for approximately
i from suffering before cold weather. For sale by old-fashioned Eastern orchards ley. Joseph and Nelson Moody and 75.000 tickets.
I is visiting Mrs. Colby Hupper.
Sunday proved an ideal day for the] Miss Maude Fuller of Appleton Ridge recent guests of Mrs. Cora Jones.
Weekend guests at the home of Mr. at all leading Drug Stores. Let us send you are having a hard time—sell. Be Misses Chrystal .Stanley. I.licy, Ruth
Mr .and Mrs. Edward Spear, Mr.
Hope Grange picnic at the home of and Miss Etta M< Ivor of Camden.
a booklet.
’
Herbert Esancy. About 60 gathered
Miss Ripley ami Mrs. Martin were and Mrs. Charles Woodcock and Miss and Mrs. McClure were Mrs. John The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.,
The most frequent double play Is
stowing the word “best.” however, is nnd Alice Mondy attended the fresh
on the lake shore for dinner. Those guests Tuesday of Mrs. Lottie Went- Zetta Jordan motored Sunday to Ban Lucy and son and Mrs. Lucy Lewis of Abbot Village, Maine.
99-S-tf another matter. The best apples are man reception of Washington High that from pay window to worker to
I West Mystic, Conn.
gor.
present were Mr. and Mrs. L. I’. True, worth in Appleton.
instalment house.—Chicago Jfutnal. .
the varieties that it no longer pays to •School Monday evening.

SOUTH CHINA

RHEUMATISM

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 21, 1929
Miss Anne Bktckington, on a vaca
tion from tlie Rockland Savings
Bank, leaves today for Malden. Mass.,
where she Joins her sister, Mrs. Wil
liam W. Graves, for a motor trip with
friends to Washington, I). C., and
through Virginia,
be- gone about
two weeks.

Page

S-ven

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys Si, Clair ^Iorgan

Mr. and Mrs. J. Lester Sherman and
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Burpee are in Bar
A letter from Mrs. S. L. Bills, Hope, chiefly. With no intention of eavesHarbor for the weekeifd.
is perused with interest:
| dropping I was fascinated by her
•Wlien reading in a recent issue of conversation regarding music. She
Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Bickne’l are on The Courier-Gazette,” she says, “I always had a friend with her
a motor trip through New York State found what N?ls C. Boe had to s<y (one evening it was Mrs. Cyrus II. K.
TELEPHONE
........................ ........... 770
while Mr. Bloknell is having his vaca in regard to piano tuning; jt brought | Curtis), she seemed to know
tion fro mthe Livingston Manufac to my mind my brother, Elbridgee M. much about music and musicians, she
A surprise party was given Ralph
turing Co.
Payson, formerly of Hope. He was ; lwd
Iwtl heard
1
music everywhere, here
Everett at his home at Ingraham Hill
a
a piano tuner for the John Church ' and abroad,
and conversed so nat
last Tuesday evening. It was also a
Mrs. F. E. Follett was hostess to Company, formerly Root & Sons of urally and spontaneously about it. I
surprise party for Lloyd Montgomery
the Thursday Auction Club, honors Chicago. 25‘ years. He was not al wondered and wondered who she
and Dana Knowlton whose birthdays
falling to Mrs. Perley Damon. Mrs. lowed to tune a piano after 4 o'clock, might be. and learned only Wednes
corfte about the same date, (lames
Harold B. Burgess and Mrs. John as the ear would get more or less day evening that she is X^s. A. H.
and music were enjoyed. Refresh
Clayter.
confused, intense concentration being Chatfield.
ments were served by Mrs. (feorge . 'Mrs. Eleanor Cotter and niece Ruth
necessary to produce “perfect har
Everett, Mrs. Ada Corthell and Miss Williams left for their home in Med
Mrs. Laforest A. Thurston and Mrs. mony. Mr. Payson’s work was chiefly
Margaret Everett. The color scheme ford Mass., after spending two wfeKs
In the October number of McCall’s
Charles
Sheldon
entertained
at
lunch

putsrde of the factory, wherever their
was green and yellow.
With Mrs. Cotter's parents, Mr. and eon and cards yesterday at Mrs. pianos were installed. He also trav Magazine is an artftde by Marguerite
Fred Brown at West Meadows.
Thurston’s attractive home at The eled with many noted singers, like Mooers Ma:shall written from an in
Mrs. Minnie Miles has returned
Highlands for the benefit of Lady Nordica, and other artists where terview with Geraldine Farrar. It
home after a vacation of two weeks
Frank L. Luce Jr., and friend who Knox Chapter. D.A.R.. Ladies of the their pianos were to be used. He is well worth reading. Those who
in Fredericton, N. B.
fvere recent guests of Rdv. and Mrs. Knox Memorial Fund committee afterward went to California where recall the vivid youth of Farrar at
Fftunk L. Luce at their summer home, ■assisted in serving—Mrs. J .A. Bur he continued in the business and lec- the Maine Festivals will particularly
Mr. and M-r.< Joseph Dauphin of Camden road, have returned to Dorpee, chairman, Mrs. H. A. Buffum. .tured on the fundamentals of music enjoy a certain few paragraphs |
Path have, been guest* the past week cliester.
w
Mrs. J. Lester Sherman and Mrs. as long as his health permitted. Mr/ chosen at random:
of their aunt Mrs. James French.
“Clinching proof of her individual
Walter C. Ladd. The dainty lunch Payson passed on a few years ago.”
“Maverirtt street.
ism is that she never made a secret
• » • •
Mrs. Fred Collamorc and Mrs. eon called forth many expressions of
of her age: and that at 40 she retired
Men and women distinguished in. from opera permanently and with
Miss Ethel Freedrpan entertained a f>4orge T. Wade entertained the EFA admiration. There were six tables
group of friends Wednesday evening Club Wednesday at Mrs. Collamore's in play, honors taken by Mrs. Lucia the‘fields of arts and letters, science, out the prolonged agony of ‘fare
in honor of her cousin Leonard Men l^hme, Camden road, at dinner and Burpee, Mrs. Grace Ayers Black, Mrs. politics and religio/i are numbered wells.’ except for one farewell per
delssohn of Montreal. Out of town cards. Honors were taken by Mrs. Lester Sherman and Mrs. C. F. Sim among the speakers to address list formance—perhaps the most enthusi
«
eners of stations WBZ-WBZA this astic ever staged at the Metropolitan,
guests were Chris Dorgan of Brattle C. M. Richardson. Mrs. L. F. Chase, mons.
fall. ‘,'Our Famous Contemporaries." when she was finally carried from the
boro, Vt», George Harris of Cam Mrs. H. W. Thorndike and Mrs. I. J.
bridge, Mass., and David Rosen of Shuman.
Mrs. James A. Seavey and daugh- the broadcast feature is called, one New York opera house on the
Massachusetts.
Edith have *re turned from Boston eminent American bringing a mes shoulders of her admirers.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Thomas,
ter visiting relatives and friends sage to the radio every Sunday
“She had never sung better -than
Mr. and Mrs. Huse iN. Tibbetts left Mrs. Nellie Dow, and Mrs. E. O'B.
Rt. Rev. during her last season; but she had
r a few days. Th>y had the pleas- afternoon at 4 o’clock.
yesterday for Houlton where Mr. Tib Gonia leave tomorrow for a motor
e of flying over Boston with Leon /Charles Lewis Slattery, bishop coad promised herself, many years earlier,
betts entered on his duties as phy trip through Washington and Aroos Tanguay in a Ki^ty Hawk plane.
jutor of Massachusetts, has already to retire at forty from opera, because,
sical director and coach in the Houl took Counties, planning to be away
been presented, and among others as she says, ‘God gave me a sense of
about five days.
ton High School.
who will be heard are Governors -humor?
There will be dinner and cards at
Frank G. Allen and John H. Trum
"Though she won nation-wide fame
the
Country
Club
next
Thursday
eve

Miss May Gould, daughter of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird have rebull, Mrs. Douglas Robinson, sister as prima donna, actress and beauty
ning
in
charge
of
this
committee:
Mr.
turrted home from Lisbon, N . H.. and Mrs. Albert T. Gould of Waban.
and
biographer
of
the
late
President
‘where they were guests of their Mass., who summer in Thomaston, has* and Mrs. E. L. Toner, chairmen. Mr. Theodore Roosevelt; Rear Admiral she has evei been an woman, who, in
gone to Northampton, Mass., where and Mrrs. J. F. Knight. Mr. and Mrs. William S. Sims, U.S.N., retired; her own phrase, had ‘teeth in liar
daughter Mrs. Clarke B. Frost.
brain? The American girl born in
Charles Phillips, Dr. and Mrs. Rupert
she is to enter Smith College.
Stratton, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Talbot, Edward Howard Griggs, lecturer on Melrose, Mass., who, for sixteen
Mrs. A. B. Kalloch has gone to Con
education;
Prof.
Michael
Pupin,
Miss Beatrice Upham who has been Mr. and Mrs. George B. Wood, Mrs. world-renowned scientist and chair years, shone as one of the brightest
cord. N. H., where she will spend the
winteP with her daughter Mrs. Alice spending two weeks with her mother, Elonia Tuttle. Miss Gertrude Smith, man of the department of physics at stars in the constellation of grand
Mrs. Geneva Upham. Broad street, and Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie. Dinner Columbia University; Cameron Beck, opera, could always think as well as
Frisbee.
leaves Monday for Quincy. Mass., at C.30. Tickets ma.v« be procured personal director of the 'New, York sing: and her intelligence was the
dictator.
Mrs. Mary P. Rich Has been in Port where she will be in the Western from any member of the committee.
Stock Exchange; Cheney Jones,
• • • «
land attending the Maine Federation Union office for the month of October.
president of the Child Welfare
of Women's Clubs as representative
Mr. and Mrs. C.. E. Folsom and League of America; Harry Bur
“She would not wear out youth’s
Capt. and Mrs. Laforest Callahan children of Arlington, Mass., accom
of the Women’s Educational Club of
roughs, president of the Burroughs welcome as the sweet little ‘Goose
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. George panied by Mrs. Edith Folsom of
this city.
Newsboy Foundation; Helen/ Park Girl? or the pathetic ‘Butterfly? but
Callahan, Vinalhaven.
Arlington motored through the city
hurst of the University School, New fier photographs show how far from
Mrs. Anastasia Harmon is home
yesterday, being guests briefly of
failing in her womanly vigor of body
Mrs. Harold Rackliffe entertained Mrs. Edith Folsom's sister Mrs. A. York City: Frank ChoutGu Brown, and mind. In the few years of her
after a week’s visit in Bangor and
architecfand lecturer: Merle Crowell,
Tuesday evenirft, the occasion being II. Green. Maverick Square.
Machias.
f
retiremspt from the operatic stage,
{the same way the movies do}
Ti slower for Mrs. John A. Snow.
Ronald K. Somes, who has been ill editor of the American Magazine, and she prides herself on having been ‘one« Mr. and Mrs. Kendrick Searles and Luncheon was served, and the new with rheumatic fever for several Bishop James Perry of Rhode Island. quarter singer and three-quarters)
!
’
T DO have more pretty clothes now,
The topics are to be selected by the
•laughter Helen have returned from bride was the recipient of many nice months, is able to sit up for a few
JL though I don’t spend any more than
speakers themselves, and will pertain woman? Although the singer had
a week's motor tour in Massachusetts gifts. The guests were Miss Helen minutes each day.
*
to the personal life or to the work in just returned from a highly success
Rhode Island and New Hampshire, Coombs of Belfast, Mrs. Blanch-*
1 used to. The reason is, I’ve discovered
ful two months' concert tour of many
which they are engaged.
where they visited relatives and Witham. Mrs. Thelma Snow. Mrs.
how to keep everything I wear like new so
Miss Christol Cameron entertained
cities, it was unmistakably the wom
friends.
Ken rejoins the Coast Hattie Rackliffe, Mrs. Natalie Snow. the Brdwne Club with invited guests
much longer. Instead of spending all my
The item pertaining to Mme. Olive an whom 1 found in the apartment
Guard Cutter Kickapoo Monday.
Misd Adelaide Trafton, Misses Marie at her cottage at Holiday Beach.
on Park avenue, New York, where she
money just to replace things that look
Fremstad,
tlie
famous
singer
who
for
and Emma Dorgan.
Thursday night with a kitchen
stays when she cannot escape to her
old and shabby too quickly, now I can
Miss Charlotte Jones has taken the
shower for Miss Muriel Hooper. Pic many years spent her summer sea quiei country home under Connecti
place of Mrs. Margaret Forbus in
buy extra clothes.
Mrs. Harold Rackliffe is spending nic supper was served with Mrs. sons at Bridgton, reached Mr. Bibb cut elms.
the office of Dr. Perley Damon.
a few days in Waldoboro, the guest Raymond Green and Mrs. Charles H. in interest, as he wa$ associated
"I learned the secret by reading about
“
Punctuality
is
the
politeness
of
Whitmore in charge. There were 23 with her in concert for some time. Miss Farrar, as well as of princes. I
of her sister, Mrs. Earle Spear.
the
movies—how they keep screen clothes
Contrary
to
the
report
that
she
is
Prof. Harry T. Baker, who has
present. Games were played and
had just time to drop into one corner
been spending the summer vacation
just like new twice as long by always
Mrs. E. O’B. Gonia entertained at a much merriment \vas caused when living in retirement • in her native of a silktn-soft sofa in a reception
at his Rockland home, returns next bridge tea Thursday. boonrs being packages were opened in the game city. Vienna, she is located in New
washing them in Lux. Since then, I’ve
room where the big piano «and the
Saturday to Baltimore, where he is on
won by Miss Phronie Johnson, Mrs. of White elephant. After the games York where she has withdrawn her
used Lux for all my things—stockings,
the faculty of Goucher College.
1 Charles Morton and Mrs. Frank New- a basket teas placed before Miss self almost completely from friends picture of the singer's mother, who
undies, gloves, sweaters, dresses.
died several years ago. are the first
»
Hooper and she was told that she and music. Just why. no one really th^ig 8 a visitor notices, when a swift
Mrs. Emily Green and granddaugh bert?
knows.
She
is
not
<Jd,
her
voice
"It’s perfectly marvelous what a differ
might open the packages contained
ly graceful step crossed the thresh
ter Elizabeth returned last week
ence this makes. All my clothes look like
Mrs. Ralph Merrill has moved from therein. A few resorted to rhymes cannot have suffered too many rav old
from a week’s vacation at the Lufkin
ages, yet neither the opera nor con
209 * Lowell avenue. Newtonville. and attached them to their gifts.
new so much longer. Now, I don’t have
jBhe does not wear a knee-length
cottage, Cooper's B^aeh.
cert stage, on both of which she won
Mass., to an appartment in Boston at
slcjft. Nor, at frank 47. does she strive
to spend every cent just replacing wornfame,
know
her
now.
She
is
said
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
P.
Walsh
Mrs. Stella McRae, and her mother. 722 Commonwealth avenue, Suite 6.
outs. I can afford luxuries.”
have returned to Rockland after have become melancholy, feeling desperately to look, young.. She is
Mrs. B. W. Bussell; Mrrs. J. C. Har
passing the summer at Birch Island. that she has no friends, that no in decidedly not stout, but she cherishes,
You, too, can have the same wonderful
Mrs.
Anne
Haskell
attended
a
mon and Mrs. H. B. Barter motored to
terest is h^ld for her. Mr. Bibb says instead of chastening, the gracious,
Casco Bay.
JANET GAYNOR, Fox
results with Lux ... keep all your clothes
gentle curves of maturity. NeverPortland Thursday on a pleasure trip. party in Belfast Wednesday evening
that
she
was
a
marvelous
artist
in
givfn by her sister. Mrs. George R.
Star. Her studio, like all
bobbed hair, silver-white like snow in
new looking far, far longer .. .
Wilbur
Frohock
leaves
Monday
to
either
opera
or
concert,
but
very
the big studios, uses Lux
William Manning of Thomaston, I>oak. at her attractive home on High enter upon his senior year at Brown temperamental. Yet among the hap sunshine, is the softest of frames for
Then your clothes money won’t all go
son of Adelyn Bushnell the actress, street. It was dinner and auction. University.
"to keep clothes like new
piest memories of his busy life arc the clear oval of a lace practically
With
20
guests.
The
rooms
were
into
replacing
worn-outs
—
you
can
afford
left Thursday for Cambridge where
twice as long. ”
those when associated with her in devoid of make-up, yet lovely as a
effectively
decorated
with
garden
he enters Harvard College.
so many extra nice things.
Lever Bros. Co-, Cambridge, Mass,
Clarence F. Brown and family after concert, when her glowing beauty mask modeled by a great scuptor.
flowers.
spending the weekend with Mr. and and exquisite artistry were at their Skin of face and throat is as warmly
The Methebesec Club is to picnic
white as the pearl pendant she wears.
Mrs. Fred Brown at West Meadows, zenith.
Dr. Neil A. Fogg will be away dur
nJ the cottage of Mrs. Donald Karl.
Big, black-lashed blue eyes shine the , her head, and when one gazes at her
♦ • ♦ •
have returned to their home in Port
What is probably the most unroThe wets say Prohibition is a failing
the
month
of
October,
going
to
Meguntieook Lake. Tuesday, members
land.
A piano recital by Ailsa Craig Mc more brightly for the tiny laughter | most recent photograph, there can- ur^and the drys insist that it is a mantie remark of the month is a
Chicago
to
attend
the
Convention
Aieeting at the waiting room at 10 30
Coll of Philadelphia opens the musi lines at their corners. A mouth around . not be a feeling of sadness. The years
where sufficient transportation will of the American College of Surgeons.
Mrs. C. F. Simmons who is guest cal season of the Cecilia Club of which humor, tenderness and sad have brought to her such a fine success, so why in the worl<| don’t Chicago chcmist'H report that tlie
he provided. All those who plan to
ness have come and gone for years,
both sides
shut up?—Louisville watermelon is 1)2 • per cent water.—
of Mrs. E. S. Bird for a few days has
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Russell of taken rooms with Miss Jennie Black- Augusta which has participated in is the more subtly beautiful for the dignity, such splendid poise, and a Times.
attend are asked to notify Mrs. J. N.
Detroit News.
serenity her younger years lacked.
Newton, Mass., have been guests of ington, Masonic street, for the winter. exchange programs with the Rubin undisguised passing of those years.”
Southartj not later than Monday.
Just to look at Farrar's picture as
stein Club of Rockland. The recital
Rev. and Mrs. Frank L. Luce at their
she is today is a lesson to thdse who
is to take place Friday afternoon.
Miss Carrie Pendleton who has summer home. Camden road.
Mrs. Geneva Upham, Mr. and Mrs. Sept. 27. at the home of Mrs. Thomas
This is just a glimpse into the bemoan the passing years and strive
been summering at Vinalhaven was
Frank Sherman and Miss Beatrice
Mrs. A. M. Moody entertained a Upham motored to Orono yesterday Stanley Brady. Western avenue, and article, which will prove of great in through various ways to ward off ag?.
the guest Thursday of Mrs. Orrin
Many women at 47 are travesties;
Smith, Ocean avenue, enroute to her small grou») of friends Thursday eve where Miss Upham will he guest of will hempen to the public. Miss Mc terest to all those who have loved and
Farrra has gained in beauty by her
home in Brookline.
ning with Mrs. Charlotte Whittier of Miss Thelma Littlefield over the Coll is a very well known concert admired Geraldine Farrar’s person
gracious acceptance.
artist, and her appearance in Augus’ i ality and art.
St. Petersburg. Fla., as honor guest. weekend.
is eagerly awaited.
1 recall the first time I saw Ger
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Worrey and Mrs. E. P'B. Gonia won honors in
____
•
7 Big Song Hits 7
• • • *
STARTS
aldine Farrar—it was in Bangor
son Parker have returned from a brief cards.
APPLETON
Baraca Class enjoyed a delightful
visit in Bath where they were guests
I wish everyone could have seen when she was singing at the Maine
MONDAY
"LITTLE PAL"
meeting Wednesday evening at the
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Worrey. and
Several Southern Spiritual sing
Mrs. Whittle and sister, Miss Hen Methodist vestry with about 50 mem Tibor de Machula, the youthful cellist Music Festival, and my first sight
FOR
“7th HEAVEN”
Capt. James Blair.
dricks. who motored to this city ac bers present. The supper menu af Who appeared on the concert program of her was the Bangor House. I re ers are planning to visit Appleton
FOUR
"USED TO YOU”
member
what
a
tremendous
impres

given
by
the
Curtis
Institute
of
Music
Assembly
Sunday
afternoon.
They
companied hv Miss Helen Thompson, forded wetnies, green corn, escallbped
DAYS
and four others
Mrs. Edith Tehaf and father Mr. have returned to Middletown, Conn. potatoes, tomato and cucumber salad artist-students Wednesday evening sion her beautiful blue eyes made on have just closed a campaign in Port
Gridley of Maryland have taken Mrs. Miss Thompson, after a fortnight’s pies, doughnuts and coffee. Garden in the Rockport town hall, and heard me, and how vivid she seemed in land and opened at Thomaston hold
C. F. Simmons' apartment on Talbot visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. flowers were used effectively as table him play, too. Short in stature, manner. So often 1 thought—“What ing services every evening.
There will be a baptism at Appleavenue for the winter, while Mrrs. R. I. Thompson, returned to Middle- and vestry decorations. Supper was rather chunky, with a shock of very a tragedy for her to prow old—one
Tehaf’s daughter is attending High town yesterday.
followed by a’ business meeting, blonde hair and a round extremely cannot imagine her old!” Every ton Sunday at 1 p. nt.
Miss (’hadwick remains here assist
School.
games and a social hour. The com* boyish face, lie made the oddest little thing about her seemed so intensely
ing with the meetings with fine suc
Mrs. Mary MacDonald who has mittee in charge was composed of bows—with his heels smartly clicked younfr.
And yet 47 years have passed over cess.
Mrs. Frank L. Lure returns today been the guest of her sister, Mrs. Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory, cihairman together and bowing quick stiff little
from Dorchester. Mass, where she Priscilla Richardson, during the sum Mr. and Mrs. Herinan Stanley, Mr. bows from his waist. His hands are
mer has returned to Swampscott, and Mrs. Parker Worrey, Mr. and marvelous in their suppleness, and
has been for a few days.
Mrs. Ralph U. Clark and Mr and just to see him • play conveys the
Mass.
Remember “The Jazz Singer,” “The
TODAY
Mrs. Harrison Dow.
knowledge that he is completely
Kathleen, daughter of Mr. and
Singing Fool!” Then come and See
wrapped up in his music.
Mrs. Jesse Wentworth of Union has
Mrs. Harry Chase, observed her 3th
and Hear the Greatest of All Jelsjn
HARVEY-SICOTTE
Mrs. O’Hara says that Mr. de
birthday in a happy manner Monday been the guest of Mrs. George Brew
Hits. The story of the world’s tears,
Machula \^ent to the Curtis Institute
afternoon, by entertaining several ster during the week.
the world's music—and the Little Boy
All Talking Romance of Lovers and Looters
At a simple home wedding on the two years ago, the year that Mr.
young friends at her home on BrewSonny Boy—plays with him.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Murch who evening of Sept. 14. Miss Willa Lod- O’Hara was a student there. He is
iter street. Games under the direcLelia Hyams, Clyde Cook, Farrell MacDonald
lon of Miss Madeline Rogers oecu- have been making a week’s visit with der Sicotte, daughter of Mr. and Xfi s. a Hungarian, and when lie appeared
)ied the guests, Madeline Philhrlek relatives at Vinalhaven. were guests Arthur H. Sicotte. was married to on the scene at the Institute he was
Charles Herbert Harvey of Boston, garbed in a sailor suit. He quickly
vinning the prize in the peanut of Mrs. Sarah Prescott, Cedar street
before a small company of relatives Avon the affections of all, and became
MONDAY-TUESDAY
tunt, and Barbara Bartlett and the first of the week, returning to
and intimate friends. The bride’s
Henry Dodge prizes for pinning on their home in East Gardner, Mass., only attendant was Miss Jean Twig- known on all sides as Tibor.
It is said that- Felix Salmond, his
he donkey’s tail. A lively march Wednesday.
gen of Boston and Harold Ryan of present teacher at the Institute, dis
vas "played by Miss Mabel Holbrook
Milton
was
best
man.
The
ushers
Mrs. Nellie Fish who lias been
covered him during a European tour—
vhen the young folks assembled at
were Frank Leslie Foye and Walter all eminent teachers and musicians
he refreshment table. The dining spending a few days with her daugh II. Schultz, both of Boston.
WITH
are always on the lookout for a find—
oom was very prettily decorated in ter. M1ss”Laura Fish, and other rela
The bride wore a gown of ivory
link and white. The table had for a tives here, returned to her home in satin with a point lace veil held in and proclaimed him from the first as
In His First
■enterpiece a large bouquet of sweet Hope Thursday.
place with clusters of orange blos almost the equal of Pab’lo Casals.
ALL TALKING PICTURE
teas, snapdragons and baby’s breath.
soms.
She carried a bouquet of But lie was lacking in ensemble work,
Mrs. Amelia McIntosh and daughter white roses and orchids. The maid’s and to this end his training at the In
Each guest had a pink basket tilled
A Warner Bros.
Alice returned Thursday from two gown was of nile green lace and her st ftute is being carried on.
,vith randy as a favor. Three birthVITAPHONE
lay cakes graced the table, two bear- weeks motor trip through New bouquet was of pink tea roses. The
• • • •
All Talking-Singing
ng decorations of pink rosebuds ami Hampshire and Massachusetts. Re bride was given in marriage by her
Mrs. Hofmann accompanied her
Picture
he third ablaze with nine , nlnk turning to South Portland they were father. Arthur H. Sicotte. son of the famous husband at the concert, and
’andles. Pink and white ice erwam guests of Mrs. McIntosh’s son Capt. late Judge Louis Victor Sicotte of everyone viewed her with much in
ALSQ
vas served with the cake. Kathleen F. W. Skinner.
With
St. Hyancinthe. Quebec.
Preced terest. She is much younger than
Vitaphone
-eeeived many lovely presents. The
ing the ceremony music was fur Mr. Hofmann, tali and rather slender.
The inclemency of the weather did nished by Mrs. James Maxwell at the
quests were: Fern Britto. Madeline
Shorts
She has a quantity of auburn hair
JOAN BENNETT
I’hllbriek.
Ruth
Packard,
Mary not deter some of the members of the piano and Miss Ruth Leatherbee, so with peculiar markings of gray in U.
Mats. 2.00
Dodge, Barbara
Derry, Virginia Kalloch class, as they wended their loist. while the former played for the Her eyes, are brown and she is very
No Advance
LILIAN TASHMAN
Eves. 6.30
PAgastino, Barbara Murray! Edwin way Wednesday afternoon by auto wedding march.
/
pale.
Two
others
in
the
audience
and 8.20
Jones, David Curtis, James Thomas. mobile. trolley and fodt to the home
A reception at the home followed interested me a lot—Mrs. Bok wh.i
Prices
No one can say any drama is the
Ernest Johnson, I.aura Pomeroy, of Mrs. E. L. Morris, Old County road. the ceremony. In the receiving line looked unusually well—beautifully
greatest of all. For tastes differ.
Sylvia Webster. Bose Bird, Virginia There wa-s surely sunshine within, were the bride and groom and the
But, if you like shuddery adven
groomed and wearing a very handsome
4 BIG DAYS 4
Richards, Gordon Richardson. Bill if no( without, and a moat enjoyable former’s parents* Mr. and Mrs. Si gown and wrap—and Mrs. A. II.
tures that provide either a thrill
’ummings. Virginia Nelson. Marian afternoon was spent with sewing, cotte. The latter wore a gown of
or a smile, a characterizati n
Chatfield whose summer home is
Dorman. Robert Smith. Richard crocheting and ‘gossip.” Mrs. Morris Florentine georgette.
which inspires that romantic
Mrs. Harvey is the grand-daughter also in Rockport. All during the
Spear. Marian Ludwick, Priscilla stories of her trip to ^Colorado and
feeling . . . why not decide for
Camden concerts a very handsome
Lovejoy. Margaret Graves, Margaret through the mountains were most of Mr. and Mrs. William Lodder, who
yourself whether this isn’t excel
elderly woman sat near me in the
Rogers. Felice Perry, Eleanor Bar interesting. The ladies were soiW for many years resided at Ingraham
lent entertainment.
same row. She attracted me because
nard, Lois Nash, Bernice Havener, that the weather conditions pro bill, where Mr. and Mrs. Sicotte and
of her loveliness—snow white hair
A Publix Theatre
Henry Dodge. Barbara Bartlett. Clara hibited an inspection of the flowers their family later made their home.
NEWS
beautifully waved and done, fine dark
Gregory, Virginia Lombardo. Kath and plants of which Mrs. Morris al The bride has many friends in this
eyes,
and
a
sweet
expressive
l
ice.
and
arine and Leah Andrews and Mar ways has large quantities and many city. Following a honeymoon trip to
The delicious viands Canada. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey will She wore white a great deal, vastly
VITAPHONE ACTS
garet McMillan. Special guests were varieties.
Home of Paramount
becoming with her white hair, and
Miss Holbrook, Miss Rogers and Miss showed the work of an efficient com make their home in Jamaica Plain,
Singing-Talking Pictures
often
wore
diamonds,
bracelets
Mqss.
mittee
in
charge.
Lena Miller.
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. NoU’ sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.

Frank pibb who has been at his
summer home “The Retreat," in
Camden, left yesterday for New York
where he resumes his musical activi
ties as heal of the voice department
of the David Mannes school, and a
similar position in the Peabody Insti
tute of Music, Baltimore, as well as in
concert and recital work. His par
ents Bev and Mrs. Charles Bibb are
remaining for a while longer before
going to St. Louis for the wjnter.

has learned how to keep
clothes new looking

twice as long

JOLSON RETURNS IN A BIGGER HIT!

"MASQUERADE”

AL JOLSON

RONALD
COLMAN

“Say It With Songs”

DAVEY LEE and MARION N’XON

"BULLDOG
DRUMMOND”

Te.

409

STRAND

Every-Other-Day
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HOW HE WON

* TALK OF THE TOWN

HIS SPURS

Wear - Ever 99
Annual Fall OUpringn at

An Owl’s Head Boy, Now Boston Police Captain, Has Had Money Saving Specials
nw Oval
Some Thrilling Adventures

OUR TRADE BALANCE

President Gray of Bates Tells'
How It Applies To Inter-1
national Ideas

Roaster

In the fourth of a series of articles
Writes a Springfield lady: "Don't
Not many Knox County men get' then, down the harbor. Coming home ;
written for The Associated Press,
with
fail to see 'Bulldog Drummond' when onto the front page of any Boston ‘ that night they tossed all the dum- ;
New
Clifton D. Gray, president of Bates
1 it comes to Rockland." It will be seen
mies overboard into the water. The
lifting
College says:
at Park Theatre next Monday and newspaper magazine section. An ex next morning our work began.
rack
it«g.
ss.93
{ Tuesday.
ception is Ross A. Perry, an Owl's
"Five times that day we had calls.
Head boy who is now captain on the telling us of a body floating off such
Have we a trade balance in this
'nbreakabla
country in international ideas? in
Motoring through Waldoboro the Boston police force. Capt. Perry is a ' and such a pier, and five times we,
.........
hauled out those stuffed figures.
other, words, do we export more in
I other day Herbert Montgomery en
son of W. Harry Perry and a brothpr£,Uy funny to us at first,
ternationalism than we import?
countered a large moose. The king
The auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook of the forest had the right of way as er of Vinal Perry, both of Owls put aa
jays passed and we were
Soviet Russia is an excellent illus
Post A. L. meets Monday evening for
Keg. Prien $1.30
tration of a- Nation that is working
Head.
I being run ragged with the confounded
far as Herbert was concerned.
election of officers. All members who
The following extracts are made i things, it hasn't so happy. During
Price complete overtime in its endeavor to export its
have not sent in their 1929 dues are
peculiar brand of economic and Gov
: .
.1
I that . week we picked
up 22 of the
SET
:
A
touring
car
driven
by
Harold
from
a
very
interesting
illustrated
”
asked to remit to the secretary. Mrs.
ernmental theory.
It proposes to
I effigies—couldn t pass up a call, you
Whitehill
and
a
truck
with
Stanley
Geneva Upham at once, in order that
article written by Sam Gibson for' ^now for feal. jt might be a real
convert the whole world to Marxian
of
the records may be cleared before the j Smith at the helm, met face to face
the Boston Sunday Post.
body—and figured, we were about
Socialism. Obviously, there is noth
Sauce Pang
| at the corner of Broadway and Ran
new officers take the chairs.
* • • •
ing in America which corresponds to
cleaned up on them.
R-,. Prtc 33.35
kin street yesterday, to the consid
Night was falling as Lieut. Ross
—4cover* 90c extra
"All was quiet the next day until
this export fever, which with Russia
A former Maine horse now owned erable detriment of both vehicles.
A. Perry now a captain, and in full along in the middle of the afternoon,
has almost become a religion.
In Haverhill. Mass., Peter Magnus, Nobody was injured, however.
charge
of
harbor
policing,
sat
at
his
an(
j
then
a
call
came
in
saying
a
On the other hand America has not
won the 2.21 event at Farmington
desk in headquarters.
body was floating off Rowe's wharf.
stool entirely still.
The Monroe
Wednesday. He had competition in
Miss Villa C. Burroughs, county re
The
telephone
jangled
and
he
lift

Down we go in the Watchman, and
Doctrine is our earliest and possibly
Minnie Cochato, Miss Abbe and ligious director of rural children, has
ed
the
receiver.
The
voice
over
the
saw there was a big crowd of men j 408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME. our greatest export in the field of
Martha Dewey but left them behind, a Chevrolet coupe, the gift of her
internationalism. More recently, the
Peter Magnus, driven by Chapelle, aunt, Mrs. Catherine Northrop of phone informed him that a car had and women on the end of the wharf.
114-116
preaching and practice of arbitration
even took his time in the second Lynn. Mrs. Northrup assisted Miss gone off Congress street bridge into watching the body, which we idenin international disputes have had
heat and came home in 2.16%. The Burroughs in the rural field during Fort Point Channel. He jumped to 1 titled as we came up as one of the
a world-wide effect, as well as our
2.16 went to Gold Quartz, driven by the summer, and realized how advan the conclusion that it was an auto- ! dummies.
mobile that had gone overboard.
“On board we had two wild young in the bottom of the boat. They efforts for the outlawry of war, as
Clukey of Rockland.
tageous to the work a personal car which would be bad enough. The fellows, who had just come on the came up to him and stabbed him a
illustrated by the Kellogg pact.
would be.
crew of the big boat, the Guardian. J^force and liked to pull off dokes. All couple of times when another boat
Evidence is accumulating that out:
Adjutant General Hanson has just
had gone home, so he jumped on the they had to do was wink, at each came in sight: they beat it away. trade balance in international ideas
issued orders specifying that the an
In
full
keeping
with
the
handsome
Watchman and ordered full speed to other as we came up alongside the The man was hauled front the water is increasingly favorable, at least
nual inspection and inventory of mil
itary property in the hands of organ new block erected by tiie W. H. the scene. Arrived there, he found ‘corpse’ and they were set. Barney but died in the hospital that night compared with pre-war days. In
Glover
Co.
next
south
of
The
Courierthat not an automobile, but a street I jia(| armed himself with a boat hook
“From what the boy told us. and ternational contacts are increasing.
izations in this State will be made at
from the description of the attacking Witness the Pan-American Union,
tiie local armories by Lieut. Col. Wil Gazette office is the new sign erected car loaded with home-going workers, | anj Billy grabbed an axe.
yesterday.
Raised
letters
of
gold,
on,
catapulted through the open draw. I
Funnv
boat as given by the rescuers, we the Williamstown Institute of Polities
liam C. Goodwin of Augusta, retired.
Every Boston newspaperman re- J
IN0 5x0 run y
fixed the crime on two brothers. and a score of similar movements
State quartermaster, and Lieut. Col. a black background, with green
trimmings,
tell
the
world
who
the
members that hectic night; not only
“As we stopped beside the floater, They had disappeared from their and organizations.
Roy E. Decker of Augusta. United
,
proud
tenants
of
this
structure
are.
States property and disbursing offi
were they called upon to handle the the astonished onlookers saw Barney usual haunts but after a few days we
• * • •
The
sign
is
of
a
tyi>e
new
to
Main
cer. Col. Decker's schedule begins
returns of the Wilson-Hughes con- spear the body straight into the got word that located them in Dor
Maine has done her bit. Tiie presi
Oct. 3 with Battyry C. 240th Coast street, the designer and constructor test for tho presidency, but also the ' stomach with the point of the boat chester. We went after them but
being
another
next
door
neighbor
of
Artillery, at Brunswick, and con
details of one of Boston’s most heart- ! hook. It went beneath the surface for they had gotten away about an hour dent of the World Federation of
The Courier-Gazette. E. H. Crie.
Teachers Associations is Dr. Augustus
tinues to Oct. 12.
rending disasters. There were about an instant, and as it bobbed up Billy before.
O. Thomas, former State Superin
60 men and one woman on that car; slugged it cn the head with the axe.
“
Only
once
in
the
next
six
years
did
The snappy little orchestra known
The National Home Baseball Fark
the woman, and 43 of the men, met "Got to make sure he's dead.' he hol we got a trace of them; they were out tendent of Schools, who created out
of a moribund committee of the Na
at Togus has been chosen by the as "The Red Peppers" has resumed their deaths.
lered so loud the crowd could hear.
in British Columbia but were not
tional Education Association a live
Richmond and Commonwealth Clubs activities, its first rehearsal taking
Immediately
Lieut.
Perry
went
into
''The
audience
was
stunned
into
caught.
Then,
one
day,
a
lawyer
as the neutral ground on which they place Tuesday evening at the home action, phoning to the navy yard and silence by the apparent heartlessness came to us and said that the men and influential organization binding
w ill settle their long standing dispute of the director Mrs. Einma Harvey. a wrecking company for derrick of the boys. But soon they recovered were back within 50 miles of Boston together the teachers of two hemi
spheres. Every year since 1922. some
as to which will lplace second in the Plans are being made for a public lighters and divers. Within an hour their voices. Men yelled hard names
and wanted to know if we'd nol pros British University has met a debat
Twilight League standing of Kenne concert during the winter season, a navy lighter was on hand, but it at them, and the women screamed
the case.
We refused indignantly
ing team from Bates, which has twice
bec County Valley.
This contest and rehearsals are under way. The couldn't lift the car. A little later The yells surged into a roar as the
but when the district attorney inves
will be played next Sunday at 2.30 p. personnel which remains the same as
sent a team to England and once
a
big
derrick
arrived,
divers
descend

hoys
hoisted
the
body
aboard,
and
tigated he found that the dead man's around the world. The recent cenm. daylight time. This will be the last year is made up of Guilford Brad
ed and attached cables to the car. Billy held it up while Barney slugged family had moved away and couldn’t
final baseball game at Togus this bury and Merton Haskell, clarinets:
i tennial of the birth of the founder
seas n and it promises to bring out Herbert Spear, trumpet: Virginia and lifted it out of the water. By it in the face with his fist. Buttthat be located: neither could any of the of the American Peace Society, Wil
the largest attendance of the year as Proctor, saxophone; Flora Colson, 4 30 in the morning the car was on slug broke the spell, and also the .other -witnesses. The two brothers liam T. Ladd, at Center Minot, is an
both clubs will be composed of the piano; Fred Harding, drums, and Mrs. the lighter and the body of every head of the figure. Straw and rags came back Utter and the case went indication of a contribution of other
man had been recovered by divers flew in all directions.
Harvey, violin and director.
overboard for lack of evidence. But I
best players obtainable.
and grappling irons, and had been
"Then the roar turned to a shout certainly would like to get something days to say nothing of Cyrus Ham
lin. founder of | Robert College, in
identified. But the woman was still of laughter; everybody ii»’ that else on that pair.”'
Turkey.
A NOVEL WEDDING
missing. For three days and nights crowd just opened his mouth to the
EETTERING MAINE
While still far behind our exports
they grappled without success; the limit and guffawed. One woman got
A drivefiess motor-car has been in of manufactured products, our trade
body was not recovered until the fol hysterics and had to be carried off the
Wednesday
’
s
Ceremony
At
vented. In future the way to enjoy balance *in international ideas is be
Move To Preserve Its Historic
pier. A fat felow gave us some work:
lowing spring.
motoring at weekends will he to stay ing constantly improved. The public
That
was
one
of
the
biggest
nights
he
was
so
convulsed
that
he
rolled
off
White
Head
U.S.C.G
Sta

Monuments ’and Improve
at home and let the car go for a drive schools and colleges are giving in
in the history of the Boston harbor the end of the dock and we had to fish
on its own.—Punch.
creased attention *to world affairs.
tion Holds Much Interest police. But most of the time there's him out.
Roadside Conditions
nothing much happening, according
“One time the Bark Snowden,
Wednesday evening at the U.S.C.G. to Captain Perry; just regular rou anchored out on the flats, signaled the
In an address before the annual
convention of the Maine Federation of Station at White Head, Miss Millian tine patrolling such as the pavement Watchman and we went alongside. A
V. Beale and Ralph I. Thompson, a pounders of the uptown force go sailor had got drunk and run amuck
Women’s Clubs at Frye Hall. Port member of the U.S.C.G.. were united
through every day. only these officers with a knife He chased the captain
land. Clarence C. Stetson, chairman in marriage by Rev. Herman R. in- do their patrolling on the water. Well, and crew into the rigging, hut had
of the Maine Development Ccmmis- • chenbach of Rockland in the presence perhaps once in a blue moon, there made a mistake when he tackled the
sion. urged the cooperation of the * of 49 relatives and friends. The is a little excitement.
cook. The drunk came running up to
women’s clubs in aiding the Commis couple were attended by Mr. and Mrs.
There was the case of a cargo the galley door, but the cook met him
sion to preserve the historic monu Noyes Alley.
steamer that came to anchor in the with a baseball bat; guess the sailor
ments of the State and to improve
Promptly at 8 o’clock the wedding harbor and signaled for the police wasn't so crazed that he didn't realize
the appearance of gas stations, road party entered the dining hall of the boat. Perry went out with the Guardi
he was up against a hard egg.
side markets and overnight cabins station which was handsomely deco an and came alongside. He was in
"The cook came at him swinging
in Maine.
rated for the occasion with the Stars formed that the second engineer had the bat and the sailor ran into the
“The tourist is coming to Maine in and Stripes, the international code
increasing numbers,’' said Chairman flags, potted plants and flowers. gone crazy, was in his stateroom, and forecastle and stayed there with the
Stetson. “The number of cars coming Standing before a large American had a loaded revolver. The harbor cook on guard, while the crew came
officer looked over the scene; the down off their perches.
I went
into this State in the past summer
flag the impressive single ring serv stateroom door opened on a narrow aboard with Sergeant Fred Swendeshows an increase of at least 20 per
passageway. Obviously, to rush the men—he’s dead now—and(they passed
cent over those entering the State in ice was performed.
The bride’s gown was a silver grey door meant the death of one or more us the job of arresting the sailor.
the 1928 season.
"A dark forecastle, to be entered
“With increasing prosperity and silk ensemble and she carried a large police.
only through a narrow companionthe increasing desire of Americans to bouquet of cut flowers. Mrs. Alley,
A Bullet Tore Through
way, is a bad place to tackle a drunk
see America first, the number of matron of honor, was attired in tan
Perry flattened himself against the with a knife but" there was nothing
tourists visiting our State will con georgette. Pauline Cameron, age five,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Niles Cam wall beside the door and reaching out to do but go down after him. We
tinue to increase year by year.
“It therefore behooves our State to eron. carried the ring concealed in a as far as possible, turned the handle dropped down with drawn clubs and
\ N.-N_ V
V
take action for the preservation of bouquet of flowers. The bride was cautiously. The lock had not been nothing happened. A flickering oil
turned,
and
he
pushed
the
door
open
given
in
marriage
by
her
mother
our historic spots, which every tour
lamp turned low madosthe only spot
ist likes to visit. It also behooves the Mrs. Edward Beale, who was attire a crack. In an instant the crazed of light.
engineer's
gun
sounded,
and
a
bullet
State to improve the general appear in tan silk with corsage of flower
The Knife Flew
ance of its highways, through the en Refreshments were served by Mrs. tore through the paneling. Needless
“I had moved to one side and Fred
couragement of architecturally, bet Acel Hupper and Miss Agatha Alley. to say. the door was immediately
ter gas filling stations, roadside mar The bride’s bouquet, tossed from the pulled shut.
stood right at the foot of the steps.
kets and overnight cabins. Encour stairs, was caught by Miss Agatha
The officers found the porthole of Suddenly I saw the crazy sailor dart
agement and assistance should be Alley.
the cabin securely fastened. Anyway, out of a dark corner knife in hand,
given to the proprietors to make their
The wedding was the first to be held it was too small to work through. going straight toward Fred. As he
establishments attractive in appear on White Head, and as far as known, No use trying to gas the man, as he'd passed me. I swung my club. Don't
ance so that Maine will be the out the first to be held in the Coast Guard likely come out shooting. Then Cap believe that ever before or since have
standing State in having her road of the First District. Capt. Mills, tain 'Perry had an idea. He had I hit a man so hard. It knocked him
sides ornamented by structures that officer in command, and the crew, noticed that from the angle of the off his feet and his knife flew out of
are not blots upon the landscape, but were in full uniform. After the wed bullet, the lunbtlc must be sitting his hand, but he was up in a second.
rather ones that tie into and are a
"He was a fighting devil. As we
ding an informal reception was held. directly opposite the door.
part of our great natural beauties.
He ordered a fire hose brought grabbed him he gouged, kicked and
Wedding gifts of china, linen, cut
• * • •
aboard from the Guardian, carried it bit. All over the floor of that fore
“With this end in view the Com glass, together with a handsome din along the passage and, taking the castle. the three of us roiled for five
mission is in process of setting up ner set from the U.S.C.G. crew were nozzie himself, ordered full pressure minutes, before I got a chance to slug
a co-operative women’s committee to received. Mr. Thompson comes from turned on. He directed the stream him again. That finished the fight
prepare plans and drawings for build Northfield, and has been at White
against the door, and signalled an but our bruises showed for many a
The Chevrolet Six delivers its power with that
ings for the above mentioned pur Head Station for three years. Miss
day that wc hadn't been to a Sunday
smooth, even, velvety flow which characterizes the
poses. The plans will be in a style Beale, whose home is in Jonesport, officer beside it to turn the knob.
The force of the stream knocked school picnic.
typical of the State and of a design has been spending the summer on
truly fine automobile! At every speed, you travel
“
Every
once
in
a
while,
we
get
a
the
door
open
with
a
bang,
and
the
that is within the means of the av White Head. Both are popular and
water caught the engineer full in the ease that's not so exciting but is
without the slightest annoyance from vibration or
erage owner of such establishments. congratulations are extended.
The guests from put of town were; miidriff. He didn’t have a chance to might}' baffling. There was one up at
“It is the thought of the Commis
rumble. Equally delightful are the comfort and
sion that the plans, so drawn, be Mrs. Edward Beale. Jonesport; Mrs. shoot; the powerful stream pinned Pier 45 on the Mystic. They report
available at the Commission’s office Eli Beale. Beals; Master Ossie Beale, him solidly against the wall. Three ed that they were constantly losing a
handling ease. Four long semi-elliptic shock ab
for distribution to those who wish to Jonesport; Rev. and Mrs. Herman officers rushed in and secured him. large number of green hides and hud
sorber springs, set parallel to the frame, provide
no
idea
where
they
were
going.
and
the
harbor
police
had
finished
up
take advantage of them. The Com Winchenbach, Miss Evangeline Win“We kept a ciose watch on file
mission will suggest further that this chenbach, Rockland; Capt. and Mrs. another little routine job.
the road balance found in the finest cars. The
They have plenty of jobs, these water end and patrolmen did the
Committee consider, tiie advisability Arthur Beale, Mrs. Edwin Webber,
steering gear is equipped throughout with frictionof conducting county and statewide Mrs. Acel Hupper, Mrs. John Kelley, harbor police. In the first place, they same on the shore; none of us got
prize contests for the best filling Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Andrews, Miss police the harbor as their landlubber anything but the thefts continued, of
free ball bearings. And the big non-locking 4-wheel
station, the best roadside market and Kathryn Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. Niles brothers police the streets, picking up course, we claimed that it was a short
brakes are quiet, positive and unusually easy to
the best overnight camp in each coun Cameron. Misses Vada, Alice and thugs, drunks and robbers. They see job and the officers ashore claimed
ty and in the State as a whole, all Agatha Alley and Mrs. A. H. Calder. that all ships anchored in the har it was a water job. But all our claim
apply. Only a demonstration can reveal how
with a view towards attaining tiie
Mri and Mrs. Thompson left Thurs bor are clear of slips and channels, ing didn’t stop the loss.
delightful it is to drive this amazing car!
desired end.
"Days
passed
without
our
getting
and
anchored
correctly.
They
super

day morning via automobile for a
“The Commission is most hopeful
short wedding trip; after their return vise the transportation of all oil and the thief and then, one morning when
that the Federation of Women’s Clubs
gasolene that is moved in the har I was passing the pier I noticed a
can see their way clear to cooperate they will continue to reside on White bor, watch over the property of vari junk man’s boat coming out from,
Head
for
the
present.
with the Commission in the setting
ous yacht clubs, pick up floating underneath it. Out of the corner of
up of this committee which, like all
bodies and grapple for those who my eye I noticed that his boat was
In order to appreciate the value of the new Chevro
other cooperative committees of the
have just gone beneath the waves; empty so we kept right on going, hut
READ
THE
WANT
ADS.
let, It is necessary to remember what a really fine
Commission, will be statewide in
I
made
up
my
mind
to
take
a
look
recover from 100 to 150 stolen boats
character, and the carrying out of
each year, and look after any other underneath that dock.
Six it is. Its design represents more than four years’
such plans as the Committee may
“That afternoon we went under it
little things that may turn up.
recommend to the Commission, to
development and testing. Materials are carefully
in a small boat and after quite a
wards the preservation of our places
A Laugh or Two
search located a small trap door that
selected
from the finest available sources of supply.
of historic interest or the improve
Captain Perry has been In the har was unbolted. We left it as it was
ment of our highways.
Highly
skilled
workmen perform every manufac
FRIED CLAMS
and
stationed
a
man
on
a
neighboring
bor police for over 25 years, starting
"There is no better way that the
as patrolman and working himself pier where he could keep an eye on it.
turing operation. And inspection Is rigorous and
LOBSTER STEW
women of the State can assist in the
to the head of the division. In spite Two nights later he phoned in that
development of the State than in
continuous, from raw material to finished product.
FISH AND CHICKEN
of has assertion that nothing ever the junk man's craft was under tho
awakening a State consciousness of
happens, it was a thrilling story that pier.
The result Is quality so high that you can confi
DINNER
the value of our historic points as an
“We went up on the Watchman
he told the Sunday Post reporter.
attraction to tourists, as a stimulant
ALL HOME COOKING
dently look forward to thousands upon thousands
Then again, there was a laugh or two and laid off the end of the dock, with
to State pride and in aiding the Com
At
thrown in for good measure. Let the our lights out. Pretty soon, we saw
of care-fiee, dependable miles!
mission to improve the general ap
captain himself tell of the most ludi the junk boat come sneaking out.
pearance of the highways which, if
crous happenings in the history of Our searchlight flashed on and caught
bad, make a most unpleasant impres
him in its rays. His boat was loaded
his department.
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“Well,” he began, “there was a full with green hides. Got a confes
good, send the tourist away enthusi
llPlt
I bunch of college boys from Harvard sion from him that involved the night
astic about his trip to Maine.”
| had a picnic down the harbor; they watchman and they botli got a stretch
I pull off one or two every year just in prison.
"Two men are fishing daily off Bos
about graduating time, you know,
and don’t consider the outing a suc ton harbor, who we know are cold
cess unless they think up some origi blooded murderers and can't do a
nal stunt. This time they stuffed up thing about it. An Italian fisherman
a lot of effigies with straw and rags, was coming up the harbor In his boat
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painted faces on them so they looked ' with his little boy. Just as he was
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mighty life-like, and took the dum passing Deer Island, these two fel
lows who had a grudge against him
mies along as guests.
“Some of the figures—there must came along and shot hint with a rifle.
Then They "Beat It”
have been 25 or 30 of them—were
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“The shot didn’t kill him so they
dressed in women's clothes, some in
l
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old dress suits, and some in overalls, kept up the fire and lie jump' d nverLena K. Sargent
Tel. 994-M or990-M
I suppose they had a great time with board lo escape them, the boy hiding
The women of Edwin Libby Relief
Corps have started their season’s
work, and the attendance Thursday
night indicates that the members
have lost none of their interest dur
ing the summer vacation.
Mrs.
Elizabeth Barton was chairman of
the supper.
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Uncc vyur house is property
painted it is insured against d»>
cay. Decay is just as oestructhre
as fire.
Paint,
Paint, to serve
serve its
its real
real purpose, must protect
-* pleasing effect is only a Dy-product. Buy
your nouse paint with thia thought in mind, then
you will think about quality as well as color.
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CRIE HARDWARE CO.
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SWP

(SHarwta-Williaxna

ha. In It the .taylng, weather-reeieting pronertlee (has
give a house protection. It ha* wonderful covering
power, it holds its color and it everlastingly sticks to its
job. It is real insurance. It insures protection from the
elements; it insures value in your property; it io
beauty and distinction.

There is a special Sherwin-Williams product far an
surface around the home—Mar-not for floors, Flat-To
for walls, Porch and Deck Paint for outside floors, eta.
Tell us what you want to paint and ws will sail you the
best for your purpose.

Sherwin -Williams
Paints ^Varnishes

A

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Rockland

Tel. 14

The space devoted to news beyond, terms of continents.
But "contiour borders by the press of the Na- nental thinking' is more general than
tion has trebled since the war. True, .formerly and we are no longer "in
provincialism has not entirely dis- the red" when it comes to our trade
appeared. Not everybody thinks in balance In international ideas.

Delightful to Drive!

—so Economical to Own!
Many people still do not appreciate how little it
costs to own a Chevrolet Six. The Chevrolet Coach,
for instance, with its beautiful Body by Fisher, is
priced at $595, f. o. b. factory, Flint, Michigan—
with onlyjthe most reasonable charges for handling
and financing. You can actually secure a Chevrolet
Six for practically the same down payment and low
monthly charges you would expect to pay for any
low-priced car. In addition, the Chevrolet Six de
livers better than 20 miles to the gallon of gasoline,
with unusually low oil consumption! And Author
ized Chevrolet Service is available everywhere on a
low flat-rate basis, with extremely low-priced re
placement parts. Come in to-day for a de
monstration.

Durable and Dependable!

The
COACH

$

595

The
ROADSTER~.
The
PHAETON................

The Imperial
SEDAN..................
The
Sedan Delivery...........
The Light
Delivery Chassis..........
The
IK Ton Chassis.
The 1K Ton •
Chassis with Cab.........
All prlcntj. o. b. factory, flint, Mich.
COMPARE the delivered price as well aa the list price In
considering automobile values. Chevrolet's delivered prices
Include only reasonable charges for delivery and financing,

7525
*525
The
COUPE. . ................. *595
The Sport
COUPE. ............................... *645
The
SEDAN................................. *675
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*695
..*595
7400
7545
7650

VILLAGE INN

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc., 689 Main St., Rockland

Rockland Commercial College

BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Me.
'
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Evening School Opens Oct. 1
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